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Preface
This volume contains the abstracts of the talks presented at AITP 2022: Seventh
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Theorem Proving held September 4–9,
2022 in Aussois, France.
This year AITP has been co-located with a meeting of Working Group 5 of
Cost Action European Research Network on Formal Proofs. We thank Frédéric
Blanqui and the Cost Action CA20111 for covering the local organizer costs for
the events, as well as supporting the travel and accommodation of 16 of the
participants.
We are organizing AITP because we believe that large-scale semantic processing and strong computer assistance of mathematics and science is our inevitable
future. New combinations of AI and reasoning methods and tools deployed over
large mathematical and scientific corpora will be instrumental to this task. We
hope that the AITP conference will become the forum for discussing how to
get there as soon as possible, and the force driving the progress towards that.
AITP 2022 consists of several sessions discussing connections between modern
AI, ATP, ITP and (formal) mathematics. The sessions are discussion oriented
and based on 30 contributed talks.
We would like to thank the CNRS conference center in Aussois for hosting AITP 2022. Many thanks also to Andrei Voronkov and his EasyChair for
their support with paper reviewing and proceedings creation. The conference
was partly funded from the European Research Council (ERC) under the EUH2020 project SMART (no. 714034), and the Czech project AI&Reasoning
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15003/0000466 and the European Regional Development Fund.
Finally, we are grateful to all the speakers, participants and PC members for their
interest in discussing and pushing forward these exciting topics!
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Reinforcement Learning for Schedule Optimization∗
Nikolai Antonov13 , Jan Hůla12 , Mikoláš Janota1 , and Přemysl Šůcha1
1

Czech Technical University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
2
University of Ostrava, Ostrava, Czech Republic
3
Kazan Federal University, Kazan, Russia

Problem formulation and related work. In this paper we use machine learning to optimize
a specific problem in integer linear algebra, which is practically motivated as job scheduling.
Let us have a machine (system) capable of doing some work divided into a sequence of jobs.
The machine follows three basic assumptions. First, it can do only one job a time. Secondly, a
started job cannot be interrupted: a job must be completed before starting a next one. Third,
the machine cannot idle: having finished one job, it immediately moves onto the next one until
all the jobs assigned to the machine are finished. We are given a set of jobs N = {1, 2, ..., n}
with processing times pi and due dates di for all i ∈ N . We assume that pi and di are positive
integers and pi ≤ di for all i ∈ N . Additionally, each job has a weight (or cost), which is
a positive integer wi , i ∈ N representing how valuable a particular job is. Assume that all
the jobs are available form the very beginning (time moment 0) and executed one by one in
the order specified by a permutation P of N . Let CiP denote the completion time of i-th job
executed according to permutation P and define a set S = {i ∈ N | CiP ≤ di }. The goal is
to find a permutation P ∗ maximizing the weighted number
P of jobs that will be completed no
later than the specified due date, i.e. maximize f (P ) = i∈S wi . We formulate the problem in
satisfiability modulo theories (SMT). We want to find an integer vector
(s1 , s2 , ..., sn ) ≥ 0
maximizing
X

σ(CiP , di )wi , where σ(x, y) = 1 if x ≤ y else 0

subject to
i < j =⇒ (si + pi ≤ sj ) ∨ (sj + pj ≤ si ), i ∈ N, j ∈ N
The formulation does not explicitly specify that there must not be idling time, because at the
post-processing stage any solution can be easily adjusted to eliminate any idling. In this work,
we use reinforcement learning (RL) to solve this maximization problem, without guaranteeing
optimality—approximate optima are also practically interesting. We remark that a decision
version of the problem is obtained by bounding the objective function by some integer K.
The problem is proven to be NP-hard [4]—Knapsack is a special case when all jobs have
the same due date. Due to its practical importance, the problem has been studied extensively
in scheduling and OR communities: Potts and Van Wassenhove [6] gave a branch and bound
algorithm for solving instances with up to 1,000 jobs; M’Hallah and Bulfin [5] propose an exact
algorithm capable of handling instances with up to 2,500 jobs; Baptiste et al. [1] developed
an algorithm solving up to 50000 jobs instances of particular type; Hejl et al. [3] investigated
strongly-correlated instances and achieved a progress of solving 5000 jobs within one hour.
To the best of our knowledge, the considered problem was not studied in the ML community.
However, number of combinatorial optimization problems tackled by reinforcement learning and
other ML approaches is growing every year; we refer the reader to a survey by Bengio et al. [2].
∗ Results of this project No. LL1902 were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within
the programme ERC CZ
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J

To process

Scheduled
Tardy

Figure 1: Decision-making of the RL agent for job J

Approach. We solve the considered problem using deep reinforcement learning [8, 7]. A
sketch of the approach is provided in the Figure 1. Initially, all the jobs are sorted in ascending
order by due date. At each moment of time, the agent observes a set of jobs that have not
been completed yet and one of these jobs that the agent has to decide about (the unprocessed
job with the earliest due date). The featurization of the unprocessed jobs is based on the
distribution of their weights/proc. time/due date (represented as histograms). The agent has
two possible actions: (1) schedule the first unprocessed job immediately and therefore it will
be on time; (2) mark the job as tardy and move it to the end of schedule. One step of the
agent corresponds to a decision regarding one job from a given instance. During the training
phase, the agent receives a reward whenever the decision is right, i.e. if the job turned out to
be the same (on time or late) as the agent predicted it to be in the optimal permutation that
we have as a label. During the validation phase, the agent is only rewarded at the very end.
The reward is equal to the ratio of the cost obtained by following the policy to the cost of the
optimal solution.
Evaluation and conclusions. To make a fair comparison with actual results, we generate
data according to the algorithm presented in [1] and [3]. Weights and durations are random
inP
tegers from [1; 100] and every due date is random integer from [0.3S; 0.7S], where S = i∈N pi .
We compare to greedy heuristics MAX COST, MAX COST/DUR and MAX COST/DUE,
which process the jobs in ascending order based on wi , ratios wpii , and wdii , respectively. Terms
µ(n) and σ(n) stand for mean and standard deviation of optimality gap, obtained on the in∗
∗
stances with n jobs. An optimality gap is defined as v v−v
is the optimal value of the
∗ , where v
instance and v is the cost obtained by following the policy. The results show that our approach
achieves much lower optimality gap than any of the greedy-heuristic approaches. This indicates
that reinforcement learning is a viable approach to optimization of the linear integer algebra
problems studied in this paper. We believe that this work would inspire further research on the
use of reinforcement learning on more general problems or on probabilistic decision procedures.

2

MAX COST
MAX COST/DUR
MAX COST/DUE
DRL model

µ(100)
0.14
0.09
0.09
0.065

σ(100)
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.027

µ(250)
0.14
0.09
0.09
0.015

σ(250)
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01

MAX COST
MAX COST/DUR
MAX COST/DUE
DRL model

µ(500)
0.14
0.08
0.09
0.017

σ(500)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

µ(1000)
0.14
0.08
0.09
0.009

σ(1000)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.006
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Proving theorems using Incremental Learning and Hindsight
Experience Replay
1

Introduction

The highest performing ATP systems (e.g., [7, 18]) in first order logic have been evolving for
decades and have grown to use an increasing number of manually designed heuristics mixed with
some machine learning, to obtain a large number of search strategies that are tried sequentially
or in parallel. Some recent works [5, 13, 19] build on top of these provers, using modern machine
learning techniques to augment, select or prioritize their already existing heuristics, with some
success. Other recent works do not build on top of other provers, but still require existing proof
examples as input (e.g., [9, 23]). Such machine-learning-based ATP systems can struggle to solve
difficult problems when the training dataset does not provide problems of sufficiently diverse
difficulties.
In this paper, we propose an approach which can build a strong theorem prover without
relying on existing domain-specific heuristics or on prior input data (in the form of proofs) to
prime the learning. We strive to design a learning methodology for ATP that allows a system to
improve even when there are large gaps in the difficulty of given set of theorems. In particular,
given a set of conjectures without proofs, our system trains itself, based on its own attempts and
(dis)proves an increasing number of conjectures, an approach which can be viewed as a form of
incremental learning. Additionally, all the previous approaches [19, 1, 13] learn exclusively on
successful proof attempts. When no new theorem can be proven, the learner may not be able
to improve anymore and thus the system may not be able to obtain more training data. This
could in principle happen even at the very start of training, if all the theorems available are too
hard. To tackle this challenge, we adapt the idea of hindsight experience replay (HER) [3] to
ATP: Clauses reached during proof attempts (whether successful or not) are turned into goals
in hindsight, producing a large amount of ‘auxiliary’ theorems with proofs of varied difficulties
for the learner, even in principle when no theorem from the original set can be proven initially.
This leads to a smoother learning regime and a constantly improving learner.
We evaluate our approach on two popular benchmarks: MPTP2078 [2] and M2k [17] and
compare it both with TRAIL [1], a recent machine learning prover as well as with E prover
[24, 7], one of the leading heuristic provers. Our proposed approach substantially outperforms
TRAIL [1] on both datasets, surpasses E in the auto configuration with a 100s time limit, and is
competitive with E in the autoschedule configuration with a 7 days time limit. In addition, our
approach almost always (99.5% of cases) finds shorter proofs than E.

2

Methodology

We describe the two key components of our approach: how we adapt hindsight experience replay
in an incremental learning pipeline, and how clauses are represented for the learner.
Incremental Learning and Hindsight Experience Replay Similar to previous approaches
[19, 13, 1], we use the given clause algorithm [21] where the clause scoring heuristics are replaced
with a neural network. We start with no proof data to start, and train a simple binary classifier
to determine if a particular clause appears in a proof of a conjecture or not. The classifier is
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Table 1: Number of conjectures proven on MPTP2078 and M2k.
Domain

Conjectures
E-basic
(100s)

MPTP2078
M2k

2078
2003

555
1451

Heuristic Approaches
E-auto E auto-schedule
(100s)
(100s)
1139
1845

1289
1911

E-best
(7 days)
1369
1923

TRAIL
1213
1808

ML Approaches
IL
IL
w/o HER w/HER
1056
1688

1353
1861

trained in an incremental manner where the new proof data obtained by the proof attempts is
used to feed the classifier in a continuous manner. The key issue in such an approach arises
if the complete set of conjectures are either very difficult or there are big gaps in difficulty of
given conjectures such that no training data can be generated by proof attempts to train the
classifier. To counter this, we adapt the idea of hindsight experience replay in ATP where any
proof attempt whether successful or failure would generate new data for classifier. The core
idea of HER is to take any “unsuccessful” trajectory in a goal-based task and convert it into
a successful one by treating the final state that happened to be reached as if it were the goal
state, in hindsight. Inspired by HER, we use the clauses generated during any proof attempt
as additional conjectures, which we call hindsight goals, leading to a supply of positive and
negative examples. Let D be any non-input clause generated during the refutation attempt of
Cs . We call D a hindsight goal.1 Then, the set Cs ∪ {¬D} can be refuted. Further, we can use
the ancestors of D as positive examples for the negated conjecture and axioms Cs ∪ {¬D}. This
generates a very large number of examples, allowing us to effectively train the neural network,
even with only a few conjectures at hand.
Representation Our clause scoring network receives as input the clause to score, x, the
hindsight goal clause, g, and a sequence of negated conjecture clauses Cs . Individual clauses
are transformed into a heterogeneous directed acyclic graphs, called clause graph similar to [4].
We use a Transformer encoder architecture [25] for the clause-scoring network, whose input is
composed of the set of node embeddings in the current clause x, goal clause g and conjecture
clauses Cs , up to 128 nodes. For each node, we compute a spectral encoding vector representing
its position in the clause graph [8]; this is given by the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of
the graph. This replaces the traditional positional encoding in transformers.

3

Experiments and Results

We implement our approach on top of E prover but disable all clause scoring heuristics of E. We
use a maximum time of 100s for each proof attempt. We evaluate on two popular benchmarks:
MPTP2078[2] and M2k[17] which are widely used in literature. Further, we compare our results
with E in different configurations as well as incremental learning without hindsight (IL w/o
HER) and TRAIL[1], a recent ML based prover. Table 1 shows the number of proved conjectures
by all provers. IL w/HER not only outperforms TRAIL, IL w/o HER and E (100s) but achieves
a competing performance when E is run for the whole duration of training time. We refer the
reader to the appendix for further details of methodology, experimental setup and additional
results.

1 Note that, while the original version of HER [3] only uses the last reached state as a single hindsight goal,
we use all intermediate clauses, providing many more data points.

2
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Appendix
Methodology
we describe the basic search algorithm used by most of the traditional first-order automated
theorem provers, explain how we integrate our method into one of these provers and finally,
provide a detailed description of our overall incremental learning system.

Given-clause algorithm. Almost all of the powerful automated theorem provers for firstorder logic, including E, use some variation of a given-clause search algorithm [18, 7, 21]. This
type of algorithm works by continuously choosing a new given clause to expand, with the help
of one or more priority queues, until an empty clause (i.e. contradiction) is reached. The given
clause is combined according to various logical operations (like resolution, factoring, etc.;) with
previously chosen active clauses to generate more clauses, which are consequently added to the
priority queues. Each priority queue depends on a scoring function for sorting the clauses. At
every step, a queue is selected based on a schedule, which usually consists of a simple cycle
through all queues and each queue occurs for a fixed number of pre-determined steps within
in each cycle. For example, the simplest schedule could be round robin sampling of all queues
where each cycle consists of a single occurrence of each queue.
The two most basic types of queues are the FIFO queue and the clause weight queue. The
former keeps the clauses sorted from oldest to youngest, guaranteeing that every clause will be
visited after some finite amount of time. The latter uses a simple linear function that combines
the numbers of various elements in the clauses (such as literals, atoms, variables) to obtain a
“weight” and sorts the clauses from lightest to heaviest. The idea is to prioritize lighter or smaller
clauses which, empirically, helps in reaching the empty clause faster.

Using machine learning to improve provers that depend on the given-clause algorithm. There are many ways to incorporate machine learning into a prover that is based on
the given-clause algorithm. One option is to replace the queues with a policy over clauses that
has full control over the search [6, 1]. Another option is to train a clause scoring function which
merely provides an additional queue that can be added to any existing set of queues [19, 5].

Integrating our method into E. We take the latter approach in this work. We train a
classifier that predicts the probability of a clause appearing in the proof given a set of initial
clauses and use the predictions of this classifier to construct a “learned queue”. We integrate
this queue into the popular open-source first-order prover E using remote procedure calls (in
a fashion similar to Enigma [14]). This allows us to take advantage of the sophisticated logic
engine in E.
E, however, is more than its logic engine. It comes preloaded with hundreds of thousands
of lines of code for heuristics (optimized for certain datasets) which help E pick the right set
of queues with the right set of ratios for the given problem. As our goal is to replace these
complicated heuristics with a single machine learning system, when we evaluate our method, we
use a simple, fixed queue structure: a FIFO queue for completeness, a basic clause weight queue
for greedy search and a ‘learned’ queue for guided search.
5
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Clause-scoring and hindsight experience replay
In order to perform clause-scoring, we use deep neural networks, which can be trained in many
ways so as to find proofs faster. A method utilized by [19] and [15] turns the scoring task into a
classification task: a network is trained to predict whether the clause to be scored will appear in
the proof or not. In other words, the probability predicted by an ‘in-proofness’ classifier is used
as the score. To train, once a proof is found, the clauses that participate in the proof (i.e., the
ancestors of the empty clause) are considered to be positive examples, while all other generated
clauses are taken as negative examples.2 Then, given as input one such generated clause x along
with the input clauses Cs , the network must learn to predict whether x is part of the (found)
proof.
There are two main drawbacks to this approach. First, if all conjectures are too hard for the
initially unoptimized prover, no proof is found and no positive examples are available, making
supervised learning impossible. Second, since proofs are often small (often a few dozen steps),
only few positive examples are generated. As the number of available conjectures is often small
too, there is far too little data to train a modern high-capacity neural network. Moreover, for
supervised learning to be successful, the conjectures that can be proven must be sufficiently
diverse, so the learner can steadily improve. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that such a
curriculum is available. If the difficulty suddenly jumps, the learner may be unable to improve
further. These shortcomings arise because the learner only uses successful proofs, and all the
unsuccessful proof attempts are discarded. In particular, the overwhelming majority of the
generated clauses become negative examples, and need to be discarded to maintain a good
balance with the positive examples.
To leverage the data generated in unsuccessful proof attempts, we adapt the concept of
hindsight experience replay (HER) [3] from goal-conditioned reinforcement learning to theorem
proving. The core idea of HER is to take any “unsuccessful” trajectory in a goal-based task
and convert it into a successful one by treating the final state that happened to be reached as
if it were the goal state, in hindsight. A deep network is then trained with this trajectory, by
contextualizing the policy with this state instead of the original goal. This way, even in the
absence of positive feedback, the network is still able to adapt to the dataset, if not to the goal,
thus having a better chance to reach the goal on future tries.
Inspired by HER, we use the clauses generated during any proof attempt as additional
conjectures, which we call hindsight goals, leading to a supply of positive and negative examples.
Let D be any non-input clause generated during the refutation attempt of Cs . We call D a
hindsight goal.3 Then, the set Cs ∪ {¬D} can be refuted. Furthermore, once the prover reaches
D starting from Cs ∪ {¬D}, only a few more resolution steps are necessary to reach the empty
clause; that is, there exists a refutation proof of Cs ∪ {¬D} where D is an ancestor of the empty
clause. Hence, we can use the ancestors of D as positive examples for the negated conjecture and
axioms Cs ∪ {¬D}. This generates a very large number of examples, allowing us to effectively
train the neural network, even with only a few conjectures at hand.
Furthermore, to keep the network small, axioms are not provided as input to the scoring
network Although the set of active clauses is an important factor in determining the usefulness
of a clause, we ignore it in the network input to keep the network size smaller.

2 These examples are technically not necessarily negative, as they may be part of another proof. But avoiding
these examples during the search still helps the system to attribute more significance to the positive examples.
3 Note that, while the original version of HER [3] only uses the last reached state as a single hindsight goal,
we use all intermediate clauses, providing many more data points.
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Algorithm 1 Distributed incremental learning. launch starts a new process in parallel. For
each conjecture an instance of UBS decides the sequence of time limits for solving attempts.
def main(conjectures):
# Launch and connect learners, actors and manager with example buffer &
example_buffer = create_example_buffer()
task_queue = create_task_queue()
learners = [for i = 1..10:
launch learner(example_buffer)]
for i = 1..1000: launch actor(task_queue,
learners, example_buffer)
actor_manager = launch actor_manager(conjectures, task_queue)
wait for actor_manager to finish

task queue

def learner(example_buffer):
repeat forever:
# Sample a batch of examples and train the network.
batch = sample_batch_uniformly(example_buffer)
minimize_classification_loss(batch) # we use cross-entropy
def actor(task_queue, learners, example_buffer)
repeat forever:
# Fetch a task and attempt to prove the conjecture.
conjecture, time_limit = get_task(task_queue)
learner = sample_uniformly(learners)
run E on conjecture
for at most time_limit seconds;
obtain generated_clauses
examples = sample_examples(generated_clauses) # see Alg. (*\ref{alg:sample_examples
}*)
put_examples(example_buffer, examples)
def actor_manager(conjectures, task_queue):
schedulers = []
for conjecture in conjectures:
schedulers[conjecture] = initialize_UBS() # see Section (*\ref{sec:ubs}*)
repeat until all conjectures have been proven:
# Choose a random conjecture and enqueue it.
conjecture = sample_uniformly(conjectures)
scheduler = schedulers[conjecture]
time_limit = get_next_time_limit(scheduler)
put_task(task_queue, (conjecture, time_limit))

Incremental learning algorithm
Typical supervised learning ATP systems require a set of proofs (provided by other provers) to
optimize their model (e.g., [19, 13, 4]). Success is assessed by cross-validation. In contrast, we
formulate ATP as an incremental learning problem—see in particular [22, 12]. Given a pool
of unproven conjectures, the objective is to prove as many as possible, even using multiple
attempts, and ideally as quickly as possible. Hence, the learning system must bootstrap directly
from initially-unproven conjectures, without any initial supervised training data. Success is
7
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Algorithm 2 Example sampling algorithm.
def sample_examples(generated_clauses):
# Estimate the number of examples that can be consumed by the learner
target_num_examples =
time_elapsed_since_last_attempt $\times$ target_num_examples_per_second
# Remove the input clauses
hindsight_goals =
generated_clauses \ input_clauses
# Subsample the goals and the examples
examples = []
sizes = {tree_size(c) : c $\in$ hindsight_goals}
for size in sizes:
size_goals = {c $\in$ hindsight_goals :
tree_size(c) == size}
w_size = 1 / ln(size + e) - 1 / ln(size + e + 1)
num_examples = ceil(target_num_examples $\times$ w_size)
for _ in range(num_examples):
goal = uniform_sample(size_goals) # pick hindsight goal of this size
anc = ancestors(goal)
examples += [positive_example(uniform_sample(anc), goal)]
examples += [negative_example(uniform_sample(hindsight_goals \ anc), goal)]
return examples

assessed by the number of proven conjectures, and the time spent solving them. Hence, we
do not need to split the set of conjectures into train/test/validate sets because, if the system
overfits to the proofs of a subset of conjectures, it will not be able to prove more conjectures.
Our incremental learning system is described in Algorithm 1. Initially, all conjectures are
unproven and the clause-scoring network is initialized randomly. At this stage, we have no
information on how long it takes to prove a certain conjecture, or whether it can be proven at
all. The prover attempts to prove all conjectures provided using a scheduler (described below),
so as to vary time limits for each conjecture. This ensures that proofs for easy conjectures are
obtained early, and the resulting positive and negative examples are then used to train the
clause-scoring network. As the network learns, more conjectures can be proven, providing in
turn more data, and so on. This incremental learning algorithm thus allows us to automatically
build a capable prover for a given domain, starting from a basic prover that may not even be
able to prove a single conjecture in the given set.
Time scheduling. All conjectures are attempted in parallel, each on a CPU. For each
conjecture, we use the uniform budgeted scheduler (UBS) algorithm [11, section 7] to further
simulate running in (pseudo-)parallel the solver with varying time budgets, and restarting each
time the budget is exhausted. In the terminology of UBS, we take T (k, r) = 3r2k−1 in seconds,
but we cap k ≤ kmax = 10. A UBS instance simulates on a single CPU running kmax restarting
programs, by interleaving them: On a ‘virtual’ CPU of index k ∈ {1, . . . , kmax }, a program
corresponds to running the prover for a budget of 3 · 2k−1 seconds before restarting it for the
same budget of time and so on; r is the number of restarts. Hence, as the network learns, each
conjecture is incrementally attempted with time budgets of varying sizes (3s, 6s, 12s, . . . , 3072s),
using no more than one hour, while carefully balancing the cumulative time spent within each
8
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budget [20, 11]. Once a proof has been found for a conjecture, the scheduler is not stopped, so
as to continue searching for more (often shorter) proofs.
Distributed implementation. Our implementation consists of multiple actors running in
parallel, a manager that distributes tasks to the actors using the time scheduling algorithm, and
a task queue that handles manager-actors communication. We used ten learners training ten
separate models to increase the diversity of the search without having to increase the number of
actors. These learners are fed with training examples from the actors and use them to update
their parameters of their clause-scoring networks. Note that during the first 1 000 updates, the
actors do not use the clause-scoring network as its outputs are mostly random.4
Subsampling hindsight goals and examples. With HER, the number of available
examples is actually far too large: if, after a proof attempt, n clauses have been generated (n
may be in the thousands), not only can each clause be used as a hindsight goal, but there are
about n2 pairs of the form (positive example, hindsight goal), and far more negative examples.
This suddenly puts us in a very data-rich regime, which contrasts with the data scarcity of
learning only from complete proofs of the given conjecture. Hence, we need to subsample the
examples in order to prevent overwhelming the learner. To this end, we first estimate the number
of examples the learner can consume per second before sampling. But there is an additional
difficulty: the number of possible clauses is exponentially large in the tree_size (number of
nodes in the clause tree) of the clause, while small clauses are likely more relevant since the
empty clause (which is the true target) has size 0. Moreover, clauses can be rather large: a
tree_size over 300 is quite common, and we observed some tree_size values over 6 000. To
correct for this, we fix the proportion of positive and negative examples for each hindsight goal
clause size, ensuring that small hindsight goal clauses are favoured, while allowing a diverse
sample of large clauses, using a heavy-tail distribution ws . Finally, all the positive and negative
examples thus sampled are added to the training pool for the learners.

Representation
Our clause scoring network receives as input the clause to score, x, the hindsight goal clause, g,
and a sequence of negated conjecture clauses Cs . Individual clauses are transformed into directed
acyclic graphs (an example is depicted in Figure 1) with five different node types : clause, literal,
atomic-term, variable-term or variable. First, there is a clause node, whose children are literal
nodes, corresponding to all literals of the clause (each one is associated with a predicate). The
children of literal nodes represent the arguments of the predicate; they are either variable-term
nodes if the argument is a variable, or atomic-term nodes otherwise5 . Children of atomic-term
nodes follow the same description. Finally, each variable-term node is linked to a variable node,
which has as many parents as there are instances of the corresponding variable in the clause.
To each node, we associate a feature vector composed of the following five components: (i)
A one-hot vector of length 3, encoding if the node belongs to x, g or a member of Cs . (ii) A
one-hot vector of length 5 encoding the node type: clause, literal, atomic-term, variable-term
or variable. (iii) A one-hot vector of length 2 encoding if the node belongs to a positive or
negative literal (null vector for clause and variable nodes). (iv) A hash vector representing the
predicate name or the function/constant name respectively for predicate or atomic-term nodes
(null vector for other nodes). (v) A hash vector representing the predicate/function argument
slot in which the term is present (null vector for clause, literal and variable nodes). Hash vectors
4 We picked 1000 as it appeared to be approximately the number of steps required for the learner to reach the
base prover performance on a few experiments.
5 A constant argument is equivalent with a function of arity 0.
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Figure 1: Clause graph of a goal clause. Each node has five features: clause type, node type,
literal polarity, symbol hash and argument slot hash. The parts of formula corresponding to
each node are shown outside of the nodes.

are randomly sampled uniformly on the 64 dimensional unit hyper-sphere, using the name of
the predicate, function or constant (and the argument position for slots) as seed.
The node feature vectors are projected into a 64-dimensional node embedding space using
a linear layer that trains during learning. We use a Transformer encoder architecture [25] for
the clause-scoring network, whose input is composed of the set of node embeddings in the
current clause x, goal clause g and conjecture clauses Cs , up to 128 nodes. For each node, we
compute a spectral encoding vector representing its position in the clause graph [8]; this is
given by the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of the graph from which we keep only the 64
first dimensions, corresponding to the low frequency components. It replaces the traditional
positional encoding of Transformers. Note that if there are more than 128 nodes in the set of
clause graphs, we prioritize x, then g and Cs . Within each graph, we order the nodes from
top to bottom then left to right (e.g. the first nodes to be filtered out would be variable- or
atomic-term nodes of the last conjecture clause). We only keep the transformer encoder output
corresponding to the root node of the target clause and project it, using a linear layer, into a
single logit, representing the probability that x will be used to reach g starting from Cs .

Additional Results
To evaluate our approach, we use two popular benchmarks created out of the larger Mizar
Mathematical Library [10] and used in previous works [6, 17, 16]: MPTP2078 [2] is a sample
of larger Mizar datasets which is a good mixture of hard and easy theorems; M2k [17] is a
relatively easier benchmark which contains theorems that have already been proven by at least
one of the automated theorem provers in the past. The relative hardness of these datasets is
also illustrated by the fact that the state-of-the-art E prover proves less than 70% theorems
in MPTP2078 while it achieves proof rate greater than 95% on M2k theorems. We ignore five
problems in MPTP2078 and 13 problems in M2k due to E failing to generate a conjunctive
10
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of the shortest proof lengths achieved by E vs. incremental learning with
hindsight experience replay on the conjectures that can be proven by both.
normal form (first step in proving) of the problem.
We evaluate and compare our approach with both machine learning and heuristic based
approaches on these two datasets. We compare our approach with E, considered a state-ofthe-art heuristic based prover, in four configurations: (i) E in its default mode (without any
sophisticated heuristics and scheduling) for 100s (referred to as E-basic), (ii) E in auto mode
for 100s (the mode that was used by [6] and [1] 6 ), (iii) E in auto-schedule mode for 100s (we
observed that the auto-schedule mode significantly outperforms the auto mode), (iv) the best of
different runs of E in auto-schedule mode with time limits of 100s, 1 hour, 1 day and 7 days
(referred to as E-best). We used E prover version 2.5 [7] in each of these configurations with a
memory limit of 8192 GB.
We ran our incremental learning algorithm with hindsight experience replay (IL w/HER)
for seven days on each dataset, using 1000 actors where each attempt was allowed a maximum
duration of 100s. Every successful attempt that leads to a proof during training is logged,
along with the time elapsed, the number of clauses generated, the length of the proof, and the
proof itself. In order to show the importance of HER in achieving the results above, we ran
the same experiments with incremental learning but without HER (IL w/o HER), by training
the clause-scoring network using solely the data extracted from proofs found for the input
problems. As another point of comparison, we include the results of TRAIL, which is a top
performing learning method built on top of E prover, as reported in [1]. Like our approach,
TRAIL does not rely on E’s heuristics and does not use additional input data from which to
bootstrap, so it is directly comparable. [1] also reported numbers for other learning provers
that are similar in spirit, but since their performance is inferior to TRAIL, we do not include
their reported numbers. We note that there are other machine-learning based theorem provers,
such as ENIGMA [13] and its variants, and [19]; but these provers rely heavily either on E’s
heuristics on or input proof data to bootstrap from, and thus fall in a different category from
ours, where the machine learning system based on a basic prover should bootstrap on its own.
Conjectures proven. Table 1 shows the number of conjectures proven by each of these
approaches as well as the actual number of conjectures in each dataset. According to these
results, IL w/HER significantly outperforms TRAIL on both datasets. Interestingly, since
using HER is orthogonal to the methods used by TRAIL, one could hope that combining both
6 The exact results reported by [1] for E prover are significantly lower than what we obtained in our experiment.
This could be attributed to a difference in the version of E prover, memory allocated or processor speed—the
exact configuration details are not reported in their paper.
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Table 2: Problems uniquely solved by one method but not the other (E-best or IL w/HER) on
both datasets.
Domain
MPTP2078
M2k

Only E-best

Only IL w/HER

94
79

78
17

approaches could lead to even better results—but we leave this as future work. IL w/HER proved
2.5 times as many problems as the E-basic on MPTP2078 and 1.28 times as many as E basic
on M2k, improving its performance substantially through the use of a learned clause-scoring
network. IL w/HER also outperforms E-auto as well as E auto-schedule on the MPTP2078
dataset. We do not see a similar improvement on the M2k dataset. This can be due to the
fact that M2k is a subset of theorems already proven by ATPs and hence, by construction, it
consists of the sub-sample of theorems on which E already performs well. Lastly, as IL w/HER
ran for seven days, attempting each conjecture multiple times (though each attempt was allowed
a maximum of 100s) , in order to give E a fair chance, we also ran E for multiple time durations
(100s, 1h, 1d, 7d) and we report the maximum number of conjectures proved in of all these runs
as E-best. Our approach comes very close (less than 1% difference) to the performance of E-best
on the MPTP2078 dataset.
Unique theorems proved by our approach. Additionally, Table 2 shows the number of
theorems proven only by our approach and not E-best, and the other way around.. IL w/HER
manages to prove 78 theorems on MPTP-2078 and 17 theorems on M2k which are not proven
by E-best. This suggests that IL w/HER can find strategies that are absent from E.
Table 3: Comparison of different neural network architectures in IL w/HER on MPTP-2078
and M2k.
Domain
MPTP2078
M2k

Conjectures

MLP

GNN

Sequential
transformer

Spectral
transformer

2078
2003

1049
1772

1221
1756

1076
1704

1353
1861

Without hindsight. In order to evaluate specifically the impact of using HER, we also report
the performance of incremental learning alone which does not use any data from unsuccessful
proof attempts. As seen in Table 1, IL w/o HER performed significantly worse, failing to prove
297 (14.3%) of the conjectures on MPTP2078 and 173(8.6%) conjectures on M2k that can be
proven by IL w/HER. Without enough proofs of hard theorems from which to learn, IL w/o
HER underperformed significantly on these domains compared to IL w/HER.
Quality of proofs. We also looked at the individual proofs discovered by both systems.
Incremental learning combined with the revisiting of previously proven conjectures allowed our
system to discover shorter proofs continually. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the lengths of the
shortest proofs found by E vs. found by IL w/HER for each theorem. The shortest proofs found
by our system were consistently shorter than those found by E. Out of the 3119 conjectures
12
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proven by both systems, our proofs were shorter for 3106 conjectures (99.5%) whereas E’s proofs
were shorter for only 8 conjectures, with 5 proofs being of the same length.
Speed of search. E was able to search 13.6 times faster than our provers, in terms of clauses
generated per second. We believe that the only way for our system to compete with E under
these conditions is to find scoring functions that are much stronger than the numerous heuristics
that have been built into E over time.
Comparison between different representations: In order to understand the impact of
the choice of network architecture on the results, we compared different neural networks trained
with the proposed approach. We compared the spectral transformer representation described
in Sec. 2.3 with MLP (based on manually defined features), Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
and a sequential text-based representation of the logical formulae which is used in a standard
sequential transformer. For GNNs, we used the same graph structure as the spectral transformer
described in Sec. 3. An additional root node is added at the top to connect the target clause
with the negated conjecture clauses, in order to allow message passing between different clauses.
Table 3 shows the conjectures solved by using different representations trained with IL w/HER
using 1000 actors. We observe that GNNs outperform MLPs but fall short of the spectral
transformer in our implementation on the MPTP2078 dataset. It should be noted that there
are multiple ways to represent logical formulae as graphs, but we confine ourselves within the
representation which is closest to spectral transformers. A detailed investigation of other graph
representations proposed in the literature in combination with IL w/HER is left for future work.
Also, we observe that spectral transformers outperform sequential transformers significantly
in all our experiments. This can be attributed to the fact that spectral transformers capture
graphical structure, and hence exploit logical invariances in formulae, in contrast to sequential
transformers which treat these formulae as text.
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1

Introduction

Saturation-based automated theorem provers (ATPs) that use the given clause algorithm [1]
maintain two sets of clauses during the proof search: processed and unprocessed. In each
iteration of the saturation loop, the prover selects a clause, called the given clause by convention,
from the unprocessed set. All possible inferences are then made between the given clause and
the processed clauses. The newly inferred clauses are added to the unprocessed set, while
the given clause is moved from the unprocessed set to the processed set. When the proof
search successfully concludes (by inferring the empty clause, a trivial contradiction), a subset
of processed clauses constitutes the proof.
The basic clause selection heuristics choose the clause that is the oldest according to the
time it was inferred, or the smallest in the symbol count, that is, the number of symbol occurrences [11]. The symbol count heuristic can be generalized by assigning each symbol a weight
(a positive real number); the clause weight is then calculated by summing the weights of the
symbol occurrences. In addition to that, clauses can be penalized, for example, for each positive
literal, maximal literal, or unorientable equation [10].
The goal of this project is to improve the standard weight-based clause selection heuristic
by machine learning from proof searches. Specifically, our aim is to find problem-specific values
for the coefficients of the clause weight function (that is, the weights of symbols, variables,
maximal literals, unorientable equations, etc.). These parameter values are to be output from
a neural network (NN) trained on successful proof searches.
In section 2 we describe in detail our proposed solution in its basic form – a system that
automatically configures the parameters of the clause weight function in a problem-specific
fashion. In section 3 we outline possible generalizations and modifications.

2

GNN-based clause selection

Prediction When a new problem is to be solved, the problem is processed with a graph
neural network (GNN) [13, 8, 4, 9]. The GNN produces a weight wf for each symbol f and a
common weight wX for all variables. The weights are then used to instantiate a weight-based
clause selection heuristic: The weight of a clause is computed as the sum of the weights of all
the symbol and variable occurrences in the clause.
Note that our GNN only needs to be evaluated once at the beginning of the proof search:
Once the symbol and variable weights are calculated, they can be used throughout the proof
search without any additional input from the GNN. This can be interpreted as a conservative
∗ This work is supported by the Czech Science Foundation project no. 20-06390Y (JUNIOR grant), and the
Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague, grant no. SGS20/215/OHK3/3T/37.
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modification of the standard clause selection heuristic: We introduce neural guidance into the
proof search without increasing the cost of computing the weight of a newly inferred clause. This
contrasts with neural proof guidance systems that process each clause considered for selection
with a NN, such as ENIGMA Anonymous [5] or the prototype extension of E by Loos et al. [7].
Training The GNN is trained on successful proof searches. Similarly to ENIGMA [5], our
GNN is trained so that the clause selection heuristic favors clauses that have been observed to
contribute to a proof. Using a GNN that does not have access to symbol names, we train a
signature-agnostic system.
Each training example consists of an input problem, a proof clause c+ , and a non-proof
clause c− . The loss function ℓ is defined so that it is monotone with respect to the weight of
the proof clause w(c+ ) and anti-monotone with respect to the weight of the non-proof clause
w(c− ). Additional penalty terms, scaled by hyperparameters λf and λX , ensure that the symbol
weights wfi and the variable weight wX do not drift far from the standard value 1. The loss of
the proof clause c+ and the non-proof clause c− in a problem with symbols f1 , . . . , fn is:
n

ℓ(c+ , c− ) = − log sigmoid(w(c− ) − w(c+ )) + λf

1X
(log wfi )2 + λX (log wX )2
n i=1

(1)

This loss design is inspired by the approach that we successfully applied to symbol precedence
recommendation [2].
Training examples will be collected by running the target ATP Vampire [6] on problems
randomly sampled from the TPTP problem library [12].

3

Possible modifications

Additional input features The clause weight function may include additional clause features available in the prover, namely clause derivation depth and size. These clause features
may be multiplied by coefficients predicted by the GNN to make the influence of the features
trainable. In a similar fashion, the weights of terms, atoms, and literals may be augmented by
term-ordering-aware features [11], namely literal maximality in the clause, term maximality in
an equation, and orientability of an equation.
Binary cross-entropy loss A straightforward alternative to the loss function defined above
(1) is provided by training a binary clause classifier that predicts whether an input clause is
non-proof. If we allow the symbol and variable weights to span all real numbers, we can train
the NN using the standard binary cross-entropy loss, which allows extracting a prediction of
probability of the input clause classifying as non-proof. Ranking the clauses by this probability
prioritizes the inference of clauses that are likely to contribute to the proof. Although allowing
negative term weights forfeits fairness of the clause selection, this can be salvaged (as is anyway
done in the typical clause selection setup) by alternating weight-based and age-based clause
section under some ratio.
Recursive neural network Without increasing the asymptotic computational cost of the
evaluation of the clause weight, we can train a recursive neural network (RNN) for the clause
syntax directed acyclic graph (dag) [3]. Depending on the complexity of the RNN, this can
significantly increase the computational cost of evaluating the weight of a clause. The RNN
may use a GNN to calculate the initial embeddings of the symbols and variables.
2
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Parallel corpora are key resources for machine translation in natural language processing
(NLP). A parallel corpus maps textual scripts in one language (e.g., French) to their equivalents
in another language (e.g., English). The language-paired scripts in a parallel corpus are data
points used to train language models that learn how to translate text from one language to the
other.
Recently, the theorem proving community explored autoformalisation – the task of generating formal proofs that can be recognised by a theorem prover from their counterparts expressed
in informal natural language – as an instance of machine translation [1, 2]. Large transformer
models, such as Codex [3], have demonstrated that machines can learn to generate code from
natural language text through the use of large (parallel) corpora.
We introduce the Isabelle Parallel Corpus (IPC) of natural language and Isabelle/HOL
proofs. Natural language proofs in our corpus are expressed using sentences in the natural language of mathematics, with mathematical expressions transcribed using LATEX. The
aforementioned textual proofs have been extracted from textbooks, International Olympiad of
Mathematics solution sheets and other real-world mathematics resources.
In this presentation we will describe our multi-stage approach for constructing our corpus,
showcase our annotation tools and discuss the challenges involved in designing the annotation
scheme of a parallel corpus linking natural language to formal proofs.
We developed an annotation tool that allows us to (a) record information about artefacts in
the corpus, (b) collect parallel natural language and Isabelle/Isar scripts and (c) implement the
annotation scheme for the IPC. Our tool is built on top of a special instance of the SErAPIS
search engine for Isabelle and supports multi-user annotation.
In the first phase of building our corpus we have sourced over 500 Isabelle artefacts, including
theorems, definitions, lemmata and proof scripts. For each artefact we record information that
includes a statement of each artefact in the natural language of mathematics typeset in LATEX,
a BibTEX citation to the source material (textbooks, journal etc), the page and number (e.g.,
Theorem 4.1) as they appear in the source material. The second phase, which is ongoing,
involves attaching informal and formal Isabelle/Isar proofs to the recorded statements. At the
time of writing, we have paired Isabelle/Isar proofs with corresponding informal proofs for 18
statements.
The consensus in NLP is that machine translation models benefit from word and sentence
alignments [4, 5]. A sentence alignment for two parallel text scripts in different languages is
a pairing that links sentences in one language to sentences in the other language. Similarly, a
word alignment links tokens from a script in one language to the tokens of its equivalent script
in the other language. The parallel corpus designers are responsible for including annotations
∗ Anthony
† Yiannos
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for sentence and word alignments if this information is required by the intended use of the
corpus.
However, without answering questions like “Does every sentence in a natural language proof
correspond to a statement in Isabelle/Isar?” and “Can one Isabelle/Isar statement account for
multiple natural language sentences?”, the nature of sentence and word alignments for a parallel
corpus like the IPC is unclear.
Therefore, the first challenge in designing the IPC is to identify the annotation requirements of the corpus for aligning natural language sentences to Isabelle/Isar statements. We
conducted a pilot study to determine the requirements of such an annotation and made some
observations, including:
1. there are sentences in the natural language that do not correspond to any statement in
Isabelle/Isar and vice-versa and this occurs, for example, when the source text and the
Isabelle formalisation assume different prerequisites;
2. there is a many-to-many mapping (i.e. not a perfect one-to-one correspondence) between facts within the textual proof of a statement and facts within the corresponding
Isabelle/Isar proof script;
3. it sometimes happens that results embedded in Isabelle proofs are not factorised as lemmata, which could be possibly useful results on their own, but this phenomenon does not
occur in natural language proofs since one can always refer to a result even if it is not
explicitly factorised;
4. both textual and formal proofs may import dependencies in their argumentation. Dependencies in Isabelle/Isar proofs may span multiple theory files.
Our observations give rise to the second challenge in designing IPC: how should dependencies in parallel textual and Isabelle/Isar proofs be incorporated in the corpus? One solution
would be to integrate dependencies in the corpus and include data about the reference graph
between artefacts [6].
Unlike general-purpose natural language, the language of mathematics follows its own conventions and is interspersed with mathematical expressions [7]. Similarly, proofs in the Isabelle/Isar language are structured and include statements with terms representing assumptions
and symbolic reasoning. Therefore, the third challenge is designing a suitable annotation
scheme for (a) representing Isabelle/Isar terms and mathematical expressions in textual proofs
and (b) establishing an alignment between them. Attractive solutions come from Mathematical
Knowledge Management (MKM) and code understanding and generation. For instance, mathematical expressions and terms can be encoded using Presentation and Content MathML [8].
Furthermore, we can overlay our corpus with token type and other information, such as identifier tagging (IT), that will allow researchers to implement masked span/identifier prediction[9]
and skip-tree training [10] in models trained with our corpus. We envisage that the third phase
of our process will address these challenges and introduce sentence and token alignments to the
IPC.
The IPC will be made public on GitHub prior to our presentation in the hope that phase 2
material (data linking natural language proofs to their Isabelle/Isar counterparts) will be useful
to researchers in machine learning for theorem proving. We intend to continuously update the
corpus (e.g. with sentence and token alignments in phase 3) and this strategy reflects our vision
that the IPC is a living corpus with standardised releases to facilitate comparative analysis of
machine learning models. We also intend to open our annotation tools to the wider community
and we invite all Isabelle users to join in the annotation effort to continuously expand the IPC.
2
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Lash [BK22] is an automated theorem prover for higher-order logic. Lash is a fork of
the theorem prover Satallax [Bro12; FB16]. Lash replaces Satallax’s Ocaml representation of
terms with an efficient representation of normal terms (with unique integer ids) in C. The
representation in C also stores useful information such as which de Bruijn indices are free in
the term. Knowing the free de Bruijn indices of terms makes recognizing potential η-redexes
possible without traversing the λ-abstraction. Likewise it is possible to determine when shifting
and substitution of de Bruijn indices would not affect a term, avoiding the need to traverse the
term. Computations such as substitutions and shifting de Bruijn indices are cached to prevent
recomputation.
In addition to the low-level C term reimplementation, we have also provided a number
of other low-level functionalities replacing the slower parts of the Ocaml code. This includes
low-level priority queues, as well as C code used to associate the integers representing normal
propositions with integers that are used to communicate with MiniSat.
As with Satallax, the nature of Lash’s search is highly dependent on the settings of boolean
and integer flags. A mode (also called a strategy) is a collection of flag settings. A schedule is
a sequence of modes, along with a timeout. A few of the important flags include:
• Initial Subterms As Instantiations is a boolean flag. If set to true, Lash uses closed
subterms of the initial problem as instantiations.
• Eagerly Process Instantiations is a boolean flag. If set to true, new instantiations
are processed immediately instead of being put onto the priority queue.
• Split Global Disjunctions is a boolean flag. If set to true, Lash tries to split the
problem into several subproblems to be proven independently before beginning the search.
• Minisat Search Period is an integer flag that controls how often Minisat is asked to
search for a model of the current set of propositional clauses. Sometimes this is set to
a low number, e.g., 10, so that Minisat checks for unsatisfiability after every tenth step.
Often it is useful to set the flag to a very high number, e.g., a billion, so that Lash
will effectively not ask Minisat to check for unsatisfiability, unless all other options are
exhausted. (In many problems Minisat determines unsatisfiability via unit propagation
without decisions.)
• Enum Start is an integer flag that determines how long to delay beginning enumeration
of instantiations for quantifiers at function types. If a problem has a higher-order quantifier that is irrelevant to the problem, then a high value is helpful (since no higher-order
instantiation is needed). If the problem requires instantiating a higher-order quantifier,
then a lower value is more likely to lead to success.
• Axiom Delay is an integer flag that (if nonzero) nudges Lash to work on the negated
conjecture before working on the axioms, with larger integers corresponding to longer
delays.
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Following Satallax, Lash reads a problem and determines if it exceeds a certain size threshold, classifying problems as “small” or “large.” For large problems an implementation of
SInE [HV11] reduces the size of the problem and then searches using a schedule appropriate for large problems. For small problems a search proceeds using a schedule appropriate for
small problems. Which modes and schedules are appropriate for which kinds of problems is
determined experimentally.
Starting with several manually designed strategies (i.e., modes) and we use the strategy
invention system Grackle1 to invent more strategies targeted to randomly selected 1800 TPTP
THF problems. Grackle is a generalization of strategy invention system BliStr [Urb13].
Both systems are based an evolutionary algorithm, where strategies are considered “animals”
and problems to be solved their “food”. Only animals that consume enough food, that is,
solve enough problems, survive to the next generation and are given a chance to conceive an
offspring. This algorithm favors animals that consume food not consumed by others. This leads
to diversity and complementarity of invented strategies.
While BliStr is a strategy invention system for E Prover, Grackle can be instantiated
to invent strategies for any solver. A requisite of this instantiation is a parametrization of the
solver configuration space, in our case, the collection of Lash mode flags. We start by extracting
flag names and possible option values from the collection of manually designed modes. This
gives us 130 flag names. Out of them, 43 correspond to boolean options. The rest are integer
options, with domains ranging in size from 2 to 26. Altogether, the space contains around 1060
possible configurations.
Once the configurations space is parametrized, we can launch Grackle with 10 initial
configurations, selected from the manually designed strategies as the most complementary and
strongest ones. During the strategy invention, configurations are evaluated with a short runtime
limit of 1 second. The best of the initial strategies solves 285 problems (out of 1800 TPTP
problems) in 1 second. Together, the 10 initial strategies solve 358 problems.
We limit Grackle runs to 24 hours to be able to evaluate several strategy invention options.
We try different settings for maximal strategy generation size, and several variations of strategy
specialization used to produce offspring. Together we run around 14 Grackle runs, each
running on 8 CPU cores. All the runs produce more than 3000 different modes, the best of
them solves 355 problems in 1 second. The greedy collection of 10 best new modes solves
together 449 problems, and the total coverage of all the modes is 489.
We construct a Lash schedule by evaluating best 110 strategies on the training problems
in 30 seconds. From this evaluation, we construct a greedy cover of 10 best strategies. This
greedy cover gives us an order in which to run the modes, provided the overall time limit is
evenly distributed among the modes. Additionally, we construct a schedule with 20 modes,
extending the first 10 with another greedy cover constructed without the previously selected
modes. Furthermore, we can also split the results of the evaluation into results on “small” and
“large” problems, and we can construct two different schedules for them.
We are investigating the possible ways how machine learning can be included in Lash.
In particular, this could involve the extension of the shared C representation by precomputing
various features useful for prioritizing the available actions [FB16]. Other ways to apply machine
learning include the selection or even generation of interesting instances for a given problem,
as well as machine-learning guided interaction with the SAT-solver.
Acknowledgements The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports within the dedicated program ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902 and
the ERC starting grant no. 714034 SMART.
1 https://github.com/ai4reason/grackle
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The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [13, 14] is a comprehensive ontology of
around 20,000 concepts and 80,000 hand-authored logical statements in a higher-order logic,
that has an associated integrated development environment called Sigma [16]1 that interfaces to
leading theorem provers such as Eprover [19] and Vampire [12]. In previous work on translating
SUMO to THF [2] a syntactic translation to THF was created but did not resolve many aspects
of the intended higher order semantics of SUMO. It is our objective in our current efforts to
lay the groundwork for a new translation to TH0, based on expressing SUMO in set theory.
We believe this will attach to SUMO a stronger set-theoretical interpretation that will allow
deciding more queries and provide better intuition for avoiding contradictory formalizations.
Once this is done, our plan is to train ENIGMA-style [5–8] query answering and contradictionfinding [20] AITP systems on such SUMO problems and develop autoformalization [9–11,23,24]
methods targeting common-sense reasoning based on SUMO.
In earlier work, we described [16] how to translate SUMO to the strictly first order language
of TPTP-FOF [18] and TF0 [15, 22]. SUMO has an extensive type structure and all relations
have type restrictions on their arguments. Translation to TPTP FOF involved implementing
a sorted (typed) logic axiomatically in TPTP by altering all implications in SUMO to contain
type restrictions on any variables that appear.
We give a grammar for the fragment of the SUMO language in the domain of our translation
of SUMO. There are some aspects of SUMO that do not fall into this grammar – namely formulas
with modal or probabilistic operators. We have ordinary variables (x), row variables (ρ) and
constants (c). We mutually define the sets of terms t, spines s and formulas ψ as follows:
t ::= x|c|x s|c s|(κx.ψ)
s ::= t s| · |ρ
ψ ::= ⊥|⊤|(¬ψ)|(ψ → ψ)|(ψ ∧ ψ)|(ψ ∨ ψ)|(ψ ↔ ψ)|(∀x.ψ)|(∃x.ψ)|(t = t)|c s
The definition is mutually recursive since the term κx.ψ depends on the formula ψ. Of course,
κ, ∀ and ∃ are binders.
Properly parsing SUMO terms and formulas requires mechanisms for infering implicit type
guards for variables (interpreted conjunctively for κ and ∃ and via implication for ∀). Free
variables in SUMO assertions are implicitly universally quantified. For simplicity, we assume
all type guards and implicit quantifiers have already been inferred (as in [16]) before beginning
the translation.
Our translation maps terms t and spines s to sets and formulas ψ to set theoretic propositions. The particular set theory we use is higher-order Tarski-Grothendieck as described in [4].
For simplicity we assume SUMO variables (both ordinary and row) are also set theoretic variables ranging over sets. We likewise assume all SUMO constants are also set theoretic constants
(with the exception of instance and subclass, described below). To translate spines, we need
∗ Supported by by the Czech project AI&Reasoning CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15_003/ 0000466 and the European
Regional Development Fund.
1 https://www.ontologyportal.org
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a way to form lists as sets. We do this generically by simply assuming a set nil, an operator
cons taking two sets to a set (meant to be the cons pair) and an operator listprod taking a two
sets to a set (where listprod A B is meant to be the set of cons pairs cons a b where a ∈ A
and b ∈ B). We also assume a special set U, which will act as the universe of elements that
may be members of classes. The universe is assumed to be closed under set theoretic function
application and the list operators mentioned above.
A major commitment of our translation is that, if ti are SUMO terms translated to sets t′i ,
then SUMO formulas of the form instance t1 t2 will translate to t′1 ∈ t′2 and SUMO formulas of
the form subclass t1 t2 will translate to t′1 ⊆ t′2 .
We isolate a few special cases in SUMO: Class, SetOrClass, Abstract and Entity. These
are considered classes in SUMO, but will be considered superclasses in our translation. In
particular, the interpretation of Class will be the ℘U, power set of U. Hence every member of
the interpretation of Class will be a subset of U. Since SUMO declares SetOrClass, Abstract
and Entity to contain Class, none of these four superclasses can be a member of ℘U. Whenever
SUMO globally declares t1 to be a subclass of t2 , we also declare the corresponding sets t′1 and
t′2 to be members of ℘U, except in the four special superclass cases.
The translation of spines is the obvious one: we use nil for the empty spine, cons for a term
followed by a spine, and the same variable ρ for row variables. For terms, we translate x and c
directly, since we assumed these are variables and constants in the set theory. We translate x s
and c s by using set theoretic function application (where the translation of the spine s is the
argument). We translate κx.ψ as {x ∈ U|ψ ′ } where ψ ′ is the translation of ψ. Translation of
formulas proceeds in the obvious way, with only the c s case being noteworthy. Note that c s
is both a term and a formula. Interpreting c s as a term gives a set b and we translate c s to
the formula 0 ∈ b. The idea is that b will be either 0 or 1, with 0 ∈ b being false if b is 0 and
true if b is 1.
Future work While we have an incomplete translation of all the elements of SUMO that
are beyond syntactic first order expressions, we now have a basis for mapping SUMO into
set theory. The current translation addresses the κ binder, a term level binder one cannot
represent in standard first-order logic. In addition, we can translate row variables directly as
sets, although we expect more work is needed to create proper bounds for quantifiers of row
variables. In addition a future translation should account for temporal holdsDuring and modal
operators (including modalAttribute, confersRight etc). We expect this to be the next stage
of our efforts.
An initial use the mapping will be to have a type-checker that gives immediate feedback to
SUMO developers on one aspect of the correctness of their higher-order axioms, in the same
way that the TPTP FOF and TF0 translations provide feedback on the correct use of types in
the FOF portion of SUMO.
We have some inference tests for SUMO2 for TPTP FOF and TF0. We will expand this
corpus to include tests expressible in the new TH0 translation. This will serve as a regression
suite for SUMO’s higher-order content, as well as a source for testing the performance of HOL
provers, such as Satallax [3], Zipperposition [1] and LEO-III [21].
It is possible that set theory provides a model for (some part or all of) SUMO after the
translation. Proving that at least portions of SUMO have a model would be a much stronger
statement than current method that only allow us to say that no contradictions have been found
with first order theorem proving within a large set of tests and a generous time bound [17].
2 https://github.com/ontologyportal/sumo/tree/master/tests/TPTP
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Appendix

Examples We briefly consider two first-order example queries and three queries involving κ.
Queries differ from assertions in that their free variables are implicitly existentially quantified,
with implicit type guards added conjunctively. We prove the translated query in the Megalodon
interactive prover (the successor to the Egal system [4]).
Oure first example is given by the SUMO query:
(instance Org1-1 Organization)
(query (member ?MEMBER Org1-1))

This translates into Megalodon as follows:
Variable s_ORG1_x2D1:set.
Hypothesis p5315: (s_ORG1_x2D1 :e s_ORGANIZATION).
Theorem p5316: exists v_MEMBER, v_MEMBER :e s_PHYSICAL
/\ (bp (s_MEMBER (cons v_MEMBER (cons s_ORG1_x2D1 nil)))).

The (interactively constructed) proof makes use of (translated) SUMO assertions that all collections have a physical object member and that organizations are collections.
Our second example is given by the SUMO query:
(=>
(and
(instance ?A Animal)
(not
(exists (?PART)
(and
(instance ?PART SpinalColumn)
(part ?PART ?A)))))
(not
(instance ?A Vertebrate)))
(not
(exists (?SPINE)
(and
(instance ?SPINE SpinalColumn)
(part ?SPINE BananaSlug10-1))))
(instance BananaSlug10-1 Animal)
(and
(instance BodyPart10-1 BodyPart)
(component BodyPart10-1 BananaSlug10-1))
(query (instance BananaSlug10-1 Invertebrate))

This translates into the following Megalodon formalization:
Variable s_SPINALCOLUMN:set.
Hypothesis p5320: forall v_A, v_A :e s_ENTITY -> v_A :e s_OBJECT ->
((v_A :e s_ANIMAL)
/\ (~ (exists v_PART, v_PART :e s_ENTITY /\ v_PART :e s_OBJECT
/\ (v_PART :e s_SPINALCOLUMN) /\ (bp (s_PART (cons v_PART (cons v_A nil))))))
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-> (~ (v_A :e s_VERTEBRATE))).
Variable s_BANANASLUG10_x2D1:set.
Hypothesis p5321: (~ (exists v_SPINE, v_SPINE :e s_ENTITY /\ v_SPINE :e s_OBJECT
/\ (v_SPINE :e s_SPINALCOLUMN) /\ (bp (s_PART (cons v_SPINE (cons s_BANANASLUG10_x2D1 nil)))))).
Hypothesis p5322: (s_BANANASLUG10_x2D1 :e s_ANIMAL).
Variable s_BODYPART10_x2D1:set.
Hypothesis p5323: (s_BODYPART10_x2D1 :e s_BODYPART)
/\ (bp (s_COMPONENT (cons s_BODYPART10_x2D1 (cons s_BANANASLUG10_x2D1 nil)))).
Theorem p5324: (s_BANANASLUG10_x2D1 :e s_INVERTEBRATE).

The proof uses the translation of the SUMO assertion that the classes of vertebrates and
invertebrates form a partition of the class of animals.
Our κ examples are all variants of the same idea, and all are easily provable. The first κ
example query is given in SUMO as follows:
(query (forall (?V) (=> (instance ?V Atom)
(forall (?E) (=> (instance ?E Electron)
(=> (part ?E ?V)
(instance ?E (KappaFn ?x (and (part ?x ?V) (instance ?x Electron))))))))))

This translates to the following Megalodon formalization:
Theorem p5326: (forall v_V, v_V :e s_ENTITY -> v_V :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_V :e s_ATOM)
-> (forall v_E, v_E :e s_ENTITY -> v_E :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_E :e s_ELECTRON)
-> ((bp (s_PART (cons v_E (cons v_V nil))))
-> (v_E :e {v_X :e Univ1 | v_X :e s_OBJECT /\ v_X :e s_ENTITY
/\ (bp (s_PART (cons v_X (cons v_V nil)))) /\ (v_X :e s_ELECTRON)})))))).

The second κ example query is given in SUMO as follows:
(query (forall (?V) (=> (instance ?V Atom)
(forall (?E) (=> (instance ?E Electron)
(=> (instance ?E (KappaFn ?x (and (part ?x ?V) (instance ?x Electron))))
(part ?E ?V)))))))

This translates to the following Megalodon formalization:
Theorem p5327: (forall v_V, v_V :e s_ENTITY -> v_V :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_V :e s_ATOM) ->
(forall v_E, v_E :e s_ENTITY -> v_E :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_E :e s_ELECTRON)
-> ((v_E :e {v_X :e Univ1 | v_X :e s_OBJECT /\ v_X :e s_ENTITY
/\ (bp (s_PART (cons v_X (cons v_V nil)))) /\ (v_X :e s_ELECTRON)})
-> (bp (s_PART (cons v_E (cons v_V nil))))))))).

The final κ example does not use κ in the statement, though κ is vital to proving the translated
theorem. In SUMO the example is given as follows:
(query (forall (?V) (=> (instance ?V Atom)
(forall (?E) (=> (instance ?E Electron)
(exists (?C)
(and (instance ?C Class)
(<=> (part ?E ?V)
(instance ?E ?C)))))))))

This translates to the following Megalodon formalization:
Theorem p5328: (forall v_V, v_V :e s_ENTITY -> v_V :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_V :e s_ATOM) ->
(forall v_E, v_E :e s_ENTITY -> v_E :e s_OBJECT -> ((v_E :e s_ELECTRON)
-> (exists v_C, v_C :e s_ENTITY /\ v_C :e s_CLASS /\ (v_C :e s_CLASS)
/\ ((bp (s_PART (cons v_E (cons v_V nil)))) <-> (v_E :e v_C))))))).
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Converting SUMO to First Order All the strictly higher-order content in SUMO was
previously lost in translation to first-order, whether TPTP or TF0. The translation steps
include:
• expanding ”row variables” which allow for stating axioms without commitment to the
number of arguments a relation has, similar to Lisp’s @REST construct
• instantiating ”predicate variables” with all possible values. This is needed for any axiom
that has a variable in place of a relation.
• expanding the arity of all variable arity relations as set of relations with different names
depending upon their fixed number of arguments
• renaming any relations given as arguments to other relations
SUMO has no native implementation in a theorem prover, and has no formal semantics
beyond that of standard first order logic, so the process of translating SUMO into a language
with a fully specified semantics, such as TPTP_FOF, TF0 or THF gives SUMO its semantics.
Type Mechanisms All relations (including functions) in SUMO have a type signature. As
a consequence, we don’t need an explicit syntax for types/sorts of variables, and can deduce
them automatically. We can have classes as well as instances as arguments. The domain and
range relations are meta-predicates that direct the Sigma translators to state that arguments
to a given relation (or the return type of a function, respectively) are instances of a given type.
The domainSubclass, and rangeSubclass relations state that arguments to a given relation
(or the return type of a function, respectively) are a given class or one of its subclasses. For
example
(domain DensityFn 1 MassMeasure)
(domain DensityFn 2 VolumeMeasure)
(instance DensityFn BinaryFunction)
(range DensityFn FunctionQuantity)

DensityFn is a BinaryFunction that takes an instance of a MassMeasure and a VolumeMeasure,
respectively, as its first and second arguments. In
(domainSubclass typicalPart 1 Object)
(domainSubclass typicalPart 2 Object)
(instance typicalPart BinaryPredicate)

the first and second arguments to the typicalPart relation are of the class Object or one
of its subclasses.
THF Translator Below by SUMO objects (SOs) we mean arbitrary SUMO classes and instances.
Our translator maps all SUMO objects to sets in HO TG set theory. The subclass relation
is translated as inclusion and the instance relation as membership. SOs that are potentially
large such as abstract, mathematical and related SOs thus become sets that may live in higher
TG universes.
SOs can be applied to other SOs and variables, creating terms and formulas. Such SOs will
be sets that encode relations and functions. Their application to other SOs is the corresponding
7
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application of the set theoretical functional and relational sets to other sets. To handle variable
arities and row variables, arguments are always appended together into lists.
SUMO quantifiers and logical connectives are mapped directly to their FOL counterparts.
Applications that are at predicate positions in formulas are casted by a special bp predicate
into propositions.
To illustrate a significant higher order construct in SUMO, consider the following problem
that uses an axiom with KappaFn, which defines a class on the fly, without the need to reify it.
(<=>
(totalFacilityTypeInArea ?AREA ?TYPE ?COUNT)
(cardinality
(KappaFn ?ITEM
(and
(instance ?ITEM ?TYPE)
(located ?ITEM ?AREA))) ?COUNT))
(instance DejvickaStation TrainStation)
(located DejvickaStation PragueCzechRepublic)
(instance HradCanskaStation TrainStation)
(located HradCanskaStation PragueCzechRepublic)
Q: (totalFacilityTypeInArea ?AREA ?TYPE ?COUNT)
A: [?AREA=PragueCzechRepublic,?TYPE=TrainStation,?COUNT=2]

The first axiom states that for the ternary relation of totalFacilityTypeInArea, which
related an area, a class of Object and a count of those objects within that area, it is equivalent
to the cardinality of the instances of the class that are defined to be instances of the same type,
and present within a particular ?AREA.
We should be able to ask what relations are deducable for totalFacilityTypeInArea and
get the answer that, for this knowledge base, there are two instances of TrainStation that are
known to be in the CzechRepublic.
(SLEEPING c= PSYCHOLOGICALPROCESS).
(ASLEEP :e CONSCIOUSNESSATTRIBUTE).
((bp (ATTRIBUTE (cons v_AGENT (cons ASLEEP nil))))
\/ (bp (ATTRIBUTE (cons v_AGENT (cons AWAKE nil))))
-> (bp (ATTRIBUTE (cons v_AGENT (cons LIVING nil))))).

are the translations of:
(subclass Sleeping PsychologicalProcess)
(instance Asleep ConsciousnessAttribute)
(=>
(or
(attribute ?AGENT Asleep)
(attribute ?AGENT Awake))
(attribute ?AGENT Living))
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Modern automated theorem provers (ATPs) for first-order logic, such as E [6] or Vampire [5],
usually start a proof search by trying to classify the input problem so that they can use strategies
that fit the problem best. However, not only are there different problems, each problem also
commonly consists of various (semi)independent parts that should be treated differently. The
provers are able to treat the most common special cases, like equalities or arithmetic, specifically,
but no general approach exists. Although a guidance based on various machine learning models
provides a partial solution to these problems, because such models can, in principle, dynamically
adapt their guidance as the proof search evolves, it has only been of limited success so far.
Therefore, it seems natural to study these issues directly to better understand them.
In [2], we made some initial steps in this direction; we try to detect components in unsuccessful proof attempts, run these components individually, and then use the best obtained clauses
from these individual runs to complete the proof. This approach seems promising, but it is hard
to analyze what is actually happening inside. A key issue being that detecting components in
our setting is an unsupervised task with no ground truth available. For that reason, we decided
to create a dataset that allows us to better analyze this behavior with the available training
and testing examples.
Although there are various mathematically well-defined ways to combine two (or more) components into one problem, we take advantage of already available mathematical formal libraries
and created a natural dataset with possibly many types of components. We take the Mizar
Mathematical Library, which can be exported to first-order logic, and hence have a long list
of problems (theorems or lemmata) with their dependencies. Many of these problems can be
proved by ATPs (various versions of E, ENIGMA, Vampire,. . . ) using a reasonable premise
selection. Moreover, these proofs can be analyzed, and we obtain for each problem a minimized
set (or more sets) of dependencies required for the proof. For example, we have a theorem T (exported from Mizar) that is automatically provable from the lemmata L1 , . . . , Ln (also exported
from Mizar) by an ATP. Assume that L1 and L2 are two lemmata from different mathematical li1
k
braries. Furthermore, L1 is provable from L11 , . . . , Lm
1 and L2 is provable from L2 , . . . , L2 , where
1
m
1
k
L1 , . . . , L1 and L2 , . . . , L2 have no overlap or insignificant overlap. Then we can expand L1 and
1
k
L2 in T , so a new expanded problem is to prove T from L11 , . . . , Lm
1 , L2 , . . . , L2 , L3 , . . . , Ln . This
new problem has well-defined components (the expansions of L1 and L2 ) as we wanted. In fact,
we can produce many such datasets depending on requirements like number of components,
overlap of components, size of expansions, . . .
It is possible to understand exported Mizar problems as a large graph in which the nodes
are first-order formulae and the edges show dependencies; an edge from L to T means that L
was used in a proof of T . In fact, we usually have more types of edges because we have more
minimized solutions to a problem. With such a graph, we can easily produce the expansions
described previously. In our particular case, we obtain a graph with 67795 nodes, where 29687
nodes are leaves (having no dependencies) and 19334 nodes are roots (not used in other proofs).
Although the number of roots may seem a bit high, it is because we are only interested in
∗ Supported by the Czech project AI&Reasoning CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466 and the European Regional Development Fund.
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Lemma 1
Lemma 2
Mixed
Other
False

(a) A common situation.

Lemma 1
Lemma 2
Mixed
Other
False

(b) A good situation.

Figure 1: Processed clauses (nodes) and their derivations (arrows) in two successful runs are
shown. Red (green) nodes correspond to clauses obtained from expanded Lemma 1 (2) including
derived clauses that use only expanded Lemma 1 (2) as their dependencies. Brown clauses
depend only on clauses different from Lemma 1 and 2 expansions in their derivations. Orange
clauses depend on a mixture of previous types of clauses. An arrow from c1 to c2 means that
c1 was used in the derivation of c2 . The final contradiction is the gray node.
problems that can be proved by ATPs, and hence many real dependencies may be lost. An
advantage of such a graph is that train/test splits are easy to define. One way is that we, for
example, randomly split root nodes into two parts—train and test roots. All nodes having a
path to a train root (or are train roots themselves) are now called train nodes. On the other
hand, remaining nodes, which have no path to a train node (and hence they are test roots
or have a path to a test root), are test nodes. Clearly, there are more train nodes than test
nodes. We obtain a fair split of train and test datasets by expanding only train and test nodes,
respectively. In our example, we may obtain 275K possible expansions for the train dataset
and 5K possible expansions for the test dataset; however, they correspond to approximately
3K unique problems on the train dataset and roughly 100 unique problems on the test dataset,
because there are many possible ways to expand a problem.
Having such a dataset enables further analysis of algorithms used to obtain components in [2]
and compare them with intended components (our expansions). A clause selection guidance
based on GNNs1 , see [4], allows one to extract representations of individual clauses in a latent
space and then identify components there, moreover, we can visualize them and also display
intended components, see Figure 1. In Figure 1a we see a common situation where it is hard to
distinguish both expansions. Sometimes, like in 1b, they are reasonably separated. However,
the former situation is much more common than the latter. This improves when we retrain our
algorithms using the new dataset, however, preliminary results show that further analysis of
our pipeline is still necessary.
Clearly, our dataset is useful for many other experiments, including conjecturing (reconstructing L1 and L2 ), and we will present some preliminary results in this direction.
1 Note that GNNs are useful for similar problems that involve components, as was recently observed [7]
that GNNs align with dynamic programming. Instead of learning algorithms, for example, in combinatorial
optimization, from scratch, it is beneficial to learn their individual subroutines (modules) separately, cf. [1, 3].
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The Naproche [1] (Natural proof checking) theorem prover demonstrates that it is possible
to write non-trivial fully natural machine-verified proofs in a controlled natural language for
mathematics: every statement is a statement of the common language of mathematics, and the
argument uses familiar declarative proof structures. Naproche formalizations can be written
in a LATEX format which allows immediate mathematical typesetting. The system is available
within the Isabelle prover platform [3], including some example formalizations which partly
resemble undergraduate mathematical material.
Natural mathematical texts assume that the reader could in principle fill in lots of technical
detail and implicit proof steps. Likewise Naproche’s aspiration to process similar texts requires
a high degree of “machine intelligence” which is achieved through careful organization of proof
tasks which are given to strong automated provers. Modeling the softly typed natural language
is carried out with first-order defined types so that subtypes and partial functions with guards
on definedness are available. Unfortunately type-checking of complex terms presently spawns a
number of general first-order proof tasks which in general can only be discharged at run-time,
i.e., during the proof process. “Human-sized” proof steps also stretch the abilities of ATPs.
At the moment basically all previous statements are made into premisses of proof tasks. Often
reformulations of proofs are necessary to help the ATP whilst keeping the naturalness and
readability of a text.
As improvements to the Naproche system are allowing longer and interlinked formalizations,
the above-mentioned difficulties are mounting up. Naproche’s predecessor SAD was only able to
process and check mathematical “miniatures” which each came along with purpose-built ontological preliminaries. Small text sizes resulted in small proof tasks which did not overwhelm the
ATPs. With the incorporation of SAD into Naproche we have gone from miniatures to chapter
sized texts and recently to small libraries to be re-used in other formalizations. Obviously this
led to a steep increase in the number of possible premisses which resulted in several types of
prover problems:
Check times. Many Naproche formalizations require several minutes checking time on
standard laptops but some texts need even some hours. Usually more time is spent on type
checking (which is called ontological checking) than on the logical checking of proof steps. These
problems got worse after replacing a crude and potentially contradictory underlying set theory
by a Kelley–Morse-style ontology which distinguishes between sets and classes. This, however,
leads to many additional proof in ontological checking: when unions A ∪ B have been originally
defined for classes, then the union a ∪ b of two sets requires proofs that a and b are also classes.
Erratic prover behaviour. Extensive texts usually contain many function symbols which an
ATP can use for unification-based proof searches. Automatic proof steps can be confused by
adding symbols which in principle are not connected with the actual prover task.
Ontological checking. Although type-checking should normally be a mild proving task, the
use of general purpose ATPs in a large number of checks increases the probability that an ATP
will get on a wrong track and miss obvious arguments. Sometimes we could only get ontological
correctness by putting some type information into a statement immediately before the statement
with the problematic term - something one would hardly find in natural mathematical texts.
Stability of formalizations. We use E [7, 8] as the main external prover. Many Naproche
formalizations are written against a specific version of E, with proof steps chosen accordingly.
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Replacing that version of E with a different version (or a different ATP entirely) typically results
in some proof tasks failing, even when the different version performs better overall. This results
in a significant maintenance burden, particularly for larger formalizations.
In our talk we shall report on ongoing work aiming to avoid or mitigate these scaling issues.
1. Tracing prover behaviour: when do provers latch on to obviously hopeless search path?
What can we learn from concrete examples?
2. Experimenting with multiple ATPs: where lie the relative strengths of individual ATPs
in the context of Naproche? For example we have seen proof tasks where the addition
of a single irrelevant hypothesis makes the task impossible for some provers, while others
can solve the problem within roughly one second. So far we have used E, iProver [4, 2],
SPASS [9, 11], and Vampire [10, 5] for our experiments.
3. Adding premise selection (e.g. starting with a MePo-like [6] filter) to Naproche.
4. Simplifying or reducing ontological checking. Most ontological checks should not amount
to full first-order proof tasks.
5. Experiments with different ontologies (Kelley–Morse vs. Zermelo–Fraenkel) show that
there are trade-offs between richer ontologies (adding classes and/or urelements) on the
one hand and burdening users with proof obligations as well as cluttering exported proof
tasks with type guards on the other.
6. Reducing checking times through improvements to the architecture of Naproche: increasing parallelism, caching, and more.
We shall also talk more generally about the potential of the Naproche approach with respect
to article-sized and textbook-sized formalizations.
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Abstract
Theory exploration systems automatically generate mathematical conjectures, by exploring a set of terms of interest. This search is expensive for large theories, as the set of
terms becomes large. We describe ongoing work in combining data-driven and symbolic
methods for automated conjecturing, where the data-driven part should identify which
kinds of conjectures are likely to be useful and restrict the symbolic search to those ones.
As a first step, we have extracted a dataset of lemma templates from Isabelle’s Archive of
Formal Proofs1 .

1

Introduction

Theory exploration is a symbolic technique for automated conjecturing based on testing [7].
It has been used to successfully discover, for example, lemmas needed in automated (co)inductive provers [5, 1]. Our theory exploration system QuickSpec [7], takes as input a number
of functions and datatypes, and builds terms of increasing size. The search space is managed
by using already discovered properties to avoid larger terms that could be reduced or subsumed
by something already known. While this works well for smaller signatures (up to around 10–20
functions) and terms up to about 10 symbols, it eventually runs into exponential blow up.
To address this, we developed a variant of QuickSpec called RoughSpec [2], which restricts
the search space to properties of specific shapes using templates. For example, the template
?F (?F (X, Y ), Z) = ?F (X, ?F (Y, Z)) describes an associative binary function ?F . Currently,
the human user decides which templates to use.
We plan to instead select templates automatically using a data-driven approach. As a first
step towards this goal, we have collected and started to analyze a large dataset of lemmas from
Isabelle’s Archive of Formal Proofs. The long term aim is to build a neuro-symbolic system
for conjecturing, where given a theory, a machine learning system selects the most promising
templates, and a symbolic system fills in the templates to produce conjectures, discarding
any conjecture which is trivial, trivially false, or already known. Our hypothesis is that this
approach combines the best of the machine learning and symbolic approaches: machine learning
to learn which parts of the search space to focus on, and symbolic methods to reason about
and evaluate specific conjectures.

2

A Library of Lemma Templates

In our previous work [2], our theory exploration system RoughSpec required the user to provide
templates for the properties they were looking for. We also provided a small collection of ”default” templates describing some properties we guessed might be useful for theory exploration
based on our intuitions and experience. This collection included templates for properties such
as commutativity and distributivity. In order to gain a more robust empirical understanding of
1 https://www.isa-afp.org/index.html
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what kinds of templates are useful and to provide a dataset for data-driven experiments we have
mined equational lemma templates from the Archive of Formal Proofs(AFP). The AFP contains 676 entries from 425 authors, containing almost 200,000 lemmas and more than 3 million
lines of code. The entries consist of proof formalizations from a variety of areas of Computer
Science, Logic and Mathematics and we believe they are a good source of interesting and useful
lemmas, as the lemmas we find there are handwritten as part of proofs that Isabelle users have
seen a reason to formalize.

2.1

Preliminary results

Number of lemmas described by template
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We have collected and performed preliminary analysis on a dataset containing 22,767 equational
lemmas, extracted from 2169 different theory files from 611 AFP entries. For each extracted
lemma we generated a template representation of the lemma statement, showing the statement’s
term structure with function and variable names abstracted away but using integer labels to
keep track of function symbols and variables that occur more than once. The dataset along with
the code used to generate it is available at: https://github.com/solrun/LibraryOfLemmas.
These 22,767 lemmas are captured by 6567 different templates. In Figure 1 we can see that
a small number of templates occur very frequently while the majority occur very seldom with
4099 templates occurring only once. The 10 most frequent templates together describe 3057
lemmas or 13.5% of the lemmas in our set, while more than 50% of the lemmas can be described
using only 266 of the 6567 templates. This supports our hypothesis that only a smaller number
of templates is needed to discover many lemmas using template-based conjecturing.
Template frequency
Cumulative frequency of templates
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Figure 1: Left: Number of lemmas per template, sorted by frequency. Right: Cumulative
percentage of lemmas in the dataset covered by most frequent templates.
Table 1 shows the top 10 most frequently occurring templates in our dataset, where #
lemmas represents the number of lemmas matching the template, # thys is the number of
different theory files it occurs in and # sessions is the number of different AFP sessions it
occurs in. Template holes are represented by a question mark followed by a capitalized name,
while variables are represented by a capitalized name. Among these common templates, we see
a lot of similarity: many of the templates in Table 1 resemble each other, differing only in the
number of variables or the order of application. Our hypothesis is that we can define a smaller set
of “supertemplates” describing families of similar templates that can be generalized to describe
the different family members, where using those templates and their generalizations we can
2
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Template
?F (?G X Y) = ?H (?F X) (?F Y)
?F X = ?G (?H X)
X = ?F (?G X)
?F X = ?F (?G X)
X = ?F ?G X
?F (?G X Y) Z = ?H (?F X Z) (?F Y Z)
X = ?F X ?G
?F X (?G Y Z) = ?H (?F X Y) (?F X Z)
?F = ?G (?H X)
?F = ?G ?H X

Einarsdóttir, Johansson and Smallbone

# lemmas
611
566
340
280
247
233
210
194
192
184

# thys
261
265
191
149
136
90
132
90
65
110

# sessions
172
169
139
118
98
70
103
74
56
85

Table 1: Top 10 most frequently occurring templates in the dataset.
generate a large proportion of the lemmas we need. For example (1) (6) and (8), (3) (5) and
(7), and (9) and (10) should be grouped together and described by common “supertemplates”.
This would further reduce the space of templates to be searched over by RoughSpec.
In our previous work [2], we defined a set of 10 default templates capturing very common
properties which we found useful in our case studies. Comparing these to the most frequent
templates as shown above, we see that 4 out of our 10 default templates are also in the 10 most
frequently occurring templates in our dataset. Of the remaining six default templates one did
not show up at all, and the other occur in places 20–388. The second most commonly occurring
template in the dataset, ?F X = ?G (?H X), is in a style we had previously disregarded as
being too general to be suited to template-based theory exploration, but seeing how common
this exact form of equivalence template seems to be we will definitely try out using it in future
experiments. The differences between our collection of default templates and the most common
templates in the dataset show the value of collecting a dataset for empirical evaluation.
Extending the dataset. We are currently expanding this dataset to also contain nonequational lemmas, such as conditionals, inequalities, and predicates. We also plan to extend
the template language to cover e.g. lambda abstractions and quantifiers. With these extensions we should be able to cover all the lemmas in the AFP. Adding more data concerning
for example the topic of the theory where the lemma in question is defined and used or the
function definitions involved may also prove necessary in order to use this dataset to learn what
templates are useful in various theorem proving contexts.

3

Future steps and related work

Having compiled a library of lemma templates, our next steps will be to analyze the data
available there and apply it in the context of theory exploration and theorem proving. Our aim
is to develop machine-learning based methods to make helpful template suggestions for a given
set of functions. We envisage this implemented as a machine learning model trained to predict
likely useful templates, given a suitable representation of a theory (i.e. a set of definitions
of datatypes, functions and perhaps already known properties). These templates are then
passed to a symbolic theory exploration systems (RoughSpec), which instantiates, tests and
possibly proves properties before presented to the user. This has some similarities to neurosymbolic program synthesis systems like DreamCoder [3], which use a neural network to predict
3
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a symbolic program, given a set of input-output examples. We could also use clustering methods
to group together templates that are often seen together in the same theory formalization and
then suggest templates based on lemmas that have already been defined by the user or found
by exploration.
There have been recent attempts to use large language models for conjecturing tasks [8, 6].
A problem here is that the output typically contains a mixture of interesting theorems, nontheorems that “look like” theorems as well as many copies and alpha-renamings of lemmas
occurring in the training data. Symbolic theory exploration methods are usually better at
targeting more specifically novel conjectures, but struggle with large scale theories instead.
We believe that the most promising way forward is a combination of neural and symbolic
methods, where the neural part makes suggestions of potential analogies to similar theories seen
before, while they symbolic part fills in the details in such a way that redundant conjectures
are avoided. Heras et al. demonstrated a prototype system similar to what we propose, for
suggesting lemmas by analogy via templates [4]. Here, the user is supposed to be wanting to
prove a particular conjecture, and asks the system for analogous prior theorems. If such a
similar theorem exists (determined by data-driven methods), and its proof uses a lemma, then
the lemma was generalized into a template. This template was then instantiated using symbols
relevant to the new proof attempt at hand. Our proposed system differs in that we do not want
to rely on a particular proof attempt, but rather suggest interesting conjectures based on the
functions and datatypes in scope, and how they are defined.
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Abstract
Through self-learning, our system discovers in three weeks programs that generate the
first 16 numbers of more than 50000 OEIS sequences

1

Introduction

In this work, we propose to rely on a “self-learning” system (a system that learns from its own
searches) to create programs generating sequences from the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences (OEIS) [6] and beyond. Program synthesis for different domains (e.g. operations
on lists) has been attempted by inductive logic programming systems (such as Popper [5]) and
reinforcement learning systems (such as DeepCoder [1]). Within the theorem proving community, the development of methods for term synthesis has been explored in inductive theorem
proving [4] and in counterexample generators [2, 3].
Here is how our self-learning approach creates programs for OEIS sequences. Its self-learning
loop consists of two alternating phases: a search phase and a learning phase. Initially, our search
discovers some solutions by randomly building programs and checking if they generate OEIS
sequences. From those solutions, a tree neural network is trained to predict what the right
building action is, given a target sequence and a partially built program. The next search is
then guided by the statistical correlations learned by the network, usually producing even more
solutions. One iteration of the self-learning loop is called a generation. Note, as it is usual
for reinforcement learning systems, that our approach is completely unsupervised. That is to
say, the system is never told the corresponding program for a particular sequence but has to
discover it through guided search.

2

Programming Language

Our language contains the tokens 0, 1, 2, +, −, x, i, ×, div , mod , cond , λ, loop, compr which follow
the semantics of Standard ML except for cond , loop, compr defined by:
cond (a, b, c) := if a ≤ 0 then b else c
loop(f, a, b) := b
f (loop(f, a − 1, b), a)
compr (f, a) := failure
min{y | y ≥ 0 ∧ f (y, 0) ≤ 0}
min{y | y > compr (f, a − 1) ∧ f (y, 0) ≤ 0}
∗ This

work was supported by the Czech Science Foundation project 20-06390Y.

if a ≤ 0
otherwise
if a < 0
if a = 0
otherwise
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Figure 1: Percentage of sequences n-covered among 16-covered sequences with at least 32
elements

Table 1: Solutions for famous OEIS sequences
Sequence

Program

Catalan numbers

loop(f,x,1)
where f (x0 , i0 ) = ((i0 × 2 − 1) × x0 × 2) div (i0 + 1)
0
compr ({x0 ≥ 0 | (2x +2 − 2) mod (x0 + 2) = 0}, x) + 2
0
where 2x +2 − 2 := loop(λ(x00 , i00 ). (x00 + 1) × 2, x0 , 2)
(loop(λ(x, i).i × x, x, x) mod (x + 1)) mod 2

Pseudo-prime numbers
Prime characteristic function

3

Results

The code for our project is available in this repository [7]. A user can also test our system using
the web interface http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~thibault/qsynt.html.
We report on the number of solutions found during self-learning. At generation 0, the
search finds 5247 16-solutions (covering the first 16 elements of an OEIS sequence) using a
tree neural network initialized with random weights. After generation 11, we get 37400 16solutions. After 100 generations, more than 50000 OEIS sequences had their first 16 elements
generated by at least one program. Figure 1 measures our programs’ ability to cover sequences
for increasing value of n. Extrapolating the plot, we can conjecture that the percentage of
solutions that generalize to arbitrary inputs converges towards 40%. In Table 1, solutions for
famous sequences are presented. Each of these three solutions was manually proven to match
the description given by OEIS editors for the corresponding sequence.
In the future, our priority will be to increase the number of tested inputs before declaring
a program to be a solution. With this change, we should observe a decrease in the number of
solutions but those solutions will be more likely to generalize to larger inputs.

2
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We propose a project to formalize a portion of ethical theory. AI ethics and AI safety
are growing fields that aim to study how AI can be used in safe and beneficial manners for
humans. There are arguments for shifting the focus from AI ethics to computational ethics (see
Segun [14]), which is the field of studying how to make ethical decisions computationally. Ethics
can be seen as encompassing many approaches to the “human safety problem” and porting the
lessons learned in the field should help clarify the domain of AI and computational ethics. In
this proposal, the three primary ethical paradigms, utilitarianism, deontology, and virtue ethics,
will be expressed in a multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL) model.
The other goal is to formally define ethics and these paradigms in SUMO. The Suggested
Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [9,10] is a comprehensive ontology of around 20,000 concepts
and 80,000 hand-authored logical statements in a higher-order logic that has an associated integrated development environment called Sigma [11]1 that interfaces to leading theorem provers
such as E [13] and Vampire [5]. Previous work in logical formalizations of ethical theories [4]
has been limited to work strictly on ethics itself without support from a larger formalization
of objects, human actions, and events that form the situations in which ethical decisions take
place. SUMO provides that context and allows us the potential to create a more practical
formalization that is situated in the real world, with its complexity of choices and influences.
Summary of Ethical Paradigms: Ethics is “the normative science of the conduct of human
beings living in society, which judges this conduct to be right or wrong, to be good or bad, or
in some similar way” [7].
The paradigm of virtue ethics specifies the psychological traits of an agent such that the
agent’s behavior will be good, deontology seeks to develop rules by which to judge behavior,
and utilitarianism asserts that the goal is to maximize well-being and minimize suffering among
all involved in a society; any effective action to this end is judged to be good 2 .
There have been many attempts to justify the particular paradigms and to argue from first
principles that such-and-such a way is the “correct” or “rational” way to judge conduct. Virtues
and deontological rules are often implicitly justified as necessary for humans to harmoniously
and cooperatively live in a society. There have been many debates on whether ethical judgments are objectively universal or simply subjective assertions. The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy (SEP) article on The Definition of Morarality states that normative claims on how
agents ’ought’ to act are usually justified as codes of conduct that “would be put forth by all
rational people” [3]. Kant distinguished hypothetical and categorical imperatives and tried to
argue for the truth of some categorical imperatives that apply for all subjective goals, which
involved the claim that all people by ’natural necessity’ desire their own happiness. Happiness
as an axiomatic goal also appears in Aristotle’s virtue ethics as ‘”eudaimonia” (a state of wellbeing) [6] and Mill, the author of Utilitarianism [8], considers the fact that “happiness is good”
to be self-evident and without further proof [2].
∗ Supported by the ERC Consolidator grant no. 649043 AI4REASON and by the Czech project AI&Reasoning
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/ 0000466 and the European Regional Development Fund.
1 https://www.ontologyportal.org
2 E.g., “be an honest person”, “do not lie”, and “say whatever will bring about the best consequences.”
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Grounding ethical theory in a formal ontology should help to make clear what can and
cannot be said about objective norms and subjective assessments in multi-agent settings, such
as human society, thus this proposal focuses on developing a common framework that is agnostic
to conjectures about the nature of ’value’ by which meta-ethical or axiological axioms may be
proposed, their consequences explored (with automation), and proofs attempted.
Multi-agent reinforcement learning model: The multi-agent RL model includes a set
of states (S) of the environment and agents (N = {1, . . . , n}); a set of actions for each agent
(A(s) = A1 (s) × An (s)); a stochastic transition structure from actions to probability measures
over the states (T (s, a)); a reward function for each agent that depends on the old state, the actions, and the new state (ri (s, a, s0 )); and the agent’s policy that outputs an action for each state
(πi (s)) [1, 16]. The goal is for agents to maximize their expected reward (contingent on what
other agents do), which may be technically enough to represent diverse value landscapes [15].
The ethical paradigms can be expressed in this model by the additional of a societal coherence constraint, v, that must be (approximately) satisfied by each agent i while maximizing the
expected reward ri .
P
1. Utilitarianism holds that for every agent, i, v(s, a, s0 ) = i ri (s, a, s0 ) should be maximized in each step.
2. Deontology encodes ethical rules into an evaluation of actions, v(s, a, s0 ) → {good, bad},
and holds that agents should always take ’good’ actions.
3. Virtue ethics judges psychological processes with v(s, a, s0 ) → {virtous, vicious} and holds
that should maintain ’virtuous’ inner states and implementations.
Additionally, utilitarianism under the term ’consequentialism’ often stipulates that only the
consequences, s0 , matter for v and ri . Deontology emphasizes the actions, a, and virtues emphasize the state from which action is taken, s, suggesting that the paradigms are complementary. Specifying the interrelationships between these approaches may mirror the Curry–Howard
correspondence between logic and programming languages.
Relation to AI Ethics and Safety: Humans have developed much common sense about
ethical behavior, and AI safety research often focuses on the RL paradigm, so formalizing the
main paradigms in the RL model should help leverage this knowledge when studying how to
design and cooperate with AI. For AI ethics applied to military uses, conditional reasoning is
valuable, such as, “if one believes the use of remotely piloted drones to be ethically justified, then
I present an argument one should also support the use of automated weapon systems” [12]. The
combination of international codes of ethics with automated reasoning and councils of ethicists
is also mentioned. There is room for neuro-symbolic integration as AI systems learn to behave
ethically. This suggests that for some purposes, a common ontology should be helpful.
Initial work in SUMO focuses on formalizing a standard ethical dilemma about organ
transplants. Suppose there is a surgeon, a healthy patient, and a patient who will die without a
kidney transplant. The dilemma is that utilitarianism superficially recommends the surgeon to
perform the kidney transplant from the healthy patient without regard to consent, for by most
metrics, two non-terminally ill people will result in greater happiness and less pain than one.
Deontologically, there are ethical codes such as “first, do no harm” and to require “informed
consent” before operating. The formalization should allow for computer-assisted exploration of
what outcomes different axiomatic principles and definitions will result in, advancing the field
of computational ethics.
2
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First-order transplant scenario in SUMO

The following SUMO formulas specify the situation of the organ transplant dilemma and the
inference that should take place if there is informed consent (under a deontological paradigm
with this standard ethical code). The formulas are expressed in first-order logic without modal
operators because their translation from SUMO to TPTP is a work in progress and this is easier
as a proof-of-concept.
The setting is declared that there is a HospitalBuilding where three non-equal humans are
located and two of them are patients of the other. One human is healthy and the other human
is terminally ill.
(instance
(instance
(instance
(instance

Hospital HospitalBuilding)
Surgeon0 Human)
Human1 Human)
HealthyHuman Human)

(not (equal Surgeon0 Human1))
(not (equal Surgeon0 HealthyHuman))
(not (equal HealthyHuman Human1))
(located Surgeon0 Hospital)
(located Human1 Hospital)
(located HealthyHuman Hospital)
(patientMedical Human1 Surgeon0)
(patientMedical HealthyHuman Surgeon0)
(attribute HealthyHuman Healthy)
(attribute Human1 FatalDisease)

A Definition of terminally ill as meaning there’s a greater than 99% chance the patient will die.
As well as a specification that healthy primates have two kidneys.
(=>
(instance ?DISEASE FatalDisease)
(and
(diseaseMortality ?DISEASE ?RATE)
(greaterThan ?RATE 0.99)))
(=>
(and
(instance ?H Primate)
(instance ?D DiseaseOrSyndrome)
(not
(attribute ?H ?D)))
(exists (?K1 ?K2)
(and
(instance ?K1 Kidney)
(instance ?K2 Kidney)
(not
(equal ?K1 ?K2))
(part ?K1 ?H)
(part ?K2 ?H))))

4
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A specification that the dying patient has an impaired kidney and needs a kidney that is not
impaired. Moreover, the healthy patient has two healthy kidneys.
(attribute Human1 (ImpairedBodyPartFn Kidney))
(needs Human1 K1)
(instance K1 Kidney)
(not (attribute K1 (ImpairedBodyPartFn Kidney)))
(instance HealthyKidney1 Kidney)
(instance HealthyKidney2 Kidney)
(part HealthyKidney1 HealthyHuman)
(part HealthyKidney2 HealthyHuman)
(not (equal HealthyKidney1 HealthyKidney2))
(not (attribute HealthyKidney1 (ImpairedBodyPartFn Kidney)))
(not (attribute HealthyKidney2 (ImpairedBodyPartFn Kidney)))

A definition of an organ transplant as a subclass of the Surgery class and the Substitution class.
(subclass OrganTransplant Surgery)
(subclass OrganTransplant Substitution)
(=>
(instance ?Trans OrganTransplant)
(exists (?Sur ?Org ?Pat ?Don)
(and
(attribute ?Sur Surgeon)
(instance ?Don Human)
(instance ?Pat Human)
(instance ?Org Organ)
(agent ?Trans ?Sur)
(origin ?Trans ?Don)
(patient ?Trans ?Org)
(destination ?Trans ?Pat))))

The statement that there is the capacity for the organ transplant to take place.
(capability
(capability
(capability
(capability

OrganTransplant
OrganTransplant
OrganTransplant
OrganTransplant

destination Human1)
patient HealthyKidney1)
origin HealthyHuman)
agent Surgeon0)

A first-order instance of the inference neded to declare that the surgeon can perform the surgery
if informed consent is provided.
(=>
(attribute Surgeon0 InformedConsent)
(and
(instance Transplant1 OrganTransplant)
(destination Transplant1 Human1)
(patient Transplant1 HealthyKidney1)
(origin Transplant1 HealthyHuman)
(agent Transplant1 Surgeon0)))

The inference in “deontological style” is tested via loading the transplant.kif file into Sigma and
querying Vampire.
5
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First, the following assertion is needed:
(attribute Surgeon0 InformedConsent)

Next the following query may be posed:
(agent Transplant1 ?X)
Answer ?X = Surgeon0

An ethical conjecture is that one with the virtue of practical wisdom will still require consent
before performing an organ transplant surgery (even if there is no formal ethical code). With
modal operators, this reasoning will be more distinct from the deontological case above.
(=>
(attribute Surgeon0 PracticalWisdom)
(and
(=>
(attribute Surgeon0 Consent)
(and
(instance Transplant1 OrganTransplant)
(destination Transplant1 Human1)
(patient Transplant1 HealthyKidney1)
(origin Transplant1 HealthyHuman)
(agent Transplant1 Surgeon0)))
(=>
(not (attribute Surgeon0 Consent))
(not
(exists (?Transplant)
(and
(instance ?Transplant OrganTransplant)
(destination ?Transplant Human1)
(patient ?Transplant HealthyKidney1)
(origin ?Transplant HealthyHuman)
(agent ?Transplant Surgeon0)))))))

The following assertsions are needed:
(attribute Surgeon0 PracticalWisdom)
(attribute Surgeon0 Consent)

One can also query whether an organ transplant took place:
(instance ?X OrganTransplant)
Answer ?X = Transplant1

The proofs of these queries as well as additional work will be hosted on the public github repo:
https://github.com/zariuq/Formalization-of-Ethical-Theory---AITP.
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Motivation: Machine Learning in Theorem Proving

Applications of machine learning (ML) in automated theorem proving (ATP) often involve
training of models from large datasets. This training is usually performed by some machine
learning framework, and there are many frameworks to choose from. However, many machine
learning methods are parametrized and quite often using the right hyperparameter values is
essential to achieve good prediction results. In our experiments with the ML theorem prover
ENIGMA [6, 7, 3, 5], we have selected hyperparameter values based on our experience, or we’ve
performed a grid search over some set of possible values. Additionally, as a part of our recent
experiments with ENIGMA on Isabelle [4], we have implemented an automated hyperparameter
selection tool lgbtune.1 While this tool has been successfully used during the experiments, its
performance has never been evaluated in detail, and this is the main topic of this work.
ENIGMA is a machine learning guidance system for automated theorem prover E [9]. E’s
input is a first-order logic problem consisting of axioms and a conjecture to be proved. This
problem is translated to first order clauses, and a proof search based on a given clause loop
is launched in the space of clauses. In each step of this proof search, one unprocessed clause,
called given, is selected for processing. The given clause selection is one of the most important
choice points performed during the proof search, and this is where ENIGMA guides the prover.
ENIGMA experiments are done using the training/evaluation loop. Given a set of benchmark
problems P, we run E over all problems P. We analyze successful proof searches, and clauses
selected during the search are classified as useful and useless. The clauses that participate
in the final proof are considered useful, while the others are useless because their processing
might have been avoided. On thusly labeled clauses, we train a machine learning model M to
distinguish useful clauses from useless ones. Model M is then used to guide next E search over
problems P. This results in new successful proof searches used to construct new training data
for the next iteration of the training/evaluation loop.
As the underlying machine learning method, ENIGMA can use decision trees or graph neural
networks. In this work we concentrate on hyperparameter setting for training of decision tree
models. ENIGMA support two decision tree frameworks: XGBoost [2] and LightGBM [8].
Recently, we favor LightGBM because it is faster and more stable on large training data. The
data input for the LightGBM trainer are labeled clauses (as useful/useless) represented by
numeric feature vectors. The training data we encounter with ENIGMA are quite specific and
consist of a large amount (millions of clauses) of long (single vector length over 60k) but sparse
vectors (around 1% of non-zero values). Apart from the training vectors, the LightGBM trainer
take other hyperparameters as an input. We target this topic in the rest of this work.
∗ Supported by the ERC Project SMART Starting Grant no. 714034, and by the Czech MEYS under the
ERC CZ project POSTMAN no. LL1902.
1 https://github.com/ai4reason/enigmatic/blob/master/enigmatic/lgbtune.py
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LightGBM Hyperparameter Tuning

LightGBM supports few dozens of hyperparameters that influence the model training process.
While many of them might be safely used with their default values, setting of some hyperparameters is crucial for success and to prevent overfitting. While there exist basic guidelines
for setting of hyperparameters, setting them in practice often requires experience and understanding of the training process. There are, however, automated tools to search for suitable
parameter values like Optuna [1] or FLAML [10] which support LightGBM. For our experiments
with ENIGMA, we have developed our tool lgbtune to search for suitable values of LightGBM
hyperparameters targeted to our specific ATP needs.
Our tool lgbtune is implemented in Optuna. Given the training data, it keeps a small
amount of the training data (5%) for a later independent evaluation, and it trains the models
only on the rest. Then it proceeds in phases when it tries to search optimal values for selected
hyperparameters, different ones in each phase. In each phase, several values of tuned hyperparameters are tried, and the resulting models are evaluated on the part of input data not used
for training. The best hyperparameter values are then fixed in the phases to follow.
Some of the hyperparameters are dependent, that is, the optimal value of one parameter might depend on the value of another one. For example, the optimal number of tree leaves
might depend on the maximal tree depth. We tune dependent parameters together in one phase.
In phase (1) we tune probably the most influential parameter, that is, the number of leaves
(leaves) in a decision tree. We set the tree depth (max depth) to unlimited and thus we eliminate one dependent parameter. In other phases we then tune (2) randomized feature sampling
(bagging_fraction, bagging_freq), (3) the minimal number of data in leaves (min data),
and (4) L1/L2 regularization terms (lambda l1, lambda_l2). Value selection mechanism and
distribution are derived from Optuna.

3

Machine Learning and ATP Evaluation

In lgbtune, the quality of a model is estimated based on its accuracy on the shelved training
data. This ML evaluation should correlate with the actual performance of the prover guided
by the model, that is, with ATP evaluation. However, this is not always the case, because
the training data are typically unbalanced, and more than 90% are typically negative training
samples (clauses classified as useless). Hence it is crucial to compute separately accuracies
on positive and negative testing samples. Moreover, it seems that the positive accuracy is
even more important for ATP evaluation. This can be explained by the behavior of E, where
accidental processing of a single useless clause does not need to do much harm, while postponing
of the processing of a useful clause can effectively block any path to success. Hence we measure
the quality of a model as 2pos + neg, where pos and neg are positive and negative accuracies.
We have successfully used lgbtune during our recent ENIGMA experiments [4], where it
helped us to increase the accuracy of models by more than 5%. In this presentation, we would
like to present our tool, and, additionally, perform an extended evaluation and testing of our
tool (the extended evaluation is currently in progress). We will evaluate the ATP performance
of trained models and test our assumptions about the correlation of ML and ATP performance.
Furthermore, we would like to evaluate the impact of a different phase orders during the tuning,
and the importance of tuned parameters. This could help us to decide which phases should
be given more time, and which phases should be removed. Finally, lgbtune is motivated by
LightGBM plugins from Optuna and FLAML, and we would like to compare directly with their
performance. All the experiments will be targeted to data from our ATP experiments.
2
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We propose a corpus for tasks related to natural language inference. The corpus contains logical puzzles in natural language from two domains: comparing puzzles and truth-telling puzzles. For instance:
Example 1 (Comparison puzzle) Ross is older than Rachel who is younger than Phoebe. Joey is older
than Monica but younger than Rachel. Phoebe is younger than Ross. Who is the tallest? Is Phoebe older
than Monica? Is Ross younger than Joey? (Figure 1)
First, note that the text in the queries does not explicitly appear within the text of the puzzle. Since
reasoning is mandatory to answer, approaches based only on machine learning may not suffice. Solutions
based on reasoning or hybrid approaches will be required by this puzzle-based corpus. Second, note that
some background knowledge is required: older and younger are transitive relations, or the definition of
concept tallest. Third, good puzzles have two properties: (i) each piece of information is necessary and
(ii) no unnecessary information is provided. These properties make puzzles interesting candidates for
machine comprehension tasks. Fourth, since the solution of the puzzle is clear, one can void the cases
of mislabelling the text due to subjective annotation or human biases. Recall the many troublesome
annotations with the SICK dataset identified by Kalouli et al. [Kalouli et al.2017], in which 611 pairs
out 9,840 does not make sense. Fifth, there is wide range of logical puzzles with available solutions1
that can be collected and adapted for building such puzzle based corpus, starting with simple ones (e.g.
comparison puzzles) and continuing with more complex ones (e.g. zebra puzzles). Sixth, the existing
work on automatic puzzle generation combined with the work on natural language generation can be
used to automatically create such puzzle-based benchmarks for precise inference tasks. One example are
the 382 knights and knaves puzzles popularised by Raymond Smullyan and automatically generated by
Lau and Chan2 . The complexity of these puzzles depends on the number of the individuals ranging from
2 to 9 individuals. The above aspects can be discussed during the workshop to clarify the best way for
delivering a puzzle-based benchmark for question answering.

er
old
yo
Rachel

you
Ross
younger

nge

r

un
ge
r

Nurse

Phoebe

older
Monica
Joey
(a) Information extracted from Puzzle 1

Question
Is Ross the tallest ?
Is Monica the shortest ?
Is Phoebe older than Monica ?
Is Monica younger than Joey ?
Is Rachel the tallest ?
Is Phoebe the shortest ?
Is Monica older than Phoebe ?
Is Ross younger than Joey?

Theorem in FOL
tallest(Ross)
shortest(M onica)
older(P hoebe, M onica)
younger(M onica, Joey)
tallest(Rachel)
shortest(P hoebe)
older(M onica, P hoebe)
younger(Ross, Joey)

Answer
Entailment
Entailment
Entailment
Entailment
Contradiction
Contradiction
Contradiction
Contradiction

(b) Sample of atomic question with 4 predicates and 5 individuals

Figure 1: Question answering for unambiguous comparison puzzles
Automatically solving such text-based puzzles requires several technical challenges. Consider the
following puzzle with two friends:
1
Consider for instance many sites like https://www.brainzilla.com/logic/zebra/, https:
//www.ahapuzzles.com/logic/logic-puzzles,
https://www.mathsisfun.com/puzzles/
logic-puzzles-index.html to name a few
2
https://philosophy.hku.hk/think/logic/knights.php
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I always tell the truth!

We are both single!

I always lie!

Married

Joey
Single
Figure 2: A truth-telling puzzle with two characters

Chandler

Example 2 (Truth telling puzzle) In the Central Perk cafe there is this particular behaviour: married
people don’t lie, while single people always lie. While Joey and Chandler were sitting on the sofa a
woman is approaching them and asked: “Are you married?” Joey promptly replied: “We are both
single!” Can the woman figure out weather the two friends are married or not? (Figure 2)
When translating the puzzle into some logical formalism (e.g. First Order Logic [Groza and
Nitu2022] using NLTK [Perkins2014] and Prover9 [McCune2005] or Description Logics using for instance FRED [Gangemi et al.2017]), a machine comprehension tool should handle various technical
challenges including: (i) recognising the named entities (e.g. Joey, Chandler); (ii) coreference resolution (e.g. ”We are both single”); (iii) automatically computing the domain size for model finders (e.g.
Mace4), (iv) reducing the interpretation models to a single one (e.g. adding the unique name assumption,
adding relevant background knowledge, closing the world, removing isomorphic models).
For each puzzle one can generate a large set of questions, as exemplified in the right part of Figure 1.
Each puzzle can be associated with the entire set of atomic questions that can be generated based on
the relations and individuals occurring in the text [Szomiu and Groza2021]. If the puzzle has a unique
solution, there should be only pairs labelled as ”entailment” and ”contradiction”. To obtain unknown
pairs, one can remove some clues from the puzzle. The resulted ambiguous puzzle will have several
interpretation models, in which the statements can be proved as true (entailment), false (contradiction),
or unknown (if they appear true or false in the computed models.
In line with the work of Pease et al. [Pease et al.2020], we propose a corpus for reasoning tasks. The
puzzle-based corpus may benefit from the huge number of puzzle available that provide unique solutions.
Apart from the comparison and truth-telling puzzles exemplified here, the corpus can be extended with
various types of logical puzzles [Groza2021].
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We present the foundations and initial implementation of a new interactive theorem prover, named
LISA. In a slight contrast to most popular type-theoretic frameworks, and much like Mizar [9], LISA
aims to use classical mainstream foundations of mathematics, taking a hint, among others from the talk of
John Harrison in this very venue in 2018 [12]. LISA uses (single-sorted) first order logic (with schematic
variables) as the syntactic framework and set theory axiom schemas as the semantic framework. On top of
these foundations we can construct numbers and other mathematical theories and models of computation
without introducing new axioms. As the target use of LISA we envision mathematical statements as
well as formal proofs of computer programs and systems, possibly with probabilistic and distributed
behavior. For automation in LISA we expect to employ newly developed algorithms for equivalence
checking of formulas and proofs [4], existing high-performance superposition-based theorem provers
such as Vampire [7], SPASS [13], E [10] and Zipperposition, as well as SMT solvers such as Z3 [8],
CVC5 [?], and veriT [11], and OpenSMT [2]. An important aim of LISA is interoperability with other
proof assistants. We hope that the design of LISA with small, fresh code base, simple foundation and
explicit proof objects will encourage building bridges with other tools. We also expect that the system
will serve as a good vehicle to explore machine-learning guided superposition proof search, with learned
heuristics complementing hand-tuned ones. We also plan to explore high-level translation of proofs from
other systems into LISA, inspired by the success of deep neural networks in natural language translation.
Development LISA is separated into a trusted logical core called the kernel that we keep as small as
possible, and a front part adding arbitrarily complex or powerful layers of abstractions and features for
the user, but which need not be trusted. Our language of choice for LISA is Scala (version 3). On one
hand, Scala offers very powerful syntax and features, such as dependent types, string interpolation and
implicits, which allows (for example) to use Scala compiler to check that terms are well formed, or to
define very nice syntax for proofs or objects we want to manipulate. On the other hand, the kernel is
developed only with a restricted subset of the Scala language, paving the door for future verification of
the kernel using program verification tools such as Stainless [5].
We strived to keep the core of LISA as close as possible to well-known and uncontroversial mathematical theory, but nonetheless includes some improvements, in particular relating to space and time
complexity. Hence, our base language is first order logic, to which we add schematic functions and
predicates. Those schematic symbols give some flavour of second-order logic, the possibility to define a
single syntactic object representing an axiom schema or theorem schema. Our experience already suggests that schematic variables make many further developpements and proofs simpler, but do not increase
the proof strength of FOL.
LISA kernel’s proof checker is based on an implementation of Gentzen’s sequent calculus, with the
addition of some deduced proof steps such as the substitution of equals for equals and the possibility to
enclose subproofs to reduce the length of proofs.
Proofs in LISA are represented as linearized directed acyclic graphs (i.e. lists of proof steps), which
can verified by the proof checker. Proofs can either exists in isolation, or be part of theories. Theories
in LISA form the LCF part of the kernel. They use the proof checker to verify theorems, and to then
accept such theorems as assumptions of future proofs without needing rechecking. Theories also enable
introduction of (set theoretic) axioms and definitional extensions of new symbols.
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Equivalence Checker A unique feature of our kernel is the inclusion of a quasilinear-time sufficientequivalence checker for FOL formulas that takes into account associativity, commutativity, and other
laws and has a clear algebraic completeness characterization [4]. The aim of implementing such equivalence checker in the kernel is to shorten the proofs (by a constant factor), making the system more
efficient to use by humans and tactics alike.
The equivalence checker takes into account properties of FOL such as alpha equivalence and symmetry of equality, but most of its complexity take place at the level of propositional logic. Since equivalence
of propositional formulas is coNP complete, we can only aim for an approximation of it. Nonetheless,
it is important to note that our algorithm is not an arbitrary heuristic; it is a complete decision procedure for a well-defined subalgebra of boolean algebra called orthocomplemented bisemilattice, which
is essentially Boolean algebra without the distributivity law. We expect that this aspect helps make the
equivalence checker predictable. Moreover, it runs in quasilinear time, meaning it can replace syntactic
equality checking everywhere in the proof checking procedure with only a logarithmic cost. Equivalence checking algorithm is implemented using a combination of techniques for tree isomorphism with
memoization and term rewriting. Our anecodotal experience suggests that manual construction of proofs
greatly benefited from the implementation of this formula equivalence.
High Level Proofs We also succesfully implemented a semi-interactive interface to the logical kernel
allowing forward and backward reasoning, creation of new tactics and combination of existing ones, high
syntax insurance through Scala type checking, higher order matching and more. Works is still ongoing,
but it demonstrates the feasibility of designing a powerfull interface for the system.
Why set theory? Even though set theory is by far the most studied, accepted and well-known foundation of mathematics, this choice is uncommon among interactive theorem provers and the Computer
Science community in general. Indeed, most modern ITPs such as Coq [1], Lean [3], Isabelle [14] or
the HOL-family [6] are based either on some form of Type Theory or on Higher Order Logic. While
those theory have the advantage to look closer from the start to the mathematical formalism, we believe
there are several reasons to prefer set theory. It may need higher upfront work, but we strongly believe
that through the use of powerful tactics and a soft type system (where types are represented by set or
class membership with meta-information for polymorphism) apposed on top of set theory, arbitrarily
familiarity in the writing of proofs can be achieved with set theory, with ultimately greater flexibility.
More arguments in favour of set theoretic foundations have been proposed by John Harrison [12].
Verification of Programs One of LISA’s goals is to contribute to verificaton of reliability of our computing infrastructure. Medium term, we aim for two different paths for using LISA inside program
verifiers, such as Stainless, in which it can be cumbersome to reason about quantified propositions. On
the one hand, we hope to develop semantics of transition systems and programming languages and use
such semantics to provide high-confidence proofs about behavior of programs and embedded systems.
Future work and conclusion LISA is in early stage of development, which has focused on proof
checking for FOL with equality and schematic variables, as well as the support for theories and LCFstyle tracking of theoremhood. Most of the development dependent on set theoretic axiom schemas
remains in the future. Medium term goals include further development of abstraction layers and proof
tactics, development of a core library of results, implementation of the program verification side of LISA
and more exploratory work such as the tradeoff between , or the extension of our equivalence checker to
orthocomplemented lattices. We also had some exploratory work on the interoperability of proofs, and
we plan to continue to work on that aspect.
2
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Motivation and overview. In this contribution, we focus on exploration strategies inspired
by human cognition. In comparison to AI search and learning, humans show greater efficiency
in terms of the number of states explored. This efficiency is mostly due to the fact that
humans have aversion towards prolonged periods of random exploration and most of the time
are following goal-oriented behavior. The goals often form a hierarchy and are proposed by
the person themselves. Moreover, the person is constantly tracking the expected difficulty of
achieving the given goal and, based on the ratio between this difficulty and the value of this
goal, they can decide to abandon the goal and instead pursue another.
Goals are proposed and their difficulty is tracked using knowledge about a given domain. In
completely novel domains, in which it seems that random exploration will not lead to success,
the person typically starts by trying to create a mental model of the domain and then uses this
mental model to explore more effectively. For example, if they have already learned that keys
unlock doors and then find themselves in a locked room, they can temporarily set a goal to find
a key.
Inspired by these observations, we design an agent which explores the state space by proposing various sub-goals to itself. First, these sub-goals are curiosity-driven and their aim is to
incrementally learn a mental model of the domain. These sub-goals are later interleaved with
the original goals and their sub-goals. Each goal and sub-goal is being searched for with a
planner that leverages the mental model discovered thus far.
Related Work. Our work is related to a current trend of learning world models in modelbased reinforcement learning [6, 5, 12]. Such world models are represented as a neural network
which predicts state dynamics and rewards conditioned on the actions of the agent. The learned
world model can later be used by the agent to decide how to act in an online fashion or even to
learn the entire policy in an offline fashion. Our approach differs by the fact that in our case the
model is represented as a set of concepts and declarative statements which can be used by the
planner and learned incrementally. This different kind of learning [10, 1] overcomes many issues
inherent to learned statistical models such as catastrophic forgetting [9], failure to generalize
due to spurious correlations [8], inability to recompose old knowledge in novel ways [13], etc.
Another trend related to our work is the learnig to propose sub-goals research direction where
the goal is to train a neural network to propose sub-goals that are useful during the search
for the original goal. [14, 3]. In our case, the sub-goal proposal is manually engineered. Our
approach is also related to symbolic regression and ontology learning, where the goal is to
discover a symbolic model that explains or summarizes the observed data [4, 2].
Problem Domain. We study our approach in the domain of logical puzzles and simple
games. We chose this domain to avoid the complexity of real-world problems that are hard to
model precisely. Our aim is to learn and understand basic principles of efficient exploration in
∗ The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the program ERC CZ
under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902.
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the simplified domain with the hope that later we would be able to include these principles in
a more complex approach scaling to realistic domains.
Concretely, we study exploration strategies in games written in the video game description language (VGDL) [11]. VGDL enables one to define games in a few lines of declarative
statements. These declarative statements are divided into three categories: The first category
corresponds to the definitions of entity types and their default behavior, the second category
describes the interaction events between each pair of entity types, and the third category describes termination conditions. An example of a simple game defined in VGDL is visible in
Figure 1. To instantiate a concrete game, a rectangular grid of symbols representing different
entities is used. The VGDL engine parses this description into an instantly playable game.
We propose an agent that learns the mechanistic model of the game to explore more effectively. At each time step, our agent receives the current state of the board as input and outputs
one of the possible actions. The agent has the VGDL engine together with a planner in his
“head” but does not have access to the definition of the current game. Therefore, the initial
exploration aims to recover this definition by discovering the types of entities present in the
game and the effects of interaction between different pairs of entities. The recovered definition
is constantly updated and used by the VGDL engine to produce a “mental simulation” of a
possible evolution of the game. The planner is used to propose sub-goals which are either aimed
to observe the result of an interaction between a pair of entity types or to get the agent closer
to the original goal. After finding a “mental plan” for the currently schedule goal, the agent
executes the plan in the real game. The discrepancy between the imagined dynamics and the
real dynamics is used to update the mental model of the agent.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we consider this simplistic domain as an
exploration playground for prototyping efficient search algorithms. We believe that the ability
to discover abstractions (in our case entities) and relations between them (in our case interaction
events) is a generally useful and interesting area of research, which is also related to theorem
proving where one can see an analogy in concept and lemma discovery [7]. We hope that this
work will inspire further research on model discovery for the purpose of efficient search and
reasoning.
SpriteSet
hole
> Immovable color=DARKBLUE
avatar > MovingAvatar #cooldown=4
box
> Passive
InteractionSet
avatar wall > stepBack
box avatar > bounceForward
box wall
> undoAll
box box
> undoAll
box hole
> killSprite
TerminationSet
SpriteCounter stype=box
limit=0 win=True

Figure 1: An example of a VGDL definition of a game (Sokoban). The concrete game also
requires a grid of symbols which defines the initial conditions of the game. SpriteSet contains
definitions of entity types and their default behavior, InteractionSet describes what happens
when two entities end up in a same position and TerminationSet describes termination conditions.
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Introduction In satisfiability modulo theories (SMT), quantifiers are treated opaquely: they
are seen as sources of possible instantiations. A quantified sub-formula ∀~xφ is abstracted as a
Boolean variable Q and instantiations are registered in the form of implications Q ⇒ φ[~x 7→ ~t ]
for some ground terms ~t. Consider the following toy formula:
f (3) < 0 ∧ ((∀xf (x) > 0) ∨ (∀xf (x) > x)),
where f : int → int. To obtain a refutation, we abstract and instantiate as follows:
abstraction:
abstracted formula:
instantiation 1:
instantiation 2:

Q1 ≡ (∀xf (x) > 0), Q2 ≡ (∀xf (x) > x)
f (3) < 0 ∧ (Q1 ∨ Q2 )
Q1 ⇒ f (3) > 0
Q2 ⇒ f (3) > 3

Most approaches instantiate quantifiers gradually, meaning, the new instantiations are added
after testing that the old ones do not already yield a contradiction in the ground solver. In this
work, we propose to use machine learning to decide which quantifiers should be instantiated
during solving. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the considered setup.
SMT
solver
Input
formula

Instantiation

Ground
assignment

ML
advice
Instances

Ground solver

satisfiable
unsatisfiable
or infinite loop

Figure 1: Schematic of the SMT solver with ML guidance for quantifier instantiation.
There are a number of methods for devising new instantiations [2, 3]. Here we consider a
simple setup where instantiation terms are taken from the set of terms present in the current
ground formula—this includes the instantiations already performed and therefore this set grows
throughout the life of the solver. Without theories, the set of candidate ground terms grows
towards the Herbrand universe. This approach is referred to as enumerative instantiation [8, 5].
In standard setting, the SMT solver would instantiate all quantifiers that are true in the
current ground model. Here, we propose to instantiate only a subset, based on a pre-trained
ML-predictor. Selecting the right quantifier for instantiation puts less burden on the ground
solver but also facilitates the search for the right ground terms to be used for instantiations.

∗ The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the dedicated program
ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902.
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Approach Consider quantified sub-formulas Q1 , . . . , Qn true in the current model of the
ground solver. Consider some pre-trained ML-predictor V from formulas to the interval [0, 1],
where V(Q) = 1 means that the predictor believes that Q is important for the solution of the
whole SMT problem. A straightforward approach would be to instantiate Q with the probability
V (Q). This brings about the risk of instantiating too seldom if the ML predictor has low overall
confidence. Therefore, we rescale to max V(Qi ), i.e., the quantifier argmaxi V(Qi ) is instantiated
with probability 1. But even with this policy, we are running the risk that a bad judgment of
the ML prediction will cause some important quantifiers never to be instantiated. To that end,
with probability  ∈ [0, 1] a quantifier is always instantiated. In essence, this corresponds to
the well-known -greedy policy [9] and a quantifier Q is instantiated with probability:
 + (1 − )

V(Q)
.
maxi V(Qi )

Implementation and experiments The approach was implemented in the SMT-solver
cvc5 [1] with LightGBM [6] as the ML-predictor. Currently, the ML-predictor only gets as
features the bag of words representation of the quantified sub-formula, i.e., ignoring the overall
context. For evaluation we use SMT-LIB problems from the UFLIA/sledgehammer category,
while filtering out problems solvable without instantiation. Looping-style evaluation is run
(similar to [4, 7, 10]). In the first iteration, an unguided SMT-solver is run on the benchmark
and data extracted from the solved problems is used to train the ML model. Then, the model
is used to guide the solver in the next iteration of solving the benchmark. The success rate is
recorded and examples extracted from the newly solved problems are added to the training set.
This solving-training procedure is repeated 6 times with time limit 60 s for the solver. Figure 2
shows results for  ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.5} and a version with no ML-guidance.

Figure 2: Looping evaluation on UFLIA/sledgehammer dataset. Left: number of training
problems solved cumulatively. Right: number of testing problems solved in individual iterations.

Conclusions and future work The paper shows that that ML guidance can effectively
guide quantifier instantiation in SMT. The evaluation points to a significant impact of learning
on the number of solved instances but we only observe improvements on the training set,
not on testing. This suggests that there is some version of over-fitting, even though not in
the standard sense because the training examples constantly change. We plan to improve
featurization by including the context of quantifiers (looking at the whole SMT problem) and
using more advanced featurization approaches such as graph neural networks.
2
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Abstract
Conjecturing is an important activity in mathematics. In this paper, we look at the
why and the how of using machine learning to generate mathematical conjectures. We
argue that (1) conjecturing is beneficial, both practically and theoretically; (2) conjecture
learning should make use of available premises and goals in theorems. We also deliver some
design considerations for building an automated conjecturer.

1

Conjecturing as an essential mathematical activity

Consider lemma construction in theorem proving: in the course of proving a theorem, one
might realise that a particular conjecture, if true, makes it easier to prove the original theorem.
Once the conjecture is proved, it becomes a lemma. A well-known example of this is the
proof of the Taniyama–Shimura–Weil conjecture, which implied Fermat’s last theorem [Wil95].
Mathematical discovery is interleaved with
finding interesting conjectures, and proving,
Γ
refuting, or revising them [Lak15].
...

Sub-problem 1

...

Original
search
problem

Γ, A

Cut
...

...

Λ

Γ, A ⊢ Λ Γ ⊢ A
Γ⊢Λ

Sub- problem 2

From a computational perspective, formal
theorem proving can be viewed as a search
problem of finding the goal Λ given the
premise Γ, as illustrated in Figure 1. A conjecture is then analogous to an intermediate
goal (a “cut”). Cuts reduce the search space
size exponentially w.r.t. their depth and
therefore simplify the search [Boo84, CS97].

Figure 1: Theorem proving as search. The cut Conjecture/lemma construction has received
transforms the original search problem into two relatively little attention from the AI comsub-problems by creating intermediate goal A. munity, considering its essential role in mathematics (see Appendix for a review). This is
partially due to the difficulty of conjuring them: the space of possible conjectures is infinite.
If we limit their size, the space is still combinatorially large and a universal heuristic for good
conjectures is hard to find. Language models [BHA+ 21] sample from combinatorial spaces and
have shown promising reasoning capabilities like solving maths competition problems [PHZ+ 22].
They can be easily configured to learn a general heuristic from human data. They are also not
restricted to generating conjectures syntactically close to the premises or the goals. Thus, they
complement symbolic reasoners, and are an obvious candidate for the task of conjecturing.

2

A quantitative metric for conjecturers

Before embarking on the specifics of a conjecturer, a metric for measuring the quality of conjectures is needed. We can examine conjectures qualitatively but that can be costly, hence not
suited to large-scale experiments. For a quantitative metric, we should consider that ineffective
conjectures can be true but not easily provable, untrue but not easily refutable, or trivially true
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and useless for our goal. Meanwhile, effective conjectures usually unlock multiple theorems.
In summary, the metric should prefer conjectures that are more provable, useful, and general.
[CBW00] also used these criteria to measure how interesting mathematical discoveries are.
Suppose we have a conjecturer C and a base prover B (which could take the form of Sledgehammer [PB10] or a learning-assisted prover like LISA [JLHW21]). We can use C to propose new
subgoals, and B to close them. The performance of conjecturers is measured by the proportion
of theorems proven this way, subtracting the proportion of theorems proven with B alone. We
can calculate a vector of this value indexed by the choice of B. The vector is then a quantitative
measure of the conjecturer’s performance.
In this paper we argue that given the proposed metric, conjecture learning should make
use of available premises and goals of theorems. Premises constrain the variable space
in ways that are of interest for mathematics (e.g., the premise p is prime limits us to a small
but interesting set of natural numbers). Focusing on these special variable spaces, one is more
likely to make conjectures of relevance to human mathematics. This can increase the generality
of conjectures: conjectures syntactically or semantically related to goals have a better chance
of helping to prove them, instead of being trivially true (e.g., 0 = 0). Conditioning on goals can
improve the utility of conjectures. In the next section we detail some design considerations.

3

Building an automated conjecturer

The data and the environment Plenty of mathematical corpora and interactive environments are available: lean-gym [PHZ+ 22] for Lean, PISA [JLHW21] for Isabelle, coq-gym [YD19]
for Coq, mlCoP [KUMO18] for Mizar, etc. Inside these proof corpora there are examples of
conjecturing (Isabelle and Mizar have more due to their declarative proof style). Behaviour
cloning can be deployed on these human conjecturing examples to bootstrap the conjecturer.
For each datapoint, we should have the input-output pair to be in the following format: (input)
the premises of the current problem; the goals of the current problem; the proof so far; (output)
the conjecture written by the human.
The training loop Behaviour cloning alone does not guarantee a hugely useful conjecturer [LYWP21]. Since the conjecturer is bootstrapped from human conjecture examples, it
is not aware of the ability of the base prover B and might propose conjectures that are too
hard for it (we presume that the base prover B is weaker than a human). To deal with this
problem, we should adapt our system to come up with conjectures that are both useful and
can be proven by B. For a set of problems, run the following procedure until convergence: use
C and B to prove them; for failed proofs, filter out refutable conjectures with counter-example
finding tools like quickcheck and nitpick (filtering out refutable conjectures with Isabelle
tools was experimented by [NP18]); re-run C to refine the goals until they are either proved by
B or a recursion depth limit is reached; collect all successful proofs as the gold-standard data;
fine-tune both the conjecturer and the base prover on the gold-standard data. This procedure
ensures that the conjecturer is not over-ambitious by only including provable conjectures in
the gold-standard data. As the base prover improves via expert iteration [PHZ+ 22], we should
expect the theorems proven and the conjectures created to become more and more advanced.
The network architecture We want to leverage the recent advances in learning-assisted
theorem proving. As language model (LM)-based systems have demonstrated their potentials on
multiple theorem provers [PS20, PHZ+ 22, JLHW21], textual information as input is preferred
for generality. It is clear that the conjecturer C and the base prover B may share many common
capabilities, therefore a network architecture that reflects this can be advantageous.
2
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Appendix: a review of mathematical conjecturers
In a 1960 piece, Wang pointed out that making interesting conjectures is less easily mechanisable
than formalising proofs [Wan60]. Indeed, compared with the research on automated theorem
proving, conjecturing has received much less attention. Here we look at some prior works on
mechanising mathematical conjecturing, including both symbolic and learning-based methods.
[Len76, DL82] described the AM program, which can reinvent important concepts in set
theory and number theory, given basic facts such as sets and bags. AM is able to conjecture generalisations of existing concepts, among the discovery of other concepts, based on 242
heuristics. [Eps87, Eps88] detailed the GT program , which does concept forming, conjecture
making, and theorem proving in graph theory. Graphs are very carefully represented such that
efficient automation of these activities can be done. The Graffiti program [Faj88] maked
numerical conjecutres on graph theory. Whenever a conjecture is made, the program tries to
refute them using a database of graphs. Those that were not refuted were left as the final
conjectures. Bagai et. al’s system [BSŻC93] made and proved conjectures in plane geometry
of the form that certain diagrams cannot be constructed. The HR program [CBW99] applied
to many finite algebras, as well as number theory and graph theory. HR used seven production
rules to find new concepts from old ones.
One common feature of these programs is that their domains of applications are relatively narrow. This is due to that representations of mathematical concepts are very different across
different domains. It is thus difficult to design a symbolic algorithm to find new concepts that
have a wide range of application areas. The Ramanujan machine [RGM+ 21] conjectures
polynomial continued fractions that equate to fundamental constants, and Davies et. al’s
system [DVB+ 21] hints mathematicians about important relations in knot theory and representation theory. Although using learning, their representations are also very hard to extend.
Works that relate the most to our paper are PGT [NP18], proof planners [Bun88] and critics [IB96]. PGT [NP18] generates conjectures by mutating the goals and uses multiple filters to
make sure that they were useful and not easily refutable. This approach requires the conjecture
to lead directly to the goal (the gap can be closed by fastforce). Proof planners [Bun88] specify
the high-level structure of a proof and proof critics [IB96] try to come up with useful conjectures
from failed proofs. Both utilise the proof premises and goals extensively. These three methods
all have a formal logic backend and thus are potentially very general. But they all require the
conjectures to be similar to the premises or goals of the theorem, while the conjecture that is
half way between them is the most effective at reducing the size of the search space. Proof
planners and critics also need explicit instructions in the meta-logic of the proof assistant and
can be costly to deploy.
A refreshing attempt was Urban and Jakubův’s system [UJ20], where they fed theorems in
Mizar [Rud92] in textual form to a GPT-2 style transformer [RWC+ 19] and directly sampled
new theorem statements from it. However, the sampling was purely unconditional, so the
generated statements could be seen as random extrapolations of other theorems in the latent
space. Unsurprisingly, most generated theorems ended up quite trivial; how they related to
other theorems, if at all, was entirely opaque. The IsarStep dataset [LYWP21] consists of
intermediate conjectures in the Isabelle proof assistant [NPW02], but it suffers from requiring
conjectures to be equivalent to the ground truth, when multiple equally valid proofs may have
non-equivalent conjectures.
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Automatic program verification has been used in safety-critical industrial software for
decades. Constrained Horn Clauses (CHCs) [7] as an intermediate verification language is
a standard representation of program verification problems. The program is safe if and only if
the CHCs are satisfied. In practice, it is essential to extract information from program features
(e.g., loops, control flow, or data flow) to guide the CHC solvers. For instance, the authors
of [9] and [4] perform static analysis systematically to extract semantic program features (e.g.,
loop variables) to guide refinement process in the counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [3] based solver. In recent years, along with breakthrough practices in deep
learning [10, 8, 6, 20], many studies [19, 2, 14, 15, 19] have introduced deep learning methods
to guide program verification and produce promising results. In particular, since graphs can
represent highly structured relations naturally, some closely related fields, such as automatic
reasoning, theorem proving, and SAT solving, begin to use the graph to represent logic formulas
and apply graph neural networks (GNNs) [1] to learn the features to guide the solving process.
Works such as FormulaNet [21], LERNA [13], NeuroSAT [17, 18], [12], and [11] have used this
graph-based framework to improve their results by various learning tasks, e.g., premise selection
and unsat-core prediction. However, to the best of our knowledge, we did not see any study
which encodes CHCs to graph representations and use GNNs to learn the program features.
We believe GNNs can learn useful program features from graph represented CHCs to guide
CHC solvers. In this work, to evaluate our assumption, we first answer two preliminary questions: (1) What kind of graph representation is suitable for CHCs? (2) Which kind of GNN is
suitable for learning CHC graph representations?
To answer the first question, we have designed two graph representations (see Figure 1)
of CHCs. Our constraint graph (CG) representation emphasizes the syntactic information of
CHCs by constructing abstract syntax trees for constraints and building binary connections
for relation symbols and their arguments. Our control- and data-flow hypergraph (CDHG)
emphasizes semantic information of programs by using (ternary) hyperedges to represent the
flow of control and data. To better express control- and data-flow, we construct CDHG from
normalized CHCs. The normalization adding extra clauses to the original CHC but retains
logical meaning.
For the second question, we introduce a new Relational Hypergraph Neural Network (RHyGNN) architecture which is an extension of a message-passing GNN, namely, Relational
Graph Convolutional Networks (R-GCN) [16]. In R-HyGNN, messages exchanged between
nodes are computed from the representations of all nodes connected by typed edges. Then, the
messages from all typed edges are aggregated to update the node representations.
To evaluate our framework, we introduce five proxy tasks (see Table 1) with increasing
difficulties. Task 1 is a trivial sanity check, evaluating whether models can recover information
from the initial node features. Task 2 evaluates the ability of models to handle counting
problems in the overall graph. Task 3 requires the models to answer basic questions about
the wider graph structure. Task 4 is significantly harder than the previous task, requiring the
model to infer if a program variable is bounded from below or above. Finally, Task 5 is much
harder, as it requires implicitly identifying counter-examples (CEs) traces. Moreover, we hope
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Figure 1: A CHC and the corresponding normalized CHCs are in the left upper corner. The
CDHG constructed from the normalized CHCs is in the left lower corner. The CG for the
CHC is on the right side. The texts on nodes and edges indicate the types of nodes and
edges. To better illustrate the graphs, we add the blue boxes with text on nodes to relate the
corresponding concrete symbol names in CHCs.
Task description
CG
CDHG
1. If a node is an argument of a
100% (95%)
99% (73%)
relation symbol
2. How many times a relation
1.0
4.2
symbol occurs in all clauses
3. If a typed node is in a cycle
96% (70%)
99% (51%)
4. If a relation symbol argument upper
lower
upper
lower
has upper and lower bound
91% (80%)
91% (75%)
94% (75%)
94% (68%)
5. If a clause occurs in some or some
all
some
all
all minimum CEs
95% (85%)
84% (53%)
96% (86%)
90% (55%)
Table 1: Description and experimental results for five proxy tasks. Task 2 performs regression
task on nodes and is measured by mean square error, while other tasks perform binary classification task on nodes and are measured by accuracy. Both the fourth and fifth task consists
of two independent binary classification tasks. The values in parentheses are the ratios of the
dominant labels in the binary data distribution. Note that the label distribution differs for the
two graph representations, as CDHGs are constructed from normalized CHCs.

that learning models on the five representative proxy tasks can reduce the bias from adapting
to a particular application.
The test data is extracted from 8705 linear and 8425 non-linear Linear Integer Arithmetic
(LIA) problems in CHC-COMP repository (see Table 1 in the competition report [5]). We
divide the extracted dataset to train, valid, and test set by 60%, 20%, and 20%, respectively.
The experimental results on the test set are shown in Table 1. As expected, for both graph
representations, the performance of GNN models decreases along with the increasing difficulty
of the tasks. However, even for the hardest (fifth) task, the accuracy is far higher than predicting
the data distribution (values in the parentheses in Table 1), indicating that the models learn
more than trivial patterns. In particular, we see a slight advantage of using the hypergraph
2
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representation (CDHG) comparing with binary graph representation (CG). We plan to use this
framework to support predicate selection of CEGAR-based program verification.
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Abstract

We apply machine learning to combinatorial knot theory, specifically, we consider a
classical problem of deciding if a knot diagram represents the trivial knot as a classification
problem. As a part of this process, we use a reformulation of this problem expressed via
so-called Fox coloring of knot diagrams or, more generally, coloring knot diagrams with
elements of algebraic structures called quandles.

Introduction
Knot theory is a branch of mathematics in which being assisted by machine learning feels
especially attractive and promising, since small and numerous illuminating examples and counterexamples can be built successfully; let us discuss recent examples of such studies. In [24]
the authors consider the problem of classification of 5 types of simple knots in the polymers
where polymers are encoded by sequences of monomers, and train feed-forward neural networks
and (with much better results) recurrent neural networks for this classification task. In [15]
encoding of knots by rectangular diagrams was used and bidirectional LSTM networks were
trained to recognize 36 knots types. In [12] reinforcement learning was used to untangle knot
diagrams presented in braid encoding. In [16] and in our ongoing research we used reinforcement
learning (multi-agent Q-learning and deep learning) to untangle braids. In [18] we compared
performance of machine learning in testing realizability of Gauss diagrams with that of humans.
In [4, 5, 6] machine learning is applied to studying various knot invariants.
A quandle is an algebraic structure whose binary operation is a generalization of the operation of conjugation in a group; see, for example, [7]. Quandles were introduced in [14, 23] as
a powerful knot invariant. To be precise, the fact whether the arcs of a knot diagram can be
colored by elements a given quandle (with certain conditions satisfied at the crossings) is a knot
invariant. In [11, 10, 9] this approach was combined with automated reasoning and SAT solving
to detect trivial knots and, more generally, to recognize knots; see also [3]. In this study we
use machine learning to recognize colorability of knot diagrams with quandles and, therefore,
to detect non-trivial knots.
In general, the efficient detection of non-trivial knots remains a challenge. The problem
belongs to a complexity class NP ∩ co-NP [21, 13] and polynomial time algorithms for it are
unknown. Very recently quasi-polynomial time algorithm for unknot detection was proposed in
[22]. The recent work on machine learning applied to unknot detection [24, 15, 12] has shown
encouraging performance of learned classifiers for this algorithmically difficult problem. The
research reported in this paper continues the work in this direction and has the following novel
features. We use the most traditional encoding of knots by realiziable Gauss codes/diagrams
[1] and by more recent petal diagrams [2]. We apply classical machine learning algorithms,
such as multilayered perceptrons/feed-forward neural networks. We use approximations of
unknotedness by quandle colorability.
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Methodology and details of implementation
In our experiments in this study we used two approaches to representing knot diagrams in
the computer. In one approach, we used classical Gauss codes/diagrams [1]. To produce a
dataset, a pre-defined amount of random Gauss diagrams1 is generated using our tool [17],
then diagrams are checked for realisability using the algorithm for signed realiziability from
[20], and then, the variants are produced by varying at each crossing, which arc goes above
or below the crossing. In another approach, we used petal diagrams of knots [8, 2], and to
produce a dataset, we chose random permutations indicating in which order arcs pass behind
each other at the crossing. Whereas standard permutation matrices were successful, we were
more successful when we represented permutations by new ternary matrices, inspired by an
encoding of permutations as a certain list of numbers called the Lehmer code or the inversion
table [19]. Namely, we represent a permutation p by a matrix in which the entry at i, j is equal
to 1 (or −1, or 0) if p does not swap the order of i and j (if p swaps the order of i and j, if i = j).
The second step in creating the training set and the test set was finding out, for these randomly
generated knot diagrams, whether they represent the trivial knot or a non-trivial knot. In this
study, instead of attempting to untangle the knot, we replace this question by the question
of colorability by certain quandles. At this step, we used two approaches. One approach was
coloring by quandles of small sizes. Another approach was coloring by quandles induced by
cyclic groups, which is equivalent to finding the number called the determinant of the knot
diagram. Why do we consider the question of quandle colorability instead of the question of
being the trivial knot? There are several reasons for this. Firstly, quandle colorability is an
interesting research area in its own right [11, 10, 9, 3]. Secondly, it is known that for small
sizes of diagrams, a diagram represents the trivial knot if and only if it cannot be colored by
one of several small quandles [11, 3] or has a particular value of the determinant. Thirdly, even
for larger diagrams, colorability by quandles of small size is a good approximation to being a
non-trivial knot.
Experiment results
Table 1 presents some of the results of ongoing work in the first approach. G and EG in the
names of datasets are referring to Gauss and Extended Gauss notation, respectively, in a sense
of [1]; SQ-N is referring to the the initial segment of N quandles from a sequence SC of all
simple quandles of small size used in [10]. #Frames are referring to the number of different
unsigned diagrams used in the generation of datasets of signed diagrams.
Dataset
1-SQ-EG-8all
2-SQ-EG-8all
5-SQ-EG-8all
25-SQ-EG-8all
3Q-11-G-1x1024
3Q-11-G-4x250
3Q-11-G-20x200

Size of dataset
3072
3072
3072
3072
2048
2000
8000

Size of diagrams
8
8
8
8
11
11
11

#Frames
6
6
6
6
1
4
20

Quandle set
SQ-1
SQ-2
SQ-5
SQ-25
SQ-1
SQ-1
SQ-1

Accuracy
75.3%
65.2%
62.3%
55.2%
86.5%
65.3%
59.2%

Table 1: The accuracy of MLP (Multi-Layered Perceptron) of recognition of colorability of knot diagrams by
sets of quandles (by any in a set); diagrams are encoded by “one hot” encoding from [18]; 70% training/30%
testing split; WEKA Workbench [25] is used with default settings for MLP

Our initial results shows that the classical machine learning model of perceptron demon1 random

2

permutations and encoding of diagrams by permutations[17] are used here
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strates good performance for the recognition of quandle colorability of knot diagrams, especially
for the cases of colorability by a single quandle (SQ-1 set consists of single 3-element quandle)
and for the datasets with small number of frames. Increasing the number of quandles and the
number of frames leads to some degradation of the accuracy of learned models.
In the second approach we considered petal diagrams2 of size 7 (there are 7! = 5040 petal
diagrams of this size, in total) and trained a binary classifier to distinguish between the trivial
knot and non-trivial knots. We used the training set consisting of an equal number (500+500 =
1000) of petal diagrams whose determinant is 1 (they represent the trivial knot) and petal
diagrams whose determinant is not 1 (they represent non-trivial knots 31 , 41 , 51 , or 52 [2]). If
permutations are presented by their permutation matrices, some learning occurs successfully,
with the accuracy on the training set 100% and the accuracy on the test set around 80%. We
also introduced a new way of presenting permutations by ternary matrices (see the definition
above), instead of permutation matrices, and the accuracy on the test set increased to around
96%. For these experiments, we use Keras and TensorFlow in Python, and the binary classifier
is a feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer of size 100, with an input layer of size
7 × 7 = 49 and a softmax output layer. Our results for this approach indicate that indeed
the recognition of diagrams with determinant 1 is learnable and the accuracy is dramataically
increased by using novel encoding by ternary matrices.
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1

Introduction

Modern saturation based theorem provers such as E [8] and Vampire [5] rely on heuristics
to guide their search. Historically, manually engineered heuristics have been the norm. More
recently, advances in machine learning have inspired attempts to leverage that power for guiding
search. While most efforts have used supervised learning, reinforcement learning (RL) has also
been successfully applied [3, 1, 6]. This work aims to incorporate RL into E in a way that
generalizes the approach taken by E’s --auto mode. In the words of E’s documentation:
Clause selection is determined by a heuristic evaluation function, which conceptually sets up a set of priority queues and a weighted round robin scheme
that determines from which queue the next clause is to be picked.
The order of each priority queue is dictated by its corresponding Clause Evaluation Function
(CEF). When E is invoked on a problem in --auto mode, E analyzes the problem and selects a
set of CEFs and a weighted round-robin CEF-schedule. The CEF-schedule is used for all given
clause selections throughout the proof attempt. The approach taken in this work is to replace
the CEF-schedule with an external mapping from the state of E to a CEF to use for the next
given clause selection. When this mapping is allowed to be stochastic, it can be thought of as
mapping the state of E to a probability distribution over CEFs.

2

Reinforcement Learning Framing

The policy of an RL agent is a mapping from the state of the RL environment to a categorical
probability distribution over the available actions. When queried with a state, s, the agent
samples an action, a, from the distribution πθ (s), and receives a reward from the environment.
Previous approaches to RL for ATP have mostly been tableaux-based where the state features
are derived from the tableaux and actions are tableaux extension steps [3]. The latest saturationbased approaches to RL for ATP essentially represent state as the clauses in the processed set
and represent actions as the potential given clauses from the unprocessed set [1, 6]. These
sets of clauses are encoded via neural networks such as Graph Neural Networks. Rewards are
typically given for completing proofs.
In this work, reinforcement learning is incorporated into E as follows: E is invoked on a
problem with a fixed set of CEFs. The state of E is sent to the agent each time E needs to select
a given clause. At the time of writing, the policy being used, πθ , is implemented by a shallow
neural network with ReLU activation on the hidden layers and a softmax activation function
on the output layer. The state consists of 4 features: the number of clauses and average clause
weight within the unprocessed and processed sets, but many possible features exist. The agent
responds with one of the CEFs as its action. E chooses a given clause using the corresponding
CEF. If the selection completes a proof then the reward is one, otherwise the reward is zero. The
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup and Training Architecture
parameters of the policy are learned via Monte-Carlo policy gradients (aka REINFORCE [9]).
Originally, an epsilon-greedy strategy with Q-learning was considered, but was rejected due to
concerns that the agent would heavily favor one CEF in underexplored regions of state-space.

3

Architecture

The architecture shown in Figure 1 is used to train πθ :
1. A python script e caller.py repeatedly invokes E on problems from the “bushy” problems of the MPTP2078 dataset [2]. This script allows for control of the sampling distribution over problems and can be used to focus training on easy or hard problems.
2. A python script gain xp.py receives states and rewards from E and sends actions to E.
It chooses actions via a saved policy and saves completed proof attempts to disk. All
communication between E and gain xp.py is performed using named pipes.
3. A python script train policy.py continually updates the policy used by gain xp.py
using the saved proof attempts.
Multiple instances of e caller and gain xp are run in parallel to speed up learning.

4

Initial Results

For the results shown in Table 1, a constant list of 75 CEFs was extracted from the CEFschedules employed by E’s --auto mode. e caller.py was configured to try all MPTP2078
bushy problems, and E is invoked with a timeout of 20 seconds. To see if any learning occurs, a
uniform distribution over the 75 CEFs (ignoring state) is used as a baseline policy. The simplest
extension of this policy is to learn constant probabilities with which to choose each CEF (still
ignoring state). Next, a simple neural network that takes state into account is considered.
Finally, these policies are compared to E’s --auto mode.
Approach
Uniform Distribution
Learned Distribution
Simple Neural Network
E –auto

Solved
1105
1105
1110
1156

Table 1: Number of MPTP2078 Bushy Problems solved by different approaches

2
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Concerns and Future Work

There are various reasons why E’s auto mode still has an advantage over the approaches presented here. The most apparent reasons are that E’s auto mode has a much richer space of
features, and that the neural network used in these experiments is very simple. A more insidious reason is that the CEF-schedules used in E’s --auto mode were explicitly evolved to
solve more problems, whereas the policy gradient training directly favors finding proofs more
quickly. From an RL perspective, it seems that the goal of quickly solving easy problems may
be in conflict with the goal of solving hard problems. Perhaps oversampling hard problems in
e caller.py could help with this. Alternatively, the policy gradient loss could be scaled by
some notion of problem difficulty. Future work will also explore Actor-Critic [4] models, which
typically outperform REINFORCE.
It is unclear whether CEF choices are an expressive enough action space for improving
guidance using RL. This work opted for CEFs as actions because it is convenient, and perhaps
more sample efficient, to have a consistent set of available actions. Another reason for using
CEFs is that it side-steps the issue of having to represent clauses as input for neural networks.
(Graph Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks, and Recursive Neural Networks have all
been used with varying degrees of success for this [7].) Despite these theoretical benefits to using
CEFs as actions, with the exponential growth of the unprocessed set during a proof attempt,
the CEFs can only represent a small fraction of the available given clause selections. If the best
clause to select is not preferred by any of the CEFs, then it is impossible to select. One might
also be concerned that 75 CEFs is too many for a first attempt at learning a CEF-schedule. As
a response to this, a smaller list of 7 CEFs was established. These 7 CEFs were chosen to be
very different from one-another in order to retain an expressive choice of action. Despite this,
the results were qualitatively similar to the results in Table 1. The only appreciable difference
was that with 7 CEFs, the models peaked at a much worse performance of around 43% problems
proved.
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Abstract
A deductive program synthesis tool takes a specification as input and derives a program
that satisfies the specification. The drawback of this approach is that search spaces for
such correct programs tend to be enormous, making it difficult to derive correct programs
within a realistic timeout. To speed up such program derivation, we improve the search
strategy of a deductive program synthesis tool, SuSLik, using evolutionary computation.
Our cross-validation shows that the improvement brought by evolutionary computation
generalises well to unforeseen problems.

1

Deductive Program Synthesis

A far-fetched goal of artificial intelligence (AI) research is to build a system that writes computer
programs for humans. To achieve this goal, researchers take two distinct approaches for program
synthesis: deductive program synthesis and inductive program synthesis.
Both approaches attempt to produce programs requested by human users. The difference
lies how they produce programs and the guarantee of the resulting programs: deductive synthesis tries to deduce programs that satisfy specifications, while inductive program synthesis
tries to induce programs from examples. A notable example of inductive program synthesis is
the automated spreadsheet data manipulation implemented as an add-in for Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet system [1].
While such inductive synthesis alleviates the burden of implementation by guessing programs
from given input-output examples, in inductive synthesis the resulting programs are never
trustworthy: there is always a risk that incorrect generalisation results in programs that are
correct for the present examples but not for future cases.
Deductive synthesis overcomes this limitation with formal specifications: it allows users to
formalise what they want as specifications, whereas inductive synthesis tools guess how programs should behave from examples provided by users. Thus, in deductive synthesis providing
formal specifications remains as users’ responsibility. The upside of deductive synthesis is,
however, users can obtain correct programs automatically upon success. This correctness assurance is particularly useful when it comes to synthesising imperative programs with pointers,
as manually developing heap-manipulating programs is known to be error-prone.
SuSLik [4], for example, is one of such deductive synthesis tools. It takes a specification
provided by humans and attempts to produce heap-manipulating programs satisfying the specification in a language that resembles the C language. Internally, this derivation process is
formulated as proof search: SuSLik composes a heap-manipulating program by conducting a
best-first search for a proof goal presented as specification. The drawback is that the search
algorithm often fails to find a proof within a realistic timeout. That is, even we pass a specification to SuSLik, SuSLik may not produce a program satisfying the specification. According
to Itzhaky et al. [2],
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experiment
1st (32)
2nd (41)
3rd (31)
4th (31)

gen-0
18
21
18
16

gen-20
16
21
16
13

Nagashima

gen-40
15
15
15
13

(a) Unsolved problems in the training set

experiment
1st (33)
2nd (24)
3rd (34)
4th (34)

gen-0
22
17
22
24

gen-20
16
16
18
21

gen-40
16
15
16
18

(b) Unsolved problems in the validation set

different synthesis tasks benefit from different search parameters, and that we might
need a mechanism to tune SuSLik ’s search strategy for a given synthesis task.

2

Evolutionary Computation for Better Search Strategies

To address this issue, we built an evolutionary
framework that improves SuSLik’s synthesis
strategy. Basically, this framework tries to
identify suitable search parameters for SuSLik’s proof search strategy. These parameters
include the weights associated with each step
of search. Our artefact is publicly available
at GitHub [3].

current generation
champion other winners
A

A

B
B

C

next generation
mutated
champion

champion
A

A

A

A’
A’

A’’

training
dataset

losers
D

E
E

other winners
B

CC

F
F

G
G

mutated
winners
B’
B’

H

validation
dataset

C’C’

In this framework, we firstly create a pair
of specification sets: one for training and
the other for validation. Secondly, we proFigure 1: Evolution of SuSLik instances
duce the initial population consisting of 40
instances of SuSLik by mutating the original search parameters. In each generation, we assign
the specifications in the training set to each SuSLik instance. Then, we count how many specifications each SuSLik instance manages to solve within 2.5 seconds. We take 20 best performing
instances and produce new mutants from them. Then, we pass these winners and their mutants
to the next generation and repeat this process 40 times. To accelerate evolution, we allow the
champion of each generation to produce two instances of mutants as shown in Figure 1.
We experimented our framework four times. Table 1a shows the results of training. For
example, the second row in Table 1a reads as follows: in the first experiment 32 specifications
fell into the set for training, and 18 specifications were left unsolved by the best SuSLik instance
in the zeroth generation. This number decreased to 16 and 15 for the 20th and 40th generation,
respectively.
In our experiments, we conducted cross-validation for each generation. Their results are
shown in Table 1b. Note that we used a fixed pair of training set and validation set throughout
the evolution of each experiment to maintain the distinction between the two sets. All these
four experiments showed that improvements from training sets translates to improvements on
validation sets despite the small size of dataset. That is, we found that
there are strategies that tend to perform better for unforeseen problems, and we
can find such strategies using genetic algorithms.
2
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Abstract
The increasing demand for programming education has given rise to all kinds of online
evaluations, such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) focused on introductory
programming assignments (IPAs), especially over the last few years due to the coronavirus
outbreak. As a consequence of a large number of enrolled students, one of the main
challenges in these courses is to provide valuable and personalized feedback to students.
This personalized feedback can be provided as a list of possible repairs to a student’s
program. Typically semantic program repair tools repair an incorrect program using a
correct implementation for the same IPA. In order to compare both programs, a relation
between both programs’ sets of variables is required. Thus, in this work, we propose to
learn how to map the set of variables between different small imperative programs based
on both programs’ abstract syntax trees (ASTs) using graph neural networks (GNNs).

Introduction. Program Synthesis, the task to automatically generate programs and mathematical objects that satisfy a given high-level specification [3, 12], is a well-studied problem
in Theorem Proving [4, 5], and it has even been considered the Holy Grail of Computer Science [6, 9]. Program Repair can be seen as a special case of Program Synthesis, where a given
program has a faulty region that needs to be repaired by synthesizing a correct patch or by
reusing code snippets from other correct programs. Automated program repair [1, 7, 8, 13] has
become crucial to provide feedback to each novice programmer by checking their introductory
programming assignments (IPAs) submissions using a pre-defined test suite. Semantic program
repair frameworks use a correct implementation, provided by the lecturer or submitted by a
previously enrolled student, to repair a new incorrect student’s submission. These tools need to
compare both programs, i.e., the correct and the faulty implementation. In order to compare
both programs, a relation between both programs’ sets of variables is required. For example, consider both programs presented in Listings 1, where having a mapping between both
programs’ variables lets us reason about which repairs one should perform to fix the faulty
program. In this position paper, we propose to take advantage of the structural information of
the abstract syntax trees (ASTs) of small imperative programs to learn how to map the set of
variables between a correct program and a faulty one using graph neural networks (GNNs).
IPAs Dataset. We used the C-Pack-IPAs [10] benchmark to evaluate this work. This
benchmark is composed by student programs developed during an introductory programming
course in C language were collected at Instituto Superior Técnico. First, we selected only submissions that compiled without any error and satisfied a set of input-output test cases for each
IPA. Afterwards, we used MultIPAs [11], a program transformation tool that can augment
IPAs benchmarks by performing program mutations and introducing bugs to the programs.
∗ This

work was done while this author was visiting CIIRC, CTU in Prague.
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Listing 1: Function that finds and returns
Listing 2: Function that finds and returns
the maximum number among n1, n2 and n3. the maximum number among x, y and z.
int max(int n1, int n2, int n3)
{
int m = n1 > n2 ? n1 : n2;
return n3 > m ? n3 : m;
}

int max(int x, int y, int z){
int m = 0;
3
3
m = x > m ? x : m;
4
4
m = y > m ? y : m;
5
5
return z > m ? z : m;
6
}
Listings 1: Both functions find and return the maximum number among their parameters’
values. However, the function in Listing 2 is only correct for positive numbers, if we consider
negative numbers the function is incorrect since it assigns the variable m to 0. The mapping
between these programs’ sets of variables is {m : m; n1 : x; n2 : y; n3 : z}.
1
2

1
2

MultIPAs can perform simple mutations to each program (e.g. swapping comparison operators, swapping the if’s then-block with the else-block and negating the test condition) to generate semantically equivalent programs with the same variables. Hence, we gathered a dataset
of programs and the mappings between their sets of variables. For example, we have 94 correct
submissions for the first IPA. By just swapping comparison operators (e.g. ≥, ≤, ==, 6=), we
are able to compute a dataset of 27261 pairs of programs and the mappings between their sets
of variables. We plan to perform more complex mutations to the set of IPAs.
Program Representations. We represent programs based on their abstract syntax trees
(ASTs). An AST is described by a set of nodes that correspond to non-terminal symbols in
the programming language’s grammar and a set of tokens that correspond to terminal symbols.
Then, we create a unique node in the graph for each distinct variable in the program and connect
all the variable occurrences in the program to the same unique node. Regarding the edges of the
program representation, we consider two types of edges in our representation: child and sibling
edges. Child edges correspond to the typical edges in the AST representation that connect each
parent node to its children. Child edges are bidirectional. Sibling edges connect each child to
its sibling successor. These edges denote the order of the arguments for a given node [2]. Sibling
edges allow the program representation to differentiate between different arguments when the
order of the arguments is important (e.g. binary operation such as ≤). For example, consider
the node that corresponds to the operation σ(A1 , A2 , . . . , Am ). The parent node σ is connected
to each one of its children by a child edge e.g. σ ↔ A1 , σ ↔ A2 , . . . , σ ↔ Am . Additionally, each
child its connected to its successor by a sibling edge e.g. A1 → A2 , A2 → A3 , . . . , Am−1 → Am .
The interested reader is referred to appendix A for a graphical representation of a small example.
GNNs. Graph Neural Networks are a subclass of neural networks designed to operate on
graph-structured data, which may be citation networks, first-order logic or representations of
computer code. Here, we use a pair of ASTs, representing two programs for which we want to
match variables, as the input. The main operative mechanism is to perform message passing
between the nodes, so that information about the global problem can be passed between the
local constituents. The content of these messages and the final representation of the nodes
is parameterized by neural network operations (matrix multiplications composed with a nonlinear function). For the variable matching task, we do the following to train the parameters of
the network. After several message passing rounds, through the edges defined by the program
2
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representations above, we obtain numerical vectors corresponding to each variable node in the
two programs. We compute scalar products between each possible combination of variable nodes
in the two programs, followed by a softmax function. As the correct mapping of variables is
known because the samples are obtained by program mutation, we can compute a cross-entropy
loss and minimize it so that the network output corresponds to the labeled variable matching.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported by Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia
(FCT) through grant SFRH/BD/07724/2020, and projects UIDB/50021/2020, PTDC/CCICOM/32378/2017; by European funds through COST Action CA2011; and by the Ministry of
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Appendix
block

Listing 3: Small example of a C code block
with an expression that uses int variables a
and b, previously declared in the program.
1

{

2
3
4

}

// a and b are ints
a = a - b;

assign

ID

a

expr

ID

a

op

-

ID

b

(a) Part of the AST representation of Listing 3.

block

assign

expr

ID

ID

a

-

ID

b

(b) Our program representation for the program presented in Listing 3. We add additional variable
nodes (green nodes), new sibiling edges (red dashed edges) and we also make the AST edges (black
edges) bidirectional.

Figure 1: AST and our program representation for the small code snippet presented in Listing 3.
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Introduction
Imitation learning for the task of theorem proving is bottlenecked by the limited size of existing libraries
of formalized mathematics (e.g. mathlib [1]). Prior work utilizing language models for theorem proving
indicates that training data limitations are causing performance saturation [2, 3]. Prior work has
also demonstrated the utility of synthetic data for improving language models [4, 5, 6, 7] and for
learning theorem proving [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. We propose using samples from trained language models
in conjunction with the Lean kernel [13] to generate novel training examples. In particular, we train
language models to generate Lean proof terms unconditioned by any theorem statement and we sample
from these models to generate collections of proof term candidates. We then apply the Lean kernel
to identify type-correct proof term candidates and infer corresponding types. From this synthetic
data we construct training examples for proof term language modelling. Augmenting training sets by
adding synthetic examples is shown to improve the performance of proof term language modeling on
a held-out test set.

Bootstrap Datasets
In order to use trained language models to generate new candidate training examples, we first create a
“bootstrap” dataset from which a model can be trained. Our examples for unconditioned proof term
language modelling (which we call unconditioned examples) have the form: PROOF <proof> EOT.
They are unconditioned in the sense that they are not conditioned on a theorem statement. We call
the dataset comprising these examples: unconditioned bootstrap. This dataset is used to train the
model that is sampled to produce synthetic examples. It is also used to train a baseline model and to
provide examples for a held-out test set.
By contrast, our examples for theorem-conditioned proof term language modelling (which we call
conditioned examples) have the form: THEOREM <theorem> PROOF <proof> EOT. We call the
dataset comprising these examples: conditioned bootstrap. This dataset is used only to train a
baseline model and to provide examples for a held-out test set.
As a data augmentation strategy, we perform tree traversal on each expression in mathlib to
identify unique sub-expressions which are also valid proofs. We convert these filtered sub-expressions
into pretty-printed text format and filter for length less than 2048 characters. We parse and typecheck these proofs to ensure that pretty-printing has not rendered them invalid and to obtain the
corresponding theorem statement.
∗ work
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Splitting the Bootstrap Datasets
We split our bootstrap datasets into train, validation and test sets, firstly by splitting on mathlib
declaration names. We also apply a further filter to reduce the maximum similarity of training examples
to validation and test examples. Using TF-IDF [14] embeddings of our examples we remove any
validation or test example (xtest ) for which:
levenstein distance(xtest , arg maxxtrain cosine similarity(xtest , xtrain ))
< 0.15
length(xtest )

(1)

The threshold value of 0.15 was determined after we found empirically that it enabled us to overfit
our training data. Our initial split of declaration names produced 207,194 train examples, 55,470
validation examples and 54,964 test examples. After the additional filtering step, 11,145 validation
examples and 10,233 test examples remain.

Creating Synthetic Examples
To generate proof candidates, we sample language models trained on the unconditioned bootstrap
dataset. We parse and type-check proof candidates, and if type-check is successful we serialize the corresponding type. This process produces synthetic training examples of both the conditioned and unconditioned variety. We also generate an additional example from each proof candidate regardless of whether
or not it has passed type-checking: NON TYPE CHECKED PROOF <non type checked proof> EOT.
These examples are useful in assessing the effect type-check filtering has on data quality.

Bootstrap Training Sets vs. Augmented Training Sets
For these experiments, we train language models using Fairseq [15]. We utilize Fairseq’s implementation
of GPT-2 [16] with approximately 2 billion parameters (the so-called “big” size). We also utilize
Fairseq’s implementation of the “gpt2” byte pair encoder. We set max-tokens to 1536, use SGD with
a fixed learning rate of 0.01, set early-stopping patience to 100 epochs, and set dropout to 0.1.
After training a model on the unconditioned bootstrap dataset, we use the trained model to sample
20 million proof candidates using beam search. We set the beam search temperature to 1.3 and beam
width to 5. From the set of candidates, 1.57 % or 352,469 unique proofs passed type-check.
We create augmented datasets by randomly sampling synthetic examples without replacement and
adding them to the bootstrap datasets. Samples are added until the augmented dataset in question is
100% larger than the corresponding bootstrap dataset as measured by the number of examples in the
conditioned case and by the number of characters in the unconditioned case. We weight the additional
unconditioned examples by counting characters because the synthetic unconditioned examples can
include both type-checked and non-type-checked proofs, and the average length of non-type-checked
proofs tends to be longer (162 characters vs 275 characters on average).
We create 4 distinct augmented datasets by utilizing different combinations of synthetic examples:
• conditioned augmented: conditioned bootstrap +100% synthetic conditioned (weighted by #
of additional examples)
• unconditioned augmented (non-type-checked): unconditioned bootstrap +100% synthetic
unconditioned non-type-checked (weighted by # of additional characters)
• unconditioned augmented (50/50 type-correct & non-type-checked): unconditioned
bootstrap +50% synthetic unconditioned non-type-checked and +50% synthetic unconditioned
type-correct (weighted by # of additional characters)
• unconditioned augmented (fully type-correct): unconditioned bootstrap +100% synthetic
unconditioned type-correct (weighted by # of additional characters)
2
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We use each of the 2 bootstrap and the 4 augmented datasets to train language models. Then we
evaluate each of these 6 models on our held-out bootstrap test sets, matching models trained on conditioned or unconditioned examples to the conditioned or unconditioned test sets respectively. When
evaluating models trained on conditioned examples we prompt the models with theorem statements.
Training Dataset
conditioned bootstrap
conditioned augmented
unconditioned bootstrap
unconditioned augmented (non-type-checked)
unconditioned augmented (50/50 type-correct & non-...)
unconditioned augmented (fully type-correct)

Test Loss
1.25
1.12
1.74
1.72
1.71
1.70

Test Ppl.
2.38
2.18
3.35
3.30
3.28
3.25

Test Accuracy
9.72%
16.92%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 1: Test loss, test perplexity, and test accuracy of the models trained on each dataset. Test
accuracy measures the % of test examples for which the generated proof matches ground truth.
We find that training on the augmented datasets results in superior metrics on our test sets. In the
unconditioned case we also find that better metrics are achieved by using training sets in which a higher
percentage of the synthetic data is type-correct. This demonstrates the improvement in data quality
afforded by using the Lean kernel as a filter. However, since only a small percentage of synthetic proofs
pass type-check, in practice we can likely expect the best possible unconditioned language modelling
metrics to be achieved by simply training on all generated examples, as such a dataset would be much
larger.

Can Increased Regularization Explain the Performance Boost?
We investigate how much of the improvement in loss associated with training on an augmented dataset
is accounted for by an increase in regularization that can be achieved with dropout. To do this we train
models on the conditioned bootstrap dataset and the conditioned augmented dataset with successively
higher levels of dropout (incrementing by 0.1), until increasing dropout no longer improves the best
achieved validation loss.
Training Dataset
conditioned bootstrap
conditioned augmented
conditioned bootstrap
conditioned augmented
conditioned bootstrap
conditioned augmented

Metric
Loss
Loss
Perplexity
Perplexity
Accuracy
Accuracy

Dropout: 0.1
1.25
1.12
2.38
2.18
9.72%
16.92%

Dropout: 0.2
1.15
1.04
2.21
2.06
11.47%
18.29%

Dropout: 0.3
1.09
1.01
2.13
2.01
12.97%
20.82%

Dropout: 0.4
1.09
1.01
2.13
2.02
14.2%
19.37%

Table 2: Test loss, test perplexity, and test accuracy of the models trained on each dataset with
varying dropout.
We find that optimal test loss is achieved at a dropout value of 0.3. Notably, even with optimized
dropout we observe a significant performance advantage from training on the augmented dataset.
Code. Source code is available at: https://github.com/joepalermo/synthetic-proof-term-data-augmentation
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Jason Rute, Alok Singh, Alex Krizhevsky,
Ragavan Thurairatnam, Hashiam Kadhim, Marc Tyndel, Rayhane Mama, and Louay Hazami for
helpful discussions.
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Introduction The appearance of strong CDCL-based propositional (SAT) solvers has
greatly advanced several areas of automated reasoning (AR). One of the directions in AR is thus
to apply SAT solvers to expressive formalisms such as first-order logic, for which large corpora of
general mathematical problems exist today. This is possible due to Herbrand’s theorem, which
allows reduction of first-order problems to propositional problems by instantiating variables.
The core challenge is choosing the right instances from the typically infinite Herbrand universe.
Instantiation is a powerful tool for formal reasoning with quantifiers.
In this work, we develop the first machine learning system targeting this task, addressing
its combinatorial and invariance properties. In particular, we develop a new GNN2RNN architecture based on an invariant graph neural network (GNN) that learns from problems and their
solutions independently of symbol names (addressing the abundance of skolems), combined with
a recurrent neural network (RNN) that proposes for each clause its instantiations. The architecture is then trained on a corpus of mathematical problems and their instances produced by
the iProver system, and its performance is evaluated in several ways. We show that the system
can achieve high accuracy in predicting the right instances, and that it is capable of solving a
large number of problems by educated guessing when combined with a SAT solver.
The power of instantiation is formalized by Herbrand’s theorem [5], which states, roughly
speaking, that within first-order logic (FOL), quantifiers can always be eliminated by the right
instantiations. Herbrand’s theorem further states that it is sufficient to consider instantiations from the Herbrand universe, which consists of terms with no variables (ground terms)
constructed from the symbols appearing in the problem. This fundamental result has been
explored in automated reasoning (AR) systems since the 1950s [2]. It means that once the right
instantiations are discovered, we end up with a problem without quantifiers, which is typically
easy to solve by state-of-the-art SAT solvers [12].
Methods Our starting point for instantiation in first-order logic is iProver. At the core
of iProver is the Inst-Gen [4, 9] instantiation calculus, which can be combined with resolution
and superposition calculi [3]. At a high level, the procedure works as follows. Given a set of
first-order clauses S its propositional abstraction S⊥ is obtained by mapping all variables to a
designated ground term ⊥. A propositional solver is applied to S⊥ and it either proves that
S⊥ is unsatisfiable and in this case the set of first-order clauses S is also unsatisfiable or shows
that S⊥ is satisfiable and in this case returns a propositional model of the abstraction S⊥. This
propositional model is analyzed if it can be extended to a full first-order model. If it cannot
be extended then it is possible to show that there must be complementary literals in the model
that are unifiable.
A major bottleneck is however the large number of generated instances, with only a few
typically needed for the final proof. This motivates our work here: a trained predictor that
proposes the most relevant instantiations can significantly help and complement the complete
search procedures used by systems like iProver.
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We construct a large corpus of instantiations by running iProver on 113 332 first-order ATP
problems created by the AI4REASON project. They originate from the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [8] and are exported to first-order logic by the MPTP system [14]. All these problems have an ATP proof (in general in a high time limit) found by either the E/ENIGMA [11, 6]
or Vampire/Deepire [10, 13] systems. Additionally, the problems’ premises have been pseudominimized [7] by iterated Vampire runs. We use the pseudo-minimized versions because our
focus here is on guidance rather than on premise selection.
We reimplement and modify the GNN architecture used in [6] to allow the network to
produce partial instantiations for each clause by using a recurrent neural network (RNN) after running the GNN. The method computes instantiations level-wise, meaning that one head
symbol is picked for each variable (if needed) in each clause, after which we add fresh variables
and again ask for head symbols (see Figure 1).
(1) instantiate x by head symbol t
with arity 2 and z by g of arity 1
(going from level0 to level1 )
(2) instantiate x1 , x2 , z1 by
constants c, c, and e, respectively
(going from level1 to level2 )

∀ x z P( f( x , z ) )
t/2
g/1
,
,
x2 )
g( z1 ) ) )
∀ x1 x2 z1 P ( f ( t( x1
c/0
c/0
e/0
P ( f ( t( c , c ) , g( e ) ) )

Figure 1: Term instantiation through incremental deepening. In the figure, there are two
instantiation steps, one after the other.
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Results We first evaluate the trained GNN2RNN by measuring the overlap of the predicted
instantiations on the unseen test problems at each level. The system manages to predict correct
instantiations for a large part of the set, see Figure 2a. In particular, about for 700 out of 1682
problems, the predictions include the exact instances used in the iProver proof. Figure 2b
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

1

2
Level

3

4

(b)

Figure 2: a: Histogram of the fraction of needed instantiations predicted for unseen test set
problems. b: Violin plot of the fraction of instantiations correctly predicted, split by how many
symbol levels from the base problem the problem was. Blue dot is the median of each group.
shows the results per level, which reveals an interesting pattern: the system is much better
at predicting the instances for levels 1–4 (almost fully correct), when the first head symbol of
each term is already determined by the proof instance. Next, we combine GNN2RNN with
EGround and PicoSAT [1] to see if the proposed ground instances are already propositionally
unsatisfiable. The fraction of problems that PicoSAT finds unsatisfiable after one top-down
GNN2RNN step at leveli is 21%, 80%, 80%, 83% and 80% respectively. Again, we see that
picking the first head symbol for each variable is the hardest, but the system performs well for
the subsequent symbol choices.
2
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Introduction Neural networks (NNs) are versatile tools which established state-of-the-art
in multiple domains. In particular, one of the spectacular advances achieved with use of NNs
has been in natural language processing (NLP). Today, the dominating kind of a neural model
used in this domain is based on the transformer architecture [10]. It was also observed that
neural architectures designed for NLP have ability to deal with tasks of symbolic (or algorithmic)
nature. These include: recognizing propositional entailment [2], computing integrals [4], solving
differential equations [1], normalizing polynomials [6], autoformalization [11], premise selection
[5], differentiation, solving linear equations, number base conversion, and many others [9].
It is not well understood how neural models are able to perform algorithmic tasks well. It
is also unclear what features of a neural architecture make it more suitable for such tasks. In
this work, we make a step towards understanding this. We compare two different architectures
– encoder-decoder versus decoder-only – and two different modes of training – starting from
scratch versus fine-tuning a model pre-trained on a natural language dataset. We also want to
see what is performance of a modern transformer model trained in a practical, limited setting:
training for no more than two days on a single GPU.
Data We took 8 different datasets representing mathematical tasks of varied difficulty: addition, multiplication, differentiation, integration, solving linear equations, division, number base
conversion, and normalizing polynomials. The first two were created for the purpose of this
work and the remaining six were taken from other works [9, 4, 6]. Each dataset consists of
input-output examples, where input is a query to the model and output in an answer that the
model is trained to produce. For each of the datasets a hold-out testing set of 10000 examples
was drawn. Below there are examples of input-output pairs for the linear equations dataset:
input

output

Solve - 3 8 * h - 6 * h + 4 7 8 + 4 0 2 = 0 for h .
Solve 2 9 * i + 1 3 0 0 = - 3 * i + 4 1 * i - 7 4 * i for i .
Solve 1 0 4 9 * d = 4 3 1 2 + 5 1 2 9 for d .

9
- 2 0
- 4 5

We experimentally established that treating single digits as tokens is better then taking whole
numbers as tokens, and we preprocessed all the datasets accordingly.
Transformer models We compare two different state-of-the-art transformer architectures:
1. GPT2 [7]: a decoder-only architecture with 124 million of trainable parameters.
2. T5 [8]: an encoder-decoder architecture (closely following the original transformer model
described in [10]). We use the T5-small version of this model with 60 million parameters.
Both GPT2 and T5 proved to perform very well on a range of NLP tasks. For both of them
there are available high-quality pre-trained checkpoints released by the authors of the models.1
∗ The

author was supported by the grant of National Science Center, Poland, no. 2018/29/N/ST6/02903.
are available in Huggingface: https://huggingface.co/gpt2, https://huggingface.co/t5-small
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dataset

T5

Piotrowski

GPT2

pretrained

untrained

pretrained

untrained

86.74%
24.10%
67.23%
0.03%
37.56%
98.84%
26.65%
58.13%

96.95%
47.58%
70.98%
2.58%
17.62%
95.05%
35.88%
90.83%

98.60%
46.54%
72.62%
1.63%
45.57%
99.80%
79.70%
89.35%

99.26%
68.00%
77.16%
3.52%
47.40%
99.75%
81.80%
92.93%

addition
multiplication
division
number base conversion
solving linear equations
differentiation
integration
polynomial normalization

Table 1: Final testing accuracy of neural language models tested on the eight datasets.
Experimental setup We perform the experiments using the Huggingface framework [12].
In each experiment we train with the Adam optimizer [3] with parameters: learning rate =
1e-5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ϵ =1e−8, weight decay = 0. When we fine-tune a pre-trained
model, we must use a tokenizer that comes along with the model – in cases of both GPT2
and T5 these are pre-trained byte pair encoding tokenizers. When training from scratch we
use a simple tokenizer splitting on whitespaces. All trainings were performed using GeForce
GTX 2080 Ti GPUs. We limit all the trainings to passing through a model 64 million training
examples.2 All data and scripts required to reproduce the results presented here are available
at https://github.com/BartoszPiotrowski/transformers-for-mathematics
Results and conclusions Figure 1 shows training curves for one of the datasets – linear
equations. Table 1 shows the final testing accuracy for all the tasks. There are two conclusions:
1. In almost all cases, the pre-trained versions of models performed worse than the models
trained from scratch. It likely means that the data on which the models were pre-trained
does not contain much information relevant for dealing with mathematical problems.
There are, however, two exceptions: for T5 and datasets on differentiation and solving
linear equations. Especially for the latter the difference is much in favour of the pretrained version of the model. As for now, we do not have explanation for this.
2. GPT2 performed better than T5 for all the datasets. It means that decoder-only architectures are capable of learning mathematical tasks, despite the fact that in most of the cited
related works encoder-decoder architectures were used. However, it is unclear whether the
superior performance of GPT2 was due to the different architecture, or possibly because
of larger number of trainable parameters. Further experiments would be needed.
Loss
Loss

Accuracy

1.0

1e+01

0.8

1e+00

GPT2−pretrained

1e−01

GPT2−untrained

loss

accuracy

loss

3.0

1.0

0.6
0.4

1e−02

model

T5−pretrained
T5−untrained

0.2

1e−03
0.0

0.3
0e+00

2e+06

4e+06

training_step

6e+06

0e+00
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6e+06

training_step
training_step

Figure 1: Training loss and accuracy on the linear equations dataset.
2 This

2

is a practical limit – full training takes then, depending on a dataset, between 4 and 50 hours.
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Abstract
A difficultly which must be addressed by inductive logical programming (ILP) systems
is how to deal with the enormous space of plausible solutions. The majority of modern ILP
systems approach this problem through the meta-learning paradigm, that is, only consider
plausible solutions which are constructable from a set of clause templates. This approach
has been adopted by investigations into neuro-symbolic ILP. Our investigation uses clause
templates together with a variant of δILP , to expand the hypothesis space, rather than
contract it. Our experiments support the following hypothesis: providing gradient descent
with a larger solution space aids the discovery of explanatory hypotheses.

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [5] is a form symbolic machine learning approach which
learns explanatory hypothesis from positive and negative evidence together with fixed background knowledge. These explanatory hypotheses take the form of a logic program. In contrast
to statistical approaches to machine learning, ILP systems are data-efficient in that a complex
hypothesis can be learned from only a few examples; in some cases, even a single example
is sufficient. Additionally, these hypotheses tend to be human-readable and provide a route
towards explainable AI. While there are many positive aspects of the approach, ILP systems
ability to generalize is typically, negatively impacted by noisy input, and is limited to certain
problem domains [1, 4].
Attempts to combine the flexibility and agnosticism to noise of statistical learning with
the benefits of a firm logical foundation, forms the bedrock of the current investigations into
neuro-symbolic AI [6]. In this abstract, we discuss our modification of a prominent approach
to neuro-symbolic ILP, δILP [3]. This system is based on the learning from satisfiability ILP
paradigm. In the case of δILP, the plausible hypothesis space is turned into a SAT problem
where a model denotes a hypothesis. The hypothesis space is finite as a fixed program template
is provided and the background knowledge is assumed to be ground and finite. This classical
SAT problem can be transformed into a soft SAT problem by replacing the classical operators by
differentiable ones. For example, Classical conjunction is replaced by the product T-norm [2],
X ∧ Y ≡ x ∗ y.
To understand our investigation we need to briefly introduce the structure of the program
templates used by δILP. Clauses are assumed to be at most length 2, predicate definitions
contain at most 2 clauses, and predicates may take at most 2 arguments. Each auxiliary
predicate definition (including the predicate being learned) is associated with at most two rule
templates defining the structure of its clauses. These rule templates state how many existential
∗ Supported by the ERC starting grant no. 714034 SMART, the Math
LP project (LIT-2019-7-YOU-213) of
the Linz Institute of Technology and the state of Upper Austria, Cost action CA20111 EuroProofNet.
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variables occur within the clause and whether the predicate symbols occurring therein may be
extensional (defined in the background) or intensional (derived during learning).
Each of the auxiliary predicate definition is associated with a matrix of weights where
each entry denotes how strongly the system believes that a pair of clauses (respecting the rule
templates) is the correct definition for the given predicate. This design choice is prohibitively
expensive and significantly limits uses of the system due to the significant memory requirements.
An alternative would be to assign a weight to each instantiation of the associated rule templates
(so called splitting the definition), however, as discussed in Appendix F of [3], this approach is
less effective for ILP.
In our investigation, we take definition splitting one step further and split not only the
definitions (as was discussed in Appendix F of [3]), but also the individual rule templates.
This entails that for each auxiliary predicate definition entries in the weight vector denote
how strongly the system believes an instance of a predicate (i.e. father (X, Y )) is the correct
choice for a particular position in a particular clause. This significantly reduces the memory
requirement, but also goes far beyond the relaxations made by the Evans and Grefenstette [3]
which they claim are less effective for ILP. To deal with this issue, instead of providing a program
template which roughly matches the structure of the program we expect the system to find, We
provide our modified δILP with many more auxiliary predicate then needed to construct the
goal program. This is possible giving the memory saving resulting from splitting the weight
matrix twice.
Let us consider the example fizz ≡ {X|X ∈ N ∧ 0 = X(mod 3)} from [3]. As background
knowledge the authors provided the zero predicate and instances of the successor predicate up
to 6 (i.e. succ(0, 1),....). The positive examples are 0, 3 and 6 while the negative examples are
all other natural numbers less than 6. This example posed a challenge for δILP and only 10%
of the runs resulted in a mean squared error less than 1e − 4. On the contrary, Up to 95% of
our runs passed a validation phase regardless the mean squared error at the time of halting;
The percentage is dependent on how many auxiliary predicates we allowed (see Figure 1).
This experiment together with a few others seem to contradict the exposition in Appendix F of [3]. However, it is not clear if these results can be further expended, nor how
this can be generalized to handle more complex ILP task. An alternative approach to a
more efficient search within the large search space would be the inclusion of supervised machine learning in the proposed framework. We leave these questions to future investigation.
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Figure 1: Percentage of runs finding a crisp solution which passes the validation phase.
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Abstract
We propose to build a reinforcement learning prover of independent components: a
deductive system (an environment), the proof state representation (how an agent sees
the environment), and an agent training algorithm. To that purpose, we contribute an
additional Vampire-based environment to gym-saturation package of OpenAI Gym environments for saturation provers. We demonstrate a prototype of using gym-saturation
together with a popular reinforcement learning framework (Ray RLlib). Finally, we discuss our plans for completing this work in progress to a competitive automated theorem
prover.

1

Introduction and related work

Reinforcement learning (RL) is applied widely in the automated reasoning domain. There
are RL-related (including iterating supervised learning algorithms without applying recent RL
advances) projects for interactive theorem provers (ITPs) (e.g. HOList [2] for HOL Light [8],
ASTactic [33] for Coq [31], or TacticZero [32] for HOL4 [27]) as well as for automated theorem
provers (ATPs) (e.g. Deepire [28] for Vampire [16], ENIGMA [25] for E [12], or rlCoP [13] for
leanCoP [18]). Despite the variety of solutions and ideas, we are not aware of cases of significant
code reuse between such projects.
We envision a prover capable of learning from its experience and composed of pluggable
building blocks. We hope that such architecture could promote faster experimentation and
easier flow of ideas between different projects for everyone’s progress. For an RL-based prover,
we identify at least three types of modules. They are a deductive system (an environment), a
proof state representation (how an agent sees it), and an agent training algorithm.
When choosing whether to learn to guide an ITP or an ATP, we prefer the latter since ATPs
can be relatively easy compared as black boxes [30] in contrast to RL guided ITPs, which often
come with their distinctive benchmarks.
Among ATPs, one can consider saturation provers less suitable for the RL (e.g., see design
considerations from [22]), but several existing projects (like ENIGMA, Deepire or TRAIL [5])
show encouraging results. Keeping that in mind, we decided to concentrate on guiding clause
selection in the saturation algorithm by RL.
Inspired by HOList, CoqGym (from ASTactic) and lean-gym [20], we have created
gym-saturation [26] — an OpenAI Gym [4] environment for training RL agents to prove
theorems in clausal normal form (CNF) of the Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers
(TPTP) library [29] language.

∗ This work has been supported by the French government, through the 3IA Côte d’Azur Investments in the
Future project managed by the National Research Agency (ANR) with the reference number ANR-19-P3IA-0002
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Recent work in progress

Contemporary RL training algorithms are notorious for the number of details that can differ
from one implementation to another [9]. To eliminate the risk of abandoning an RL algorithm
as unsuitable for guiding an ATP only because of flaws in our implementation of it, we plan
to rely on existing RL frameworks containing tested implementations of well-known baselines.
As a starting point, we have chosen Ray RLlib [17] as a library claiming both deep learning
(DL) framework independence and extendability. Similar solutions like Tensorflow Agents [7]
or Catalyst.RL [15] tend to support only one DL framework, which we wanted to avoid for
greater generality.
In contrast to CoqGym and others, gym-saturation is not only a ‘gym’ in some general
sense, but it implements the standard OpenAI Gym API. It makes it easier to integrate with
libraries like Ray RLlib. We contribute1 a prototype of such integration. Even together with
some domain related patches, the prototype remains a lightweight collection of wrappers around
standard RLlib classes, taking only around 300 lines of Python code.
Since we postulated interchangeability of modules, we added a Vampire-based environment
to gym-saturation (see the project page2 for more details) in addition to the already existing
naı̈ve implementation of a saturation loop. Despite a different backend, one can plug a new
environment into the prover prototype without additional edits of RL related code.
Similar systems for connection tableaux There exists a FLoP (Finding Longer Proofs)
project [34] which implements a ProofEnv OpenAI Gym environment for a connection tableaux
calculus, which can guide two different provers (leanCoP and its OCaml reimplementation
fCoP [14]). FLoP shares many architectural features with our work, and we plan to test its
approaches in saturation provers setting.

3

Prototype implementation details

Since this research is still in an early stage, we don’t report any conclusive results of its
performance, only describing the architecture. A prototype prover has two main parts:
gym-saturation as an environment and a patched DQN [10] implementation from Ray RLlib
training an agent. An episode starts with the environment reset. On environment reset, a
random TPTP problem from a training subset is loaded, transformed to the CNF, and becomes
a proof state. After an agent makes an action (selects a clause), the episode can stop for three
reasons: a given clause is empty (refutation proof found, the reward is 1.0; in other cases, it’s
0.0), we reach the step limit (a soft timeout), we reach the maximal number of clauses in the
proof state (a soft memory limit). Only episodes with a positive final reward go to the memory
buffer. Before storing in the buffer, the reward is spread evenly between the clauses from the
proof (others remain zero). A memory buffer can contain the same proof for the same problem
twice or different proofs (maybe of different lengths) for one problem. A training batch can
contain steps from different episodes (and thus different initial environment states). We sample
the memory buffer with higher weights for more recent episodes.

1 https://github.com/inpefess/basic-rl-prover
2 https://pypi.org/project/gym-saturation/
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Future plans and discussion

In the prototype, we represent each clause in a proof state only by its size and order number,
applying a logistic regression as a Q-value function. We will need an elaborate feature extraction
procedure to complete this oversimplified model to a competitive ATP. We plan to use graph
neural networks similar to those used for lazyCoP [23] and then compare and combine them with
the graph representation of clause lineage pioneered by Deepire. We also plan to test training
algorithm interchangeability by using IMPALA [6] and Ape-X [11] in addition to DQN.
A finished project will have to address many different problems. Here we list several obvious
ones.
Delayed reward One of the well-known peculiarities of an ATP is the fact that a reward
can be assigned only after proof is found, which can take a large number of steps in an RL
episode. To make an agent learn to discern good steps, one has to spread the final reward
to all the steps in a finished trajectory. A typical solution is to post-process a trajectory by
assigning positive advantage values only to the steps encountered in a proof, and negative (or
zero) values to all the rest. Here one can argue in favour of both higher values for longer proofs
(since the ability to produce longer proofs is desirable) and higher values for shorter ones (since
more concise proofs for simpler problems are preferable to verbose ones which in turn could
help to find longer proofs otherwise unreachable because of time and memory constraints). A
contrarian approach is to assign positive advantage values for all the steps in a trajectory on
which proof was found, and non-positive to all the steps from trajectories finished because of
the resource limitations. Such an approach works well, for example, in the Atari Pong game,
where it’s practically impossible to judge which action led to a goal.
Sparse positive reward Another well-known problem of applying RL to ATPs is related
to the fact that even sub-human performance still seems out of reach. The majority of proof
attempts finish without proof found. Discarding failed episodes seems too wasteful, although
obvious as a first attempt. An opposite solution (assigning non-positive advantage values to all
failed episodes) makes the training dataset too imbalanced. One possible solution to this is to
use replay buffers and sample from them balanced train batches. This explains why we decided
not to neglect DQN despite its known limitations when compared to on-policy algorithms like
PPO [24].
Multiple proofs Many problems have multiple possible proofs, equivalent in some sense or
not. An agent will have to decide which proofs are preferable to replicate. Again, replay buffers
can be used for that. Ranking proofs can be based on their length or other important properties
(reuse of previously proved lemmata, using only a selected subset of deduction rules or tactics
etc)
High environment’s inhomogeneity Some problems are inherently harder than others
and can belong to areas of mathematics not connected in a given formalization. Curriculum
learning [3] or at least limiting the training scope to a reasonable subset of the TPTP library
will be needed.
State representation Usually, contemporary RL algorithms expect the observed state to
have a form of a vector. Representing logic formulae as such is an active domain of research.
3
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We plan to try both logic-specific approaches like [21] and general abstract syntax tree encoding
models like code2vec [1] or ast2vec [19].
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The Promise and the Hype
Reinforcement learning (RL) [18], especially its deep variant relying on modern neural networks,
is probably the most fashionable method for attacking problems in our machine learning (ML)
era. The impressive successes in board games [13] or on the ATARI benchmark [3] justify the
excitement. Moreover, it is very appealing to have the machine look for a solution unbiased
by our preconceptions, since this intuitively increases the chances of discovering brand new
strategies. However, we should also be aware of the various shortcomings of the approach [4].
In automatic theorem proving (ATP), we have seen the Monte-Carlo tree search paradigm
[8] extend a connection tableaux prover [7] or, more recently, a saturation-based setup called
TRAIL [1], featuring an interesting idea of multiplicative attention for expressing a dependence
on prover’s state. Despite the partial successes, we still seem to be far from getting a system that
could challenge a state-of-the-art prover in a real-time evaluation (Kaliszyk et al. [7] use abstract
time, TRAIL falls short of improving over plain E [11]), let alone on a versatile benchmark such
as the TPTP library [17] (both mentioned works target a more uniform Mizar benchmark).

Ancient Lore and its Contemporary Extensions
It is instructive to recall the basic RL ingredients and project them to the state-of-the-art
(SotA) saturation-based ATP technology and its recent improvements by ML. In this light, we
can think of a prover as being guided by an agent, who monitors the prover’s state and chooses
appropriate actions to reach the goal of deriving the empty clause, ideally in the shortest time
possible. A learning feedback for the agent should come in the form of a reward, received after
executing each individual action or at the end of a proof attempt.
In saturation-based ATP (setting aside the role of proving strategies) the guiding agent
is most fittingly identified with the clause selection heuristic [see, e.g., 12]. A proving state
naturally decomposes into two conceptual parts: a static one, the formula subject to proving,
and an evolving one, any information influencing what should be done next in order to prove
it. Finally, the available actions correspond simply to the passive (unprocessed) clauses.
The author finds it noteworthy, that SotA provers, backed by decades of research in the
field, mostly ignore the state for clause selection. Except possibly for a few bits to remember
which queue to select the next clause from, the effective state is blank1 and each selection
aims greedily at the best available clause. Could this indicate there is actually little hope for
meaningful proof planning in general purpose ATP?
The situation is different with the recent improvements by ML. Information about the
conjecture (i.e., a static state) has been included since the second version of ENIGMA [5]
∗ Supported by the Czech Science Foundation project 20-06390Y and the project RICAIP no. 857306 under
the EU-H2020 programme.
1 Conjecture clauses sometimes get a different status for some heuristics [e.g., 14], but only uniformly, not
depending on what the conjecture actually is.
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and, before that, by the work of Loos et al. [10]. While the latter paper does not perform a
corresponding ablation, ENIGMA is reported to moderately improve thanks to the conjecture
features.2 As mentioned, an evolving state is proudly included in TRAIL [1] and also in, e.g.,
ENIGMAWatch [2]. In both cases, the papers report on an improvement thanks to the evolving
state feature. Although this is only shown for Mizar, maybe there is hope after all!
Let us close this section by returning to the concept of reward. It seems unrealistic to ever
learn useful guidance for ATP by only rewarding the final proving step.3 All the mentioned
systems agree and retrospectively reward (or mark as positive) not just the final, but all the
actions that contributed to the found proof. An ambiguity in the terminology seems to arise:
can we have RL without an (explicit) reward? In the light of the just explained, does TRAIL
really differ that much from looping in ENIGMA [6], which also iteratively improves the learned
knowledge, generating training data for the next iteration using the current knowledge?

Back to the Drawing Board
In this project, we want to attack the ATP+RL target from a new angle. Rather than immediately aiming at designing an (end-to-end trainable) agent with access to the complete state
(that could, in principle, solve the whole formula before the search even begins and would,
effectively, only use the prover as a verifier), we want to start as close as possible to the SotA
design and use RL as a research tool to further our understanding of proof search dynamics.
One possible setup, which is—at first sight—so glaringly impractical that it probably has
not been tried yet, is training an agent on a single problem only. Yes, with a complete state
description the agent can just memorize a proof (once it finds one, maybe after a long initial
search) and then just keep replaying it afterwards. However, there are at least two aspects
which make already this simple setup interesting.
First, in a typical proof search a complete state description very soon becomes intractably
large to be processed by the agent efficiently (we talk about thousands of clauses generated in
a few seconds) and thus cheaply computable abstractions have to come to rescue. Going back
to the SotA agent, we often find it happy with representing each clause by just two numbers,
its age and weight. Guiding towards a previously seen proof becomes an interesting challenge
for an agent when “partially blindfolded” by simple abstractions.
The second aspect is the inherent fragility of proof search, on which the author recently shed
light using randomization [16]. It turns out that even very small changes in a concrete run,
introduced at the level of “don’t care non-determinism” such as the exact order of literals in
a newly generated clause, can have a tremendous impact on how long it takes to find a proof.
Further investigation is needed to pinpoint what exactly causes so much chaos in our provers.4
In this project, we plan to undertake such investigation with the tools of RL, making use of
the randomization code from our previous work [16] to turn theorem proving into a stochastic
environment. This will create a second challenge for our agent, forcing it to seek robust strategies. Ultimately, we would like the agent to be able to recognize situations that are particularly
unstable, so that it could respond particularly carefully. By examining the used features, we,
as prover developers, will then hopefully learn how to build more robust provers ourselves.
2 There

is, however, also a meta-point: Deepire’s guidance [15] does not depend on the conjecture in this
sense, yet the system achieves a comparable, if not better, performance to ENIGMA on Mizar [6].
3 And letting the prover figure out which actions were actually useful for the success by trial and error.
4 Although a major part is probably caused by the eager simplifications and their interactions with clause
selection (generating inferences on their own would stay nicely confluent), there is also the possibility that a
sudden selection of what we could call a “highly explosive clause” dramatically changes the content of the
weight-sorted queue, rendering the previously observed proof out of reach.
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Abstract
Premise selection, the problem of selecting a useful premise to prove a new theorem,
is an essential part of theorem proving. Existing language models cannot access knowledge beyond a small context window, and therefore are unsatisfactory at retrieving useful
premises (i.e., premise selection) from large databases for theorem proving. In this work,
we provide a solution to this problem, by combining a premise selection model with a language model. We first select a handful (e.g., 8) of premises from a large theorem database
consisting of 100K premises, and present them in the context along with proof states. The
language model then utilizes these premises to construct a proof step. We show that this
retrieval-augmented prover achieves significant improvements in proof rates compared to
the language model alone.

1

Introduction

Language models have been recently applied to theorem proving [17, 25, 12, 14, 24] and
program synthesis [7, 2, 20], achieving impressive results. Premise selection is a fundamental
aspect of formal mathematics [28, 1, 4]. Early works in this domain often relied on symbolic
[19, 5] or hybrid [15] approaches. Classical ML algorithms [30, 29, 9] have also proven effective,
frequently outperforming symbolic methods by significant margins. More recently, graph neural
networks mimicking the symbolic structure of mathematical expressions have shown promising
results [22, 33, 10, 18].
Effective retrieval of premises from large databases is still an open challenge. In this work,
we propose to approach it with a two-stage procedure, which, to the best of our knowledge, is
the first method to do the selection process globally over the whole corpus. Firstly, a premise
selection model (PSM) picks a handful (e.g. 8) of premises from a database. These are then presented, along with a proof state, to a premise selection guided language model (PGLM) responsible for generating a proof step. Importantly, our PSM can efficiently query large databases;
in our case, we use over 100K lemmas from the entire Isabelle corpus. By providing a relatively
small number of premises in context, we allow the PGLM to efficiently retrieve the correct ones,
aiming to leverage its in-context learning capabilities [16].

2

Method

Premise selection model (PSM) is based on a batch contrastive learning approach similar
to [1, 3, 26, 11]. It encodes proof state and premise text into embeddings. The cosine similarity
of a given premise embedding and a proof state embedding estimates their mutual relevance.
Premise embeddings can be precomputed and cached, allowing for the use of large databases.
∗ Equal

Contribution
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Premise-guided language model (PGLM) is a model for proof step generation. It
takes as an input the current proof state s and premises (names and statements) selected by
PSM. These are e.g. k = 8 premises from the whole database with the highest relevance to s.
We first train the PSM, then freeze the weights and use it in the training process of PGLM.
The PGLM is designed to perform premise-aware proof step generation. By design, given
the (small) context of k premises, the model selects the relevant ones to be applied in the
generated proof step. This setup is motivated by recent findings [16] showing that LMs can
grasp dependencies in the text within the same input much better than ones occurring across
different training examples. The latter is how the state-only (our baseline model, described
below) approach works. We hope that in-context learning helps the model focus on premise
selection instead of memorization of frequently-occurring premises (as we hypothesize the stateonly models do).
The State-only model is a language model that, given a proof state (goal), predicts the
proof step. This is the most common setup found in prior work [14, 12, 24], used here as a
baseline.

3

Experiments

We conduct our interactive theorem proving experiments on a dataset collected in Isabelle [23]
which is one of the largest corpora of formal proofs. To interact with the formal environment,
we use PISA [14]. The proof rates are presented in the table below.
Method
Sledgehammer [5] (baseline)
State-only (baseline)
PGLM+PSM (ours)
PGLM+PSM ∪ State-only

Proof rate, full
22.4%
39.8%
43.1%
47.2%

Proof rate, ≥ 1 premise
17.7%
14.7%
19.6%
22.6%

Proof rate, 0 premises
27.5%
67.1%
68.6%
73.9%

Table 1: Proof rate is evaluated using a best-first search solver, similar to the one mentioned in
[14], on a test set of 1000 theorems. We split the test dataset into proofs originally using and
not using premises; denoted ≥ 1 premise and 0 premises, respectively. For the sledgehammer
baseline we use 50s timeout per proof.
Our method, PGLM+PSM, performs significantly better on theorems that require at least
one premise and fares well on the entire test set. This indicates that the proposed two-stage
method is efficient in premise retrieval. Furthermore, a significant improvement is observed
when PGLM+PSM and the state-only model are combined. This is especially visible on the
full test set, indicating that both methods have complementary strengths.

4

Conclusion and future work

We present a simple method integrating premise selection with language models, which is guided
by an external retriever model. We show proof rate improvements when compared to a stateonly baseline and demonstrate that our model is capable of generating novel proofs that utilise
premises.
We speculate that scaling up our approach will further increase its capabilities. In particular, we hypothesise that in-context premise selection performance will improve due to better
generalisation to unseen premises. If true, it would indicate better reasoning potential of the
underlying language model, and as such is an attractive research direction.
2
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Experimental setup
LM setup

For language modeling, we use a decoder-only transformer [31] with 30M non-embedding parameters. The setup (weight initialization, positional embeddings, and other architectural hyperparameters) is exactly the same as in GPT-J [32]. We use a pretrained BPE tokenizer from
[27]. Similarly to GPT-f [25], the loss function is calculated only on the proof step tokens. As
a context for proof step generation we use one sentence representing the proof state for state
only model, and premises + proof state sentence for PGLM+PSM setup.
For the PGLM+PSM model, in our main result, we provide it with top k = 4 premises from
the premise selection model.
All of the models are pretrained on The Pile [8] - GitHub + arXiv dataset for 500k steps
with context length of 2048 as in [6] and total batch size of 217 tokens per update.

A.2

PSM setup

We modify the InfoNCE [21] loss by only using row-wise softmax (column-wise softmax is
ablated). Batch size of 512 proof states is used. We also randomly sample 1536 additional
negative premises within a batch (512 proof states and 2048 premises in each batch, for each
proof state there is exactly one positive premise and 2047 negatives), and we find it helpful
to the score (see Tab. 2). We use a non-pretrained, 6-layer decoder-only transformer (15M
non-embedding parameters).

B

Dataset and Environment

Isabelle [23] is an interactive theorem prover (ITP). It allows mathematical formulas to be
expressed in a formal language and provides tools for proving those formulas, which are verified
by a logical kernel. Its main application is the formalization of mathematical proofs and in
particular formal verification, which includes proving the correctness of computer hardware or
software and proving properties of computer languages and protocols. Each Isabelle library is
composed of theories. A proof for a given theorem is a sequence of proof steps, with each
step being a proof tactic or part of a declaration. Each subsequent proof step changes the state
(referred to as proof state) of the current proof. A proof step can make use of premises,
which are simply references to definitions, axioms, or previously proven theorems. This theorem
proving setting constitutes a Partially Observable Decision Process and thus can be represented
by a sequential decision process in a certain environment. An example of such an environment
is the PISA environment [14], which we used for all the experiments. We trained models using
a dataset mined from the Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP)[13] and all the standard libraries
available in Isabelle. The dataset consists of 220K lemmas, with a total of 2.4M (proof state,
proof step) pairs. For the premise selection task, we chose the proof steps that utilised at least
one premise, which resulted in 400K training examples.

C

Premise selection - ablation study

We investigate what contributes to the performance of our retrieval model by reducing its
expressive power to a 1-layer transformer (first experiment), as well as removing our negative
sampling strategy (second experiment). We observe a significant drop in recall with the changes.
5
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Model
1L transformer
6L transformer
6L transformer + neg.

recall@1
0.168
0.203
0.230

recall@4
0.347
0.408
0.446

Tworkowski et al.

recall@8
0.447
0.516
0.561

recall@16
0.565
0.621
0.656

recall@64
0.663
0.781
0.793

recall@128
0.809
0.832
0.839

Table 2: Retrieval metrics (top-k recall) comparison. On the test dataset, we measure percentage of situations, where given a proof state, the ground truth premise has been retrieved
among top-k according to the PSM model. The 6L transformer + neg. entry refers to a model
utilizing our negative sampling strategy with 1536 additionally sampled negatives (see A.2 for
details).

D

Proofs
Theorem 1:
lemma reachable steps: "<exists> xs. steps xs <and> hd
xs = s<^
sub> <and> last xs = x" if "reachable x"
Original proof:
using that
unfolding reachable def
proof induction
case base
then
show ?case
by (inst existentials "[s^
sub>0]"; force)
next
case (step y z)
from step.IH
guess xs
by clarify
with step.hyps
show ?case
apply (inst existentials "xs @ [z]")
apply (force intro: graphI)
by (cases xs; auto)+
qed
Our proof:
using that
unfolding reachable def
by (fastforce dest: reaches steps)

Proof 1: Our model is capable of proposing short and neat proofs
when compared to the original.
6
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Theorem 2:
lemma (in wf digraph) iapath dist ends: "<And>u p v.
iapath u p v <Longrightarrow> u <noteq> v"
Original proof:
unfolding pre digraph.gen iapath def
by (metis apath ends)
Our proof:
by (unfold gen iapath def) (auto dest:
apath nonempty ends)

Proof 2: Exemplary proof that state-only model failed to close,
whereas our PGLM+PSM managed to derive a fundamentally different proof without using metis - in contrast to original proof.

E

Inputs comparison

<|PREMISE NAME|>less top ennreal
<|PREMISE|>"x < top <longleftrightarrow> (<exists>r<ge>0. x = ennrealr)"
<|PREMISE NAME|>fact dvd higher pderiv
<|PREMISE|>"[:fact n :: int:] dvd (pderiv ^^ n) p"
<|PREMISE NAME|>sameDom sym
<|PREMISE|>"sameDom inp inp’ = sameDom inp’ inp"
<|PREMISE NAME|>moebius inverse
<|PREMISE|>assumes "a * d <noteq> b * c" "c * z + d <noteq> 0" shows "moebius
d (-b) (-c) a (moebius a b c d z) = z"
<|ISA OBS|>proof (prove) goal (1 subgoal): 1. prv (neg <phi>R)
<|PREV STEPS|>have "prv (neg <phi>R)"<|PROOF STEP|>

Input 1: Exemplary input for PGLM+PSM model with top-4 premises. Input is a single
sentence, here, for readability, split into multiple lines.
<|ISA OBS|>proof (prove) goal (1 subgoal): 1. prv (neg <phi>R)
<|PREV STEPS|>have "prv (neg <phi>R)"<|PROOF STEP|>

Input 2: Exemplary input for classical State-only model. Input is a single sentence, here, for
readability, split into multiple lines.

7
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Introduction. We envision assistive systems for informal mathematics that suggest proof
steps or solutions to a user, inspired by the use of language models in formal proof assistants (e.g.
[4, 6, 7, 8, 11]) and informal premise selection [3, 5, 13]. We study two new generation tasks in
natural mathematical language: suggesting the next step in a proof, and full-proof generation.
We develop NaturalProver, a language model that generates proofs by conditioning
on background references (theorems, definitions), and optionally enforces their presence with
constrained decoding. NaturalProver improves the quality of next-step suggestions and
generated proofs over fine-tuned GPT-3 [1], with either retrieved or human-provided references,
according to human evaluations from university-level mathematics students.
NaturalProver is capable of proving short (2-6 step) theorems and providing next-step
suggestions that are rated as correct and useful more than 50% of the time, which is to our
knowledge the first demonstration of these capabilities using neural language models.
Data. We create a NaturalProofs-Gen dataset with data adapted from the ProofWiki
domain of NaturalProofs [13]. Each example pairs a theorem x with a gold proof y =
(y1 , . . . , yT ), where each yt is a variable-length proof step. Each proof mentions references
{r1 , . . . , rRy } from a reference set of roughly 33k theorems and definitions, analogous to how
Wikipedia articles reference other pages. For example, Figure 1 shows a 4-step proof with
references in blue. We use splits from NaturalProofs for training, and create evaluation sets
with 100 validation and 100 test theorems.
Tasks. The proof generation task is to generate a proof y given theorem x. The next-step
task is to generate a next step yt given theorem x and proof history y<t from a gold proof. We
consider an additional provided setting where the model is given gold references {r∗1 , . . . , r∗Ry }.
Methods. We study a vanilla language model and two ‘knowledge-grounded’ variations, along
with the effect of constrained decoding. For each model, we fine-tune GPT-3 Curie, a ≈13B
parameter autoregressive transformer language model trained on internet text.1

Figure 1: NaturalProver proves Even Integer Plus 5 is Odd.
1 https://blog.eleuther.ai/gpt3-model-sizes/. We use the OpenAI API. We also release open-source
GPT-J and GPT-2 models, fine-tuning and evaluation code, and the NaturalProofs-Gen dataset.
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Reasoning Errs (↓) Lexical Errs (↓) Per-Step (↑)
Full Proof (↑)
Ref. Eqn. Other Lang.
Sym. Useful Correct Useful Correct

GPT-3 (curie) 30.92 32.54 40.15
Retrieved
23.52 37.55 23.66
Provided
25.84 35.93 25.23
+constrained 23.61 28.54 18.45

5.61
4.54
8.41
5.58

5.24 25.69
6.19 41.54
5.35 39.60
3.65 46.57

Next-step

8.57

5.86

19.70

26.32

19.10

51.43

28.18
33.56
26.30
35.41

20%
32%
35%
45%

13%
24%
24%
32%

42.86

–

–

Table 1: Human evaluation results for full-proof and next-step generation (bottom).
The knowledge-grounded models condition on references, pθ (y|x, R). As language model
context windows prevent conditioning on full reference documents, we condition on reference
titles, and fine-tune on (title, content) pairs, which lets the model memorize the associated
content. For example, Fig 1 shows Even Integer and its content. We study 3 variants:
1. Baseline. This model is simply fine-tuned on the 12.5k (theorem, proof) training examples.
At test time, the model is given a theorem and uses greedy decoding to generate a proof.
2. Retrieved. This model is conditioned on retrieved references, pθ (y|x, r̂1 , . . . , r̂20 ). We
use a pretrained joint retrieval model from [13], which was trained on NaturalProofs to
map each theorem to the references in its ground-truth proof. At test time, we condition
on a test theorem and its top-20 retrieved reference titles, and use greedy decoding.
3. Provided. This model is conditioned on human-provided references, pθ (y|x, r∗1 , . . . , r∗Ry ),
meaning {r∗1 , . . . , r∗Ry } is the set of reference-titles mentioned in a ground-truth proof. At
test time, the model receives a test theorem and reference titles from a ground-truth proof.
Constrained decoding. We use constrained decoding to improve reference usage in the
provided setting, as references are known to be relevant to a proof of the theorem. We generate
step-by-step by sampling multiple step candidates, keeping those with high log-probability and
reference-coverage in a beam, and continuing to the next step.
Evaluation. We created a schema of reasoning and lexical errors and an online system for perstep and full proof annotation. We recruited 15 students from the Departments of Mathematics
and Applied Mathematics at the University of Washington as annotators. Annotators label
the {0, 1} correctness, usefulness, and presence of errors in each proof step, then rate the full
proof’s correctness and usefulness. We also find positive correlations between human judgments
and automatic lexical (e.g. Gleu) and grounding (e.g. Reference-F1) metrics and discuss these
results in the talk.
Main results. We show our main human evaluation results in Table 1. Knowledge-grounding,
either retrieved or human provided, improves proof generation. Constrained decoding further
improves the provided-knowledge model, with 32% of its proofs rated as correct and 45% rated
as useful as an aid for human proof writers. On the per-step level, 35% of its proof steps are
correct and 47% are useful, increasing to 51% useful and 43% correct given a correct proof-so-far.
On the other hand, our models often struggle with correctly deploying and utilizing references
(23.6% reference error rate), doing symbolic derivations (28.5% equation error rate), and longer
proofs. We give quantitative and qualitative analyses of these successes and errors in the talk.
Looking forward. Our results suggest that useful interactive proof assistants for informal mathematics are plausible as methods improve further. Investigating architectural
improvements [14], iterative improvement [2, 7], and pretraining [9], as well as the role of
formalization [10, 12] in informal proof generation are interesting future directions.
2
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1

Background

Goal-driven first-order provers such as leanCoP [14] or SETHEO [9], which may described
as based on clausal tableaux [8], the connection method [1, 3] or model elimination [12], in
essence enumerate tree-shaped proof structures, interwoven with unification of formulas that
are associated with nodes of the structures. While they do not compete with state-of-the
art systems in the range of solvable problems, they have merits that are relevant in certain
contexts: Proofs are typically emitted as data structures of simple and detailed forms, making
them suitable as inputs for further processing. Through iterative deepening, proofs tend to be
short. The provers facilitate comparing alternate proofs of a problem or influencing the shape
of proofs. Implementations can be manageable and small [18], making the approach attractive
for adaptation to specific logics [15, 16, 17] and novel combinations with other techniques
[7, 31, 32, 6].
Here we aim to preserve the merits of that approach, while moving on to stronger proving
capabilities. Our concrete starting point is a view of condensed detachment as a specialization
of the connection method [29]. It provides a simplified variant of first-order ATP that still has
many of its essential characteristics and seems suitable as basis for the development and study
of new techniques. Emphasis is on the explicit consideration of proof structures in a simple
form, as full binary trees or terms. Condensed detachment has dedicated applications in the
investigation of propositional logics [24], reflected in about 200 such TPTP problems [27], and
can be more generally used as inference rule for arbitrary first-order Horn problems.
The contribution is based on [29] as well as ongoing work [27, 28]. It is backed by an
implemented system, CD Tools, available as free software from
http://cs.christophwernhard.com/cdtools/.
The system website also provides detailed result tables for experiments, including graphical
proof visualizations.

2

Theses

In the contribution we elaborate the following two theses.
Thesis 1: Compressed Combinatory Proof Structures. Representing a proof tree by
a combinator term [23, 30] that normalizes to the tree lets subtle forms of duplication within
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the tree materialize as duplicated subterms of the combinator term. In a DAG representation
of the combinator term these straightforwardly factor into shared subgraphs. As an example,
consider the proof tree
2(2(2(2(2(2(2(21))))))).

(i)

Here 1, 2 are axiom identifiers and inner nodes correspond to a condensed detachment step with
left and right children as proofs of major and minor, resp., premises. The notation for the inner
detachment nodes follows the common notation for application in λ- and combinator terms,
i.e., as juxtaposition of left and right subtree, with parentheses according to left associativity.
Tree (i) can be expressed with the combinator term
B(B22)(B22)(B(B22)(B22)1),

(ii)

where B22 and B(B22)(B22) each have two incoming edges in the minimal DAG. To search for
proofs, combinator terms can be enumerated, like clausal tableaux, with simultaneously relating
formulas associated with components of the enumerated structures through unification. From
the clausal tableaux or connection method point of view, the approach realizes compressions
known from the connection structure calculus [4, 5, 2], which was never implemented. As a
refinement to restrict the search space, the enumeration of combinator terms can be based
on proof schemas, pattern terms such as r(p, q), with an associated semantics defined by a
combinator term with parameters p, q.

Thesis 2: Blending Goal- with Axiom-Driven Reasoning. The goal-driven proof structure enumeration by clausal tableau methods can be generalized beneficially to a method that
blends with axiom-driven enumeration in configurable ways. The core method then enumerates
proof structures, paired with the most general theorems (MGTs) [29] proven by them from
given axioms, on a given level, characterized for example by the number of tree nodes or tree
height. In axiom-driven mode, the proof structure and the corresponding MGT are both outputs whose values can be cached. In goal-driven mode, only the proof structure is an output,
while the goal formula is an instantiated input. The overall operation is an iterated interplay
of both modes on increasing levels: Basically the axiom-driven mode is performed, but before
solutions for a new level are computed and cached, the goal-driven mode is invoked, at the new
level and, depending on the configuration, possibly at a number of increasingly higher levels. In
both modes, subproblems on lower levels can be solved by accessing the cache with previously
computed proof-and-lemma pairs.
The extreme of a purely goal-driven configuration acts much like a goal-driven clausal
tableau prover with iterative deepening. A purely axiom-driven configuration just generates
lemmas, consequences, from the given axioms. The axiom-driven component in particular enables heuristic restrictions based on the MGTs, the lemma components of the cache entries, e.g.,
with limiting their size, restricting the number of different proofs per MGT, or limiting the overall number of cache entries where some ordering based on the MGT may determine the entries
to be kept. In purely goal-driven configurations – and in goal-driven clausal tableau provers
alike – MGTs are not materialized and hence not available as basis of heuristic restrictions. For
condensed detachment problems, the blending of goal- and axiom-driven structure enumeration leads to success rates that drastically improve on goal-driven clausal tableau provers and
compare to the lower end of state-of-the-art provers, while proofs are relatively short.
2
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Implementation and Experiments

CD Tools includes two provers, SGCD (Structure Generating theorem proving for Condensed
Detachment) and CCS (Compressed Combinatory Structures) that roughly address Theses 2
and 1, respectively. Most experiments so far were performed on the 196 problems in TPTP 8.0.0
that are condensed detachment problems satisfying certain further constraints [27]. The TPTP
rates 189 of these lower than 1.00 and 151 with 0.00. Clausal tableau provers are known to
prove 92 of the 196 problems [27].1
With the approach of Thesis 2, 176 problems can be proven in different configurations of
SGCD [27, 28] for level characterizations by number of tree nodes and height. The resulting
proofs are typically rather small. The set of 89 problems provable by two purely goal-driven
configurations of SGCD is, as expected, very similar to the set of 92 problems provable with
clausal tableaux. In further experiments, SGCD was configured with a novel level characterization of the full binary trees used as proof structures that was motivated by observations at
a human formal proof [29, 27]: The trees at level 0 are single nodes representing axioms. The
trees at a level n + 1 are those where the left or right child is the root of a tree at level n and
the other child is the root of a (not necessarily strict) subtree of its sibling or an arbitrary tree
at level 0. In largely axiom-driven configurations this leads to 153 proven problems, apparently
with proofs of small compacted size (size of the minimal DAG for the tree, or number of distinct
compound subterms [29, 25]), also for problems where systematic search for minimal compacted
size seems not feasible.2
CCS , the second prover in CD Tools, performs iterative deepening on compacted size of the
proof structures and can incorporate, as suggested by Thesis 1, compressions with combinators
and proof schemas, proof structure patterns defined by combinator terms. So far it was tried
with exhaustive search, i.e., without heuristic restrictions, in purely goal-driven mode. Search
for proofs with guaranteed minimal compacted size [25] succeeds for 86 problems. For 79
problems it is, moreover, possible to obtain all proofs with minimal compacted size. To get
an idea of compression possibilities with the combinator approach and to see which particular
combinators seem useful for proofs from applications, proofs obtained by SGCD and CCS for
176 problems were first compressed into tree grammars with TreeRePair [11], an advanced tool
targeted at XML compression, and then, converted via λ-terms to combinator terms with a
method from the implementation of functional programming languages [19, Chap. 16].
Concerning proof search with combinators, experiments were performed with configurations
characterized by sets of proof schemas, which succeeded on 88 problems, including 6 on which
the search for an “uncompressed” proof with minimal compacted size failed. Proof search with
CCS was also tried on general Horn problems, the 562 problems of TPTP specialist class
CNF_UNS_RFO_NEQ_HRN, of which 549 are rated lower than 1.00, 425 with 0.00, and around
430 are provable by clausal tableaux.3 In five configurations with sets of proof schemas, some
corresponding to specific forms of resolution, CCS – configured for goal-driven exhaustive search
with iterative deepening upon compacted size – proves 421 of these, including 67 rated between
0.25 and 0.50, with a large overlap with those provable by clausal tableaux.
Acknowledgments. Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) – Project-ID 457292495. The work was supported by the North-German
Supercomputing Alliance (HLRN).
1 SETHEO 3.3 [13], S-SETHEO [10], lazyCoP 0.1 [22] and SATCoP 0.1 [21] together prove 76 problems
according to the ProblemAndSolutionStatistics document of the TPTP. leanCoP 2.1 proves 50 problems and
CMProver [26] in different configurations proves 89 problems [27].
2 Problem LCL038-1 belongs to these. For this problem, which, upon suggestion in [20], was considered
often in ATP and whose human proofs were analyzed in [29], SGCD found a proof with compacted size 22 [27].
3 E.g., 414 by the four provers accounted in ProblemAndSolutionStatistics that were mentioned in footnote 1.
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Introduction

In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of autoformalization in the context
of the newly introduced MiniF2F [10] benchmark. We use large language models to translate
several thousands of informal problems into Isabelle and use them to improve our neural theorem
prover. We find that transformer-based [7] language models trained on a large amount of web
data are capable of formalizing mathematical competition problem statements with a relatively
high success rate and the resulting statements can be used for creating new correct proofs that
can be used for fine-tuning a neural theorem prover for improved proof automation. Using this
methodology, we achieve a new state of the art on the MiniF2F benchmark.

2

Autoformalization using Large Language Models

Inspired by the success of large language models (LLMs) for synthesizing computer code by cotraining on both natural language and code on web-scale data, we explore the capabilities of large
language models (LLMs) that were trained on a large amount web data to turn natural language
mathematics into formalized theorems (Isabelle theorems in this case). This is essentially a
machine translation task [8] in which the input language is English and output language is
formal code used by the interactive proof assistant Isabelle [9].
In particular, we exploit the impressive few-shot capability of LLMs by providing a few
examples of the translations which improves the quality of our translation. We ran our initial
experiments with using Codex and prompted the language model for the task of formalizing
the informal statements. Here are two examples of automatically formalized theorems, with
prompts provided in the Appendix.
Natural language version: ”Prove that there is no function f from the set of non-negative
integers into itself such that f (f (n)) = n + 1987 for every n.” Translate the natural
language version to an Isabelle version:
theorem
fixes f :: "nat ⇒ nat"
assumes " ∀ n. f (f n) = n + 1987"
shows False
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Natural Language version: ”When all the girls at Madeline’s school line up in rows of
eight, there are seven left over. If instead they line up in rows of four, how many are left
over? The final answer is 3.”
Translate the natural language version to an Isabelle version:
theorem
fixes n::nat
assumes "n mod 8 = 7"
shows "n mod 4 = 3"

Remarkably, we see in both examples, Codex was able to translate the natural language
statement into Isabelle formal theorems perfectly. In the first example, the model can understand
what it means by the phrase “to itself”, and correctly formalize the domain of function:
f :: ”nat ⇒ nat”. The second example is even more remarkable. First of all, a formal translation
of a grade school math problem should not ever exist in the pre-training corpus, as this type of
mathematics is not of interest to formal mathematicians. Second, the examples in the prompt
we provide also are not of this type of problem. It is hence remarkable that the model is capable
of extrapolating to this type of statement – a true extrapolation. This shows a great promise of
using LLMs for doing auto-formalization.

3

Autoformalization Improves Neural Theorem Proving

To study the usefulness of the formalized statements, we explore if one can improve neural
theorem provers by training the model on automatically translated theorems. In particular, we
study auto-formalization on a constrained setting – mathematical competition problems, where
it has little requirement in formalizing the definitions and background theory.
For our neural theorem prover, we use a recently introduced theorem prover LISA [4] that
proves Isabelle theorems by language modeling the best action conditioned on the current proof
state. The input of the transformer-based neural network is the proof state and the output
is the tactic application to be applied. This network is trained on existing human proofs. At
inference time, a best-first search is performed using the neural network as an action generator.
Table 1: Proof rates on MiniF2F Benchmark
Model
valid
test
PACT [2]
FMSCL [5]
LISA [4]
LISA + AF

23.9%
33.6%
28.3%
36.1%

24.6%
29.6%
29.9%
34.0%

We use Codex [1] auto-formalize 3908 mathematical problems belonging to category algebra,
intermediate algebra, and number theory from the training set of MATH [3]. Out of them,
3363 of the auto-formalized theorems are syntactically correct. We then use our neural prover
trained on Isabelle corpus (AFP and Isabelle Standard library) to prove these theorems, and
23.3% of them can be proven. This gives us 782 new provably verified theorems along with their
proofs for us to train our neural prover further. This form of training on one’s own generated
data is known as expert iteration, and was already used in prior works [6, 5]. However, unlike in
2
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Polu et. al. [5], where one perform expert iteration on a set of problems manually translated by
human, we here use LLMs to auto-formalize the theorems.
After one epoch of training on the proofs of 782 theorems, we evaluated the neural prover
on miniF2F [10], a recently introduced benchmark containing 488 mathematical competition
statements manually formalized by humans. Some of those problems come from the valid
and test set of MATH, and others come from previous International Mathematical Olympiad
competitions or AoPS1 .
The results are shown in Table 1. LISA refers to the model before we trained on the
autoformalized dataset, and LISA + AF refers to the model after one epoch of training on
the 782 theorems. We see that by simply training on one epoch of the proved auto-formalized
theorems, we can achieve a significant improvement in proof rate (from 28.3% to 36.1% on
miniF2F-valid), and a new state-of-the-art performance on this benchmark.

4

Conclusion

For the first time, we have demonstrated that autoformalization is indeed feasible at least
for high school mathematics competition problems and the translated results are useful for
improving the performance of neural theorem provers.
However, our method is not capable of creating whole theories or autoformalization of
facts that need to rely on libraries the language model has not been trained on. Full blown
autoformalization of mathematical text will require new methods, especially proper training
methodologies and utilizing newly introduced code by retrieval augmented language modeling.
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A

Prompt
P1
P1
1
i2
√ , find (
Natural language version: “Let z = 1+i
i=1 2(z )) · (
i=1 2( z i2 )). The final
2
answer is 36.”
Translate the natural language version to an Isabelle version:
theorem
fixes z::complex
assumes P
h0: "z = (Complex (1/sqrt 2) (1/sqrt 2))"
shows "( k::nat=1..12.
(z^(k^2)))
P
* (
k::nat=1..12. 1/(z^(k^2))) =36"

Natural language version: “Determine the value of ab if log8 a + log4 b2 = 5 and log8 b +
log4 a2 = 7. The final answer is 512”. Translate the natural language version to an
Isabelle version:
theorem
fixes a b ::real
assumes "(ln a) / (ln 8) + (ln (b^2)) / (ln 4) = 5"
"(ln b) / (ln 8) + (ln (a^2)) / (ln 4) = 7"
shows "a * b = 512"

4
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Introduction

When formalizing mathematics in an interactive theorem prover, such as the Coq [1] proof
assistant, it is necessary to have an intuition on how the available proof actions change the
proof state. In particular users may have an idea that to transform the current proof state to
a different one, a particular tactic might be the right one to use.
In this paper, we regard the changes to a proof state made by the tactic application as the
semantic of that tactic. The purpose of our study is to predict the tactic based on its semantic.
Assume there is a triple (ps, t, {ps′ }1..n ), where ps, t, {ps′ }1..n are a Coq state, the tactic applied
to ps by a Coq user, and the after states caused by the tactic application, respectively. We aim
at building a machine learning model to predict a tactic t′ such that ps transforms to {ps′ }1..n
by the application of t′ . To ensure that t and t′ lead to the same after states, we run t′ in Coq
and compare with t.
There are several motivations behind our project. First, the task can be directly applied for
tactic suggestion given a human’s intuition for the next state. For a Coq beginner, it is quite
common that he can imagine the next state but cannot determine how to select a suitable tactic
to reach the goal. However, understanding Coq’s manual may be challenging for beginners. If he
can copy the before state from the Coq editor, convert it to the imaginary after state, and input
them into our system, we will be able to automatically suggest the tactics with the expected
behavior. Meanwhile, a medium-level Coq programmer may want to discover a single tactic to
substitute an awkward tactic sequence. Even for an expert, when he encounters an unfamiliar
domain, he needs our system to advise likely helpful tactics.
Second, the task serves as an initial step to a new formal verification strategy. When
a mathematician tries to prove a theorem, he first thinks of several intermediate goals and
then fills the gaps by order. However, nowadays proof assistants cannot skip tactics between
intermediate goals. We can extend our system to predict a tactic sequence from one state
to another. Afterwards, the human expert can merely specify the states that he thinks are
important to complete the proof and ask our system to erase the gaps.
Finally, since we encounter our own challenges in precisely characterizing the transition
between before and after states, the approaches developed by us can also be applied to other
machine learning domains. Take fault detection [3] for instance, we can apply our differential
techniques to the images before and after the fault occurs. Then, the results can be input into
a learning model to predict the category of fault.

∗ This work was supported by the ERC grant no. 714034 SMART and by the European Regional Development
Fund under the project AI&Reasoning (reg. no. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466).
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Tactic Characterizations

We characterize the semantic of tactics as features and Coq strings as the input for random
forests [7] and GPT-2 [5], respectively. The feature extraction techniques on Coq terms are
the same as our previous work [7]. Large-scale pretrained transformers such as GPT-2 have
achieved significant progress in various domains [2]. We evaluate GPT-2 and random forests to
make a comparison.
We consider three feature extraction approaches. The first approach computes the differences between the state features of ps and {ps′ }1..n . From ps, we extract a set of features F .
We also extract n sets of features {F }1..n from {ps′ }1..n . If a feature f exists in F but does not
in any Fi , we regard it as a disappeared feature. Conversely, if there is an Fi with a feature f
that is not in F , then f is an appearing feature. The tactic characterization is the union of all
disappeared and appearing features.
Second, we extract features from the newly defined existential variables in proof terms. In
Coq, we write tactics to construct a proof script to prove a theorem. Actually, the tactics help
to complete a proof term. The relationship between proofs and proof terms is based on the
Curry-Howard correspondence [6]. An incomplete proof term may contain several existential
variables. Some are defined, and others are undefined as holes. A tactic fills some holes with
Coq terms and may generate several new holes. A proof term is completed once all the holes
have been filled. We obtain the features from the terms defined in the holes by the tactic as its
characterization.
Finally, we perform first-order anti-unification [4] on the before and after states to find
the substitutions. A term g of two terms t1 and t2 is called a generalization if there are
substitutions σ1 and σ2 such that σ1 g = t1 and σ2 g = t2 . Anti-unification aims to find the
least general generalization lgg such that for any generalization g ′ of t1 and t2 , there exists a
substitution σ that makes σg ′ = lgg. We extract the features from the Coq terms present in
the substitutions(σ1 and σ2 ) and the lgg as the input to our model.
For GPT-2, we merely apply anti-unification to generate strings. We convert the lgg and
substitutions to strings and input them into the model.

3

Experimental Evaluation

Our dataset is composed of the proof states (158, 494) of all the lemmas (11, 372) in the Coq’s
standard library. The lemmas were randomly divided into three subsets for training, validation,
and testing in an 80-10-10 ratio. Each subset includes the states of the corresponding lemmas.
For random forests, we optimize parameters on the training and validation partitions, which
is depicted in Figure 1. Afterwards, we build models with the best hyper-parameters learned
from the training dataset and make predictions for the test dataset. We also fine-tune the
smallest GPT-2 for each characterization. Every model is executed for 25 epochs, and we store
the snapshot with the best accuracy on the validation dataset to synthesize tactics for the test
data. All the GPT models utilize the same parameters: a batch size of 32, no weight decay,
and the learning rate of 0.0003 with a linear schedule and the first 20% steps for warming up.
Figure 2 depicts the average training loss per step and validation accuracy during fine-tuning.
Table 1 shows the results on the test data. Unsurprisingly, only learning from before states
performs worst since it contains little information of the influences of the tactic. The best
accuracy achieved by GPT-2 is 10.47% better than that of random forests. This confirms the
power of the state-of-the-art neural network. Anti-unification does not work well for random
2
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accuracy(%)

Figure 1: Results of hyper-parameter tuning for random forests. The accuracy denotes how
often we predict a tactic that is the same as the tactic in the dataset.
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Figure 2: Training loss and validation accuracy of GPT-2.
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Table 1: Results on the test dataset. “Same tactic” denotes that the prediction is exactly the
same as the tactic in the library. “Same change” checks how often the prediction makes the
same transformation.
model
random forests
GPT-2

accuracy(%)

before

same tactic
same change
same tactic
same change

36.917
43.225
39.154
45.356

before
after
44.563
52.166
56.215
65.319

feature
difference
49.723
59.344

proof
term
47.480
56.024

anti
unification
47.727
55.507
60.300
69.814
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forests but obtains excellent performance for GPT-2. The reason may be that converting antiunification to appropriate features is challenging.
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